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Item IVA 

Japanese Embassy 
Berlin Berlin, 23 October I936 

Mr. Ambassador; 

I have the honor to inform Your Excellency that I sent the attached 
telegram to Foreign Minister AHIT* together with the telegraphic infor-
mation, that today the signing was concluded. 

At the same time I welcome the opportunity to renew to Your 
Excellency the assurance of ny highest esteem. 

Concerning the inclosures III and IV of the Secret Annexed 
Agreement to the Agreement against the Communist International I have 
as a result of my negotiations with Mrc VON HIBBENTROP the firm con-
viction that only the spirit of the above mentioned secret agreement 
will be decisive for Germany's future policy towards the U.o.S.R. 

I showed VON RIBBENTROP this telegram and received his agreement* 

(signed) MUSHAiiGJI 

To His Excellency 
Ambassador VON RIBBENTROP 

Item IVB 

Japanese Embassy 
Berlin 

Ambassador in Berlin, Viscount MUSHAKOJI, 
To His Excellency„ Foreign Minister 

Berlin, 23 Oct. I 9 3 6 . 

OJSHAKOJI 

/87-21/ 



AFFIDAVIT 

I, W. F. Cummingj being first duly sworn on oath, depose and say: 
1. That I am an Attache of the United States Department of 

State on the Staff of the United States 1olitical Adviser on Ger-
man Affairs, and as such I am a representative of the Office of 
Military Government for Germany (U.S.). That in my capacity as 
above set forth, 1 have in my possession, custody, and control at 
the Berlin Documents Center, Berlin, Germany, the original cap-
tured German Foreign Office files and archives. 

2. That said original Foreign Office files and archives 
were captured and obtained by military forces under the command of 
the Supreme Commander, Allied Expeditionary Forces, and upon their 
seizure and capture were first assembled by said military forces 
at a Military Document Center at Marburg, Germany, and were later 
moved by authorized personnel of said Allied forces to said cen-
tral documents center, above referred to, and known as the Berlin 
Documents Center. 

3. That I was assigned to said document center at Marburg, 
Germany, on August 155 1945; a n d said captured German Foreign 
Office files and archives first came into my possession and con-
trol while I was stationed at Marburg, Germany, and that there-
after the same have continued in my possession and custody and 
under my control. 

4. That the document to which this affidavit is attached 
is a true and correct photostatic copy of an original German 
Foreign Office document which was captured from said German Foreign 
Office files and archives, and which came into my possession and 
custody and under my control in the manner above set forth. 

5. That said original document, of which the attached is 
a photostatic copy, is being held and retained by me in order 
that it may be examined and inspected by various interested 
agencies, and a photostatic copy of said original is hereby furn-
ished and certified to because of the unavailability of said 
original for the reasons above set forth. 

s/ W. P. Cumming 
W. P. CUMMING 

Subscribed, and sworn to before me this 23rd day of April 1946. 

s/ G. H. Garde 
G. H. GARDE 

Lt. Colonel, AGD 
Acting Adjutant General 
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E3P0RT 07 THE IMESLiaAIIDSS C0NCKEHI3KJ" . . 
CONCLUSION OP TSS PACT 7"* r-

Concerning the conclusion of the Japaneae-Germax. ?aot; which was 
referred by the Throne for our dol i"be ralT-on, wo, the under signed ministers 
waro "Oiluirrs b'J Toi'Jll r,u r.iv6 igat Gccmnttcje, and held meetings on the 
13th and the loth of this mouth. Soeliaing that the matter was very 
important we proceeded to investigate it with great care "by hearing all 
the explanations we could from the ministers of state and government 
authorities concerned. 

According to the explanations of the competent minister, the Soviet 
Union has in recent yeaxs not only zealously pushed or with her internal 
construction in accordance with the First and Second Five-Tear Plans, "but 
at the same time has corrupted her national defense. Especially in the 
Far East ahe laid extraordinary stress on "building up huge armaments, 
Somotime ago, she also concluded with various neighboring countries in 
Europe non-aggression treaties, or special treaties such as those defining 
aggressor nations. Then she joined the League of Eat ions and gradually 
strengthened her international position in Europe "by concluding mutual 
assistance pacts with France and Cseeho-Slovakia last year. She has been' 
accompanying this with a very noticca'ble increase of pressure in East 
Asia. The Communist Internationale (so-called Comintern), which is 
inseparably connected with the Soviet Union, has been trying to promote 
the advance of Bolshevik activity throughout the world. In recent years 
the chief objectives of this .activity has 'been transferred from Europe 
to East Asia, and its invasion, has been particularly extensive in the 
areas of Outer Mongolia, Sinkiang and the central part of China. In 
1931. a Central Government of Chinese Soviet Republics was established 
at Juichin, KSangsi Province, and the total number of the communist 
army reached some 350,000. Although the Kiangsi Soviet was abandoned 
when Juichin fell as the result of Chiang Kai-shek's punitive invasion 
in November 1S34, the Communis* Army still infests the Chensi, Kansu, and 
Szechwan districts. Hot only that, the Comintern, after the 7th World 
Conference of 1.935, has been conducting increasingly vigorous anti-
Chinese activities in China, its tactics this time being those of 
organizing an anti-Japanese popular front through the Chinese Conmunist 
Party. In Manchuria, too, despite strict vigilance on the part of the 
Japanese and Manchurian government authorities, the Comintern, acting 
through its subordinate, the Manchuria Commission of the Chinese Communist 
Party, is d o i n g all it can to implant Communist cells everywhere arid 
encourage roving gangs of milltazy* and also paying great attention to 
.guerilla movements wherever they may be. The fact that these Bed 
"Fartisan1, units arc now to "be found fir and wide, shows that the in-
fluence of the Comintern's socret activities in the Far East is not some-
thing to be taken lightly. 

Comintern activity has recently become very pronounced in the popular 
front movement in Spain. Judging from the true facts of the present civil 
war there, it can be proved "beyond doubt that the Soviet Union and th« 
Comintern, by their permeation into the internal machinery of other 
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countries, and. their skillfully executed Bolshevist activities thore, 
have caused a profound disturbance to internal tranquility as well aB 
international peace. 

Since all this armed intervention "by the Soviet Union and all \his 
pronotion of the Conintern:s Bolshevist activities in the Far East 
constitute a direct threat to the safety of Japan and Manchuria and 
al>30 a very difficult obstacle to the execution of Japan's East Asia 
policy, we met recognise that a counter-measure for then is the nogt 
urgont and important question among all the various external problems 
now confronting Japan. Consequently the Japanese Government hae made 
it the pivotal point of its foreign policy to frustrate the Soviet 
Union's schemes of aggrandisement and to check the advance of Comintern 
bolshevization in East Asia. Japan has adopted the policy of achieving 
this objective by including as one of her threo principles for Sino-
Japanose negotiations, an insistence on China's cooperation with Japan 
in eliminating the threat of external Red influence in addition to all 
appropriate diplomatic measures, coupled with, the completion of national 
defence. 

In Germany, however, since the establishment of the Nazi Regime 
headed by Hitler in 1933, a strict anti-communist policy has been adopted, 
with the result that German-Soviet relations have suddenly deteriorated. 
In addition, considerable ill-feeling and uneasiness have been created 
as the restilt of the conclusion of those mutual assistance treaties 
between the Soviet Union and Franco and between the Soviet Union and 
Czecho-Slovakia* It is also a. fact that at the Comintern's 7th World 
Congress a resolution was adopted making it the duty of the communist 
parties of the whole world to consider both Japan and Germany as their 
enemies eaid to o r g a n i z n a common front against the two countrios. Her 
relations with the Soviet Union and the Comintern, therefore, have 
placed Germany in a position so similar to Japan's, that she finds it 
convenient to cooperate with Japan in national defease and anti-communist 
policies. The Imperial government accordingly planned cooperation with 
Germany as the first step in executing tho foreign policy outlined 
above. As tho result of protracted negotiations carried on since last 
spring between the Japanese ambassador to Germany and the reprenenta-
tives of the C-enan government, tho two countries arrived at an agreement 
to concludo a special convention for such cooperation, Thus it is that 
the present pact has been concluded. 

Tho p -T-Qoniose-German pact comprises two paqte: Pact against 
the ComnuaiEt Intornats.,.,̂ ^ arL& the Secret Attached Pact against the 

• Union, each of which'pc^tq contains a protocol. The gist of the 
two pacts is a3 followsJ 

I. Pact against the Communist Internationale. 

•The said pact has as ita object cooperation for defence against 
the destructive communistic activities of the Communist Internationale 
(so-called Comintern). The signatory powers agroe tc exchange information 
on the activities of the Comintern, consult with each ^ther in adopting 
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necessary defensive measures and achievo these defensive measures through 
closc operation. (-Article I) 

Hie signatories further agree to take defensive measures, in 
accordance, with the purport cf the a&ld pact. atfaiir>t third countries 
whoso internal pof-.ce is threatened "by the Comintern's destructive activities, 
or invite such countries to join the said pact (Article II). The official 
text of this pact shall "be written in "both Japanese and German. the pact 
shall "become of foot ivo as f rem the date of signing "by the plenipotentiaries 
of the two countries, find remain valid for five years, and the pirateries 
shall reach en understanding''at a suitable tine "before the expiration of 
the period as to the neons of subsequent cooperation between the two 
countries. (Article III) 

The protocol attached to this pact provides that the government 
officials concerned of the two countries shall closely cooperate with 
each other in exchanging intelligence about the Comintern's activities 
and in effecting educational and defensive measures against the Comintern, 
and take strict noasures, within the scope of the present laws, against 
those who, either within or without the country, directly or indirectly 
work for the Comintern or assist in its destructive operations, and that 
in order to facilitate the cooperation between the government officials 
concerned of the two nations, a standing committee shall be established 
to study and discuss various measures necessary for preventing tho 
Comintern's destructive operations, 

II. Secret Fact Attached to the Pact against the Communist Inter-
nationale. 

Thi3 pact has as its object the protection of the common 
interests of "both Japan and Germany against the armed pressure excrtod 
by the Soviet Union, 'i'he signatory powers agree that in case cue of 
the signatory powers is attacked or threatened with attack by the 
Soviet Union without provocation, the other signatory party shall 
refrain from taking m y measure likely to result in any diminution 
of the burden cf the Soviet Union's position, and the two signatories 
shall immediately discuss measures to he taken for the protection of 
their mutual interests, (Article I) The signatories further agree not 
to conclude, during tho continuation of this pact, any political treaties 
with the Sov5«t Union which contrpveno the spirit of this pact, without 
mutual consent. (Article II) Tho official text of the pact shall be 
written in "both Japanese and German, the pack shall be put into effect 
simultaneously with, and shall be effective" 5or the same period as that 
of Pact ¥o> 1. (Article III) 

In tho Appendix to this Fact, ITos. 1 and 2 of the Official 
notes exchanged between tho Japanese and German plenipotentiaries 
prescribe that the political treaties mentioned in Articlo II of the 
pact do not include the Fishery Treaty and the Concession Treaty between 
Japan and the Soviet Union, the treaty concerning boundary line problems 
between Japan, Manchuria and the Soviet Union, and also any other 
similar treaties which may be concluded between Japan and the Soviet 



Union. Official Notes Ho. 3 and. No. 4 confirm the German Government1s 
view that the articles in such political treaties as the Rapallo Treaty 
of 1922 anC the Neutrality Pact of 1926 existing "between Germany and the 
Soviet Union do not conflict with the r.plrin ox this Pact and iernony' s 
obligations arising frora this Pact as long as the object is not lacking 
in the situation at the time of the enforcement of this Fact. The fore-
, oing items of understanding provide that both countries agree upon keeping 
secret the pact and the attached official notes, and also that oven if 
communication af the contents of the Pact to a third power ever happens 
to be to the interest of both parties, such notification shall be made 
only with their mutual consent. 

In reply to our questions regarding the object of concluding the 
Pact and other matters, the competent Minister has given us full explana-
tions, tho chiof points of which are as follows: 

(1) Inasmuch as this Pact has as its object nothing but cooperation 
between Japan and Germany in defending themselves from the 
Comintern's destructive activities and in checking the armed 
pressure of the Soviet Union, Japan's cooperation with Germany 
for this particular object through this Fact in no way whatever 
implies that Japan fully approves of that country-s principles 
in respect to her internal affairs or that Japan will act in 
conceit with hor. In order to prevent any suspicion and 
misuri'lerstanding at home and abroad regarding this point, the 
Government will clarify tho purport of the Pact and also do 
its test to take other appropriate measures at the same time 
as if publishes such parts of tho Pact as are to be made public. 

(2) Since tho object of this Pact is, as mentioned above, simply 
to fcake it an instrument for preparing for the Comintern and tho 
Soviet Union, we on crar side should of course refrain even after 
the conclusion of thic Pact, from taking any positive measure 
which mi'ht aggravate relations with the Soviet Union. As to 
thrt demarcation of the boundary line, the settlement of boundary 
disputes, and othor matters of negotiation between Japan and the 
Soviet Union, the Government will constantly give its most devotod 
attention in order to adjust as may be best the two countries' 
diplomatic relations. Moreover, the Government will always 
do its utmost to maintain and promote amicable relations between 
Japan and Britain and tho United States, especially the cordial 
relations between Japan and Britain. 

(3) It is a natter of deep concern as to what influence the con-
clusion of this Pact will have on tho present Sino-Japanese 
negotiations. The fact that the conclusion of the Pact will 
further strengthen Japan's position ought to prove quite effectivo 
in making China decide her attitude. We are not without 
expectations, therefore, of being able to use this situation 
for promoting developments in the Sino-Japanese negotiations 
favorable to ourselves. The Government is resolved to leave 
nothing undone in its measures for coping with the situation. 
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(4) In view of the fact that the conclusion cf thin r, .j 1.: djt 
to the recent political change in C-emacy and rhe esraW iu-xn.se:it 
of tho Nazi .F-egirso, the actiial sfxoct of the Pact will, of 
course, depend in no small measure, upon ths subeoou-̂ nt 
vicissitudes rf tho Ha&i Begiao, However, sines the p-.-es-'at 
regime, which came into power orJ.y aft.-r Gorm^ny had o~jj: •Qeed 
all the innumerable tribulations eubeeouen:• to the !3ux.rx.an 
War and after successive governments had won the d isrjacififaction 
of the whole nation, is steadily achieving success in b:vn 
internal administration and diplomacy, ar,d has won a firm l.oid 
en the co:.fic.ence of a largo mimb.--r of the people, thanks to 
its uniour princr.ple, without resorting to revolutionary 
behaviour, there is no likelihood of its collapsing easily 
at least in the near future* Consequently no special diffi-
culty will be felt in securing effective results from the Pact 
in the future. 

(5) The wording of the statements contained in Official Notes 
Ho. 3 and Ho* 4 of tho appendix to the second pact mentioned 
above is, we regret to nay. somewhat deficient in clarity. 
Howev r, they confirm the view of the German Government that 
among the articles in the E&paiia Pact and the Neutrality 
Pact existing between Germany and. the Soviet Union, these which 
conflict with the spirit- of the present Japanese -German Pact 
and German/'s obligations arising thsroundor will become 
invalid ; s the result of the extinction of their object in 
tho light, of the situation prevalent when the present Pact 
is enforced.. There is no doubt on this point, as may be 
judged from the fact that during the course of the negotiations 
on the present Fact our ambassador to Germany wired the follcw-
lag telegram b*> our Jorcign Minister after obtaining the assent 
ox tho rv.prosentacivo of the German Government* 

"I have the firm conviction that the spirit of this Pact will 
prove to be the sole basis cf Germany8 s future policy towaid 
the 3o\ iet Union.1' 

It s,sems to us that this Japanese-German Pact is an agreement, 
based on tho crmnen interest of the two countries, for taking appropriate 
measures in corporation foj. a joint defence of the two countries froa 
the destructi7e activities of the Communist Internationalo, and for 
maintaining cioss cooperation between them for a joint stand against 
the armed pressure of tho Soviet Union. It goes without eiying that 
there is very gieat significance in Japan's conclusion of a special 
pact such ao this onu with Germany, Although serious consideration 
should of course be given to the various probable internal as troll as 
external influences of this Pact, it is rathe-, a timely measure for 
Japan, in consideration cf the present international situation, to 
conclude the present Fact aril cooperate with Germany as one of the 
countexMcoarur :••» f or defending then selves from and. chocking the rggroesivc 
pressure of tli'- Oonuni&fc Internationale and the Soviet. Unions 
accordingly, recognise that on the whole there is no objection to the 
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text or to the attached 4oeam«mts. lovever, since tho a to of the 
Oornonist Internatior.a.ln in tr dostvoy and ;r-r../ „v,? naVtonr. 
by every means it co:- tf j.cl, and, siiic? J t r, activities any j.)r.vlvid.;al 
country certainly thveatcn tha poaoc ox the whole .̂rlci, ce alrca-iy 
mentioned in the irt.'?ducticn to Pact Vo 1. efforts -should be nado 
to achieve fully effective vomit a through world-vile intomaSlorsl 
cooperation in exchanging inbolligence concerning tho activir.i zi 
the Internationale and in concerting tho I'.estfssory defensive r.easarra 
against then, Accordingly, to is the cams at desire of this ccnnitiae 
that following tho or.nj.uaî n of this race, tho I&porisJ Covornnent 
will, in joint cooperation with the (Joroaa Government An accordance 
with tho provisionu cf Articio XI, endeavour to induce as nary third 
powers as circumstances permit to join the said pact or tcJco deten^ve 
measures in accordance with the purport of the said pact, in oroer to 
achieve the desiied object, The Investigation Committee unanimous.'-;; 
recommends that thia item be approved without any amendment and also 
submit the foregoing wishes. 

We submit the foregoing report on the results of our investigation 

Nov. 20th, 19-35. 

Chair .an of the Investigation Committee: 

AP.i'I Eertaro, Vice President of tho Privy Council• 

Mentors of the Investigation Committee: 

Count £03ZK0 E o n t a r o , P r i v y Councillor, 

1PTccant . f-HII. Eikujiro," " 
AH*U>iA flyokitsu, » " 
JpTl'i l-y^Wixi, " " 
' MC?'>KA, iUjime, » « 
rsasm>. jtso, " " 
"Saror i'lASHi Gonsuke, 11 " 

To Baron ET^JJOMA L~i Ichiro, President of the Privy Council. 

Proj. No. 199 
S. A. No. 15049 
Sack No. 
Item No. 12-13-2 

EXPiA^TTi'N OP TEE' Eft?M3 MB:X22ZB- (EdOTA) AS 70 TP'S 
/ CONClu'STOF 0:r JAPAra.V 'I7BM7 PACT AT 11*7331 IGAOTT 

COM>: Lxf'.V)J Ox p.i.'v/ coraa.'x. 

A3 you kr.c.'/ tho Union of Soviet Socialist republics. &«? tho rc&O. 
of strengthening of her national defense and the promotion of her inter 
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national position in recent years, she has built up huge aimaamua In 
the Par Past- to ;ort heavy armed prf-sanre upor. )3v.<3n On tho e ther 
hand, it is quite evident that she is acting to put, T'&ft £yip into dis-
turbance, nobSliaing the Comcon-ss interna ti.ona.le- Sir.vo ihtac mateera 
are dircct nenaco to our national defense and also th££ display a very 
difficult obstacle to th.? e. it-cut ion of Japan's .last A^ia policy, 
since the Corner government has laeJited OX China1 s cooperation with Japan 
in eliminating the threat cf exterr.ai inflMerot. from Oncer Mongolia 
and others, as one of tho three principles -3f negotiations, 
the present govei-nment ha* m&de it tho pivotal point uf it a foreign policy 
to frustrate the .Soviet Union" n salients cf iyvr/andlzvineut, r-rpecially tc 
dissolve the threat to the national dor jure of Japan r.y her hags erJica«nt« 
and to check tho advance of Comintern Bolahevi/nticn :>. Past A;-la.. 

Also in Europe, (X many has in recent years "-een placid ir. a position 
so similar to Japan's that she must check the advance of Eo'Lshoviseticn 
and also she is threatened by huge armaments of Soviet Union. Conse-
quently wo have found it a good r.b>»nco to eonclr.de a pact between Japan 
and Germany who have ccnnor, -interests with roapocfc to these points 
with a -"-iew of ccrmon defeass against the destructive activity cf the 
Communist Internationale and chock of tho armed advance of the Soviet 
Union. 

According to the present pact, as the text elucidates itself, it is 
clear that the third country can be induced in order to take common defensive 
measures against tne Bolsh-jvistic activities, therefore, Japan's cooperation 
with Germany for this particular object through this pact in no way whatever 
implies that Japan fully approves cf that country's principles in respect 
to her internal, affairs ov tuat Japan will act in concert with hor. 

Since the object of the present pact i? dimply to make it an instru-
ment for preparing 'or checking the armed pressure of the Soviet Urion 
and Bolshevistic activities, v: on. our side sh.7t-.ll of course vt.'frain from 
t siring any positive L'0at?u.v03 wVucb might aggravate relation? with the 
So 7 5. en Union A«* to tho dvlra t *?.,+. jor of the "-oundary line Japan, 
Manchur.o and tho Ur.ier, the settlement, of hour. d= ry dispute, 
and others a.atv,y.-.f, r-f s i r t-n between Japan and the Soviet Union, 
the Gove ran. * at *r.ll const at"y gvv i irs no« dv/oted attention in ordor 
to adjut t as r-av b- beet -.he two countries1 diplomatic relations. 

MoreoTor j as /apm will cooperate with Germany by the conclusion 
of this pact, •i'h'p gcvr-rv-mon'- ivij 1 alv.-j&s do its yfrnost to maintain 
_and nrcmotiv amicable relations bctwsan Jan an and^Brltain and the United 
States, especially e rd.iai re.: -•• t.'.ons between Japan anc' Britain. 

I hope you would felly discuss and irvost igatc the draft of this 
pact, 
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Pro j • !To., 199 
b. jx. 
Seek 
I tea No. 12-B-2 

EI-:PIAEAT:OS: O? TJIF. fazoir*.: Ui'-Via.} 
TO T3B OGECLUSICN 0? J i j B ^ ^ m S ?ACI AT TE? 
mpiariGdixoisr COMMITTEE Cj' i'.iiyz uctjicoil iiror̂ .̂ iP L?, 1936) 

I. It is a i-emarkabie fact that in recent years c-.ie Soviet Union 
has not only pushod on with her Internal ccaetreciica in accordance '-ith 
the so-called Five-Yean P'ian, "out has aXno F.oalcutliy coirr.leted her 
national defense, erpenially in the Far Fast,, shw laid extraordinary stres 
on strengthening arn&nont*. In Europe, the So'-j.et (Jnion haa concluded 
non-aggressive treaties or special treaties suth as those dofinicg 
aggressive nations with various neighboring countries 3nccjfl8l'f'sly and 
joined the League of Nations too* Especially last .year by conclusion 
of mutual assistance treaties between the Soviet Union and France and 
also between tho Soviet Union and Czecho-Slovakia, the Soviet Union 
has promoted her international position in Fur-ps. and ccnsoauently 
with the aggrandizement of armaments in Far Eaofc, the pressure exurted 
by the Soviet Union upon East Asia district ie increasing. 

II. Next, it nay bo needless to say about the inseparable 
relations between the Soviet Union and Comintern, and the details 
of Bolshevist activities of Comintern may bo found in tho separate 
protocol near at hand. To explain a few of the most remarkable examples, 
at the beginning of tho Russian revolution, tho Comintern strived to 
bolshevize various countries of Europe? but finding that tho political 
and economical foundations of various countries of Europe so solid, it 
has transferred the chief objectives of this activity from Europe to 
Jtefct Asia and *ioce thou its invasion has been particularly extended 
in the areas of Outer Mongolia, Sinkiang and the central part of 
China, In 1931, Contral Government of Chinese Soviet Hspublics was 
established in Juichic, TCiangei Province, and the total number of tho 
Ccmmv.nict Army reached some 350.000. Although tho Kiangsi Soviet 
was abandoned vL.cn Juichin fell as the result of Ohiang a 
punitive invasion ir November 1934, the Communist Arr.y still infects the 
Cheusi. Saa3o and Ssechweu dintrieto. Hot only that, tho Comintern, 
after the 7th World Conference of 1935, has been conducting increasingly 
vigorous ar.ti* Jhine3'j act3 vi trice in China, its tactics this time being 
those of organising on an ti«-Japanese popular front through the Chinese 
Oomirur.ist Party. Iu MauchurJa, too, despite tho strict vigilance on 
the part ox the Jn.par.osr and Manchurian government anchoritics, the 
Comintern, act in,- ti.rov.gh its subordinate, the Manchuria Commission of the 
CVii-evc. Communis h Pavty. is doing nil it can to Communist cells every-
where and encourage roving gangs of military, and also pacing great 
attention to guerilla movements wherever they may be, The fact that 
those Red "Partisan" units are now to be found far and wide, shows 
that the influence nf the Comintern's secret activities in Manchuria 
is not something to be taken lightly. 
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As for Europe, tho Comintern activity has recently become very 
pronounced in tho popular movement in Spain., Judging .from the true 
facts of cho present civil war there, it con he proved byor.d doubt 
that the Soviet IS ion nnd the Coairtern, by their peraaR* î r. into tac 
internal machinery of other countries, and their skillfully psacuted 
Bolshevist activities there., have oauo?d a profound disturbanto 
internal tranquility as veil as international peace-

III, As I have tell yov just uov;, thj a-rr-rd innervation by the 
Soviet Union and the promotion î! the Cor.intern' h Bolshevist activities 
in the rav Haf. t constant* n ti-re-nt to the safety of Japan and 
Manchuria and also a very dtif.icu.li. --̂ c-taclo the execution of 
Japan'.; 3iast Asia policy> so we must recognise vhat a counter. -measure 
for theffl is the.most ur'.cnt and ir.voortant ûe-v:-iou among all the 
various external problems now confrvnting Japan. 

Since such is the present situation, thw present Government has 
made it the pivotaJ pr.aut of its foreign pcliej to f rue-rots the Soviet 
Union's schemes of aggrandisement and to check the advance of Comintern 
bolshevization in Bast Asia. 

IV. In Germany, however, since the establishment of the Hani 
Regime headed by Hitler in 1933, a strict anti-Communist policy has been 
adopted, with the result that German.---Soviet relations have suddenly 
deteriorated. In addition, considerable ill-i'ue 1 vng and unoasinesc have 
been created as tho result of the conclusion of these mutual assistance 
treaties between the Soviet Union and Prance and also between the 
Soviet Union c-nd C aechr- 31ovi'j5ia« xt is also a fact tna <> at the 
Comintern's ""th *'7cr.'cl Con^resR a resolution was adopted making ifc 
the duty of the Communist.pariios-of the whole world to consider both 
Japan and C-a.T.n'y as their enemies and to organize a common front against 
the two count riot-, 'Sr>i relations with the -Soviet tfcloa aud tho Comin-
tern, therefore, bave placed Germany in a position so similar to .Japan? s 
that she finds i" cr.voniont to cooperate with Japan in national defense 
and yt poiieios. 

7,. fhe gov crosier t accordingly planned cooperation with Germany 
as tho firs'; r.xcv. in ewrxtii-g nho foreign policy ? have just explained, 
ant !n spring of this yeac «/'. ir. Ambassador MPSKiiCOJI returnee. to his 
poet in Berlin- . the government trusted him to find the intention of 
Gcrmaay, 'j.'bur. wo have confirmed that Germany also eagerly i.esired the 
cooperation with ue and as the verult of protracted negotiation!.' carried 
on between tae i^bast-aCcr to Crcs.-r.exij and RIPrLNT'dC? of the 
C-craaa Government, cwo eountries arrived at rhe prosert draft of agree-
ment, And as 3 'C-TT^jtld? was exp-vetod to go to his post of ^ernaa 
Ambassador to lro;v>. lOrita-u, let Ambaseador MQShAKCJT. and Ambaav-ador 
RT.IG''S?jT.0r inltiai or ;;3rd ultimo in order to dat-emine the draft before 
Ambassador It 11 TFhllt;? goes to his post. 

The present pact comprise3* Pact against Comintern, protocol 
attached to it, the Secret Attached Pact. Appendix and Agreements, 
The pact against the Comintern has its object cooperation for defense 
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against the destructive communistic activities of the Comintern and 
for this purpose the pact has a provision that the signatory powers 
agree to exchange information on the activities of the Comintern, consult 
with each other in adopting necessary defensive measures and achieve 
these defensive measures through close operations. There is also a 
provision that the signatories further agree to take defensive measures, 
in accordance with the purport of the said pact, against third countries 
whose internal peace is threatened by the Comintern's destructive activi-
ties, or invite such countries to join tho said pact. 

The protocol attached to this pact has its object the concrete 
moasure3 necessary to the execution of the paot for Comintern and 
provides that the government officials concerned of tho two countries 
shall closely cooperate with oach other, strict measures shall ho taken 
against those who work for the Comintern and a standing committee shall 
he established. 

The secret pact attached to the pact has its object the protection 
of the common interests of both Japan and Germany against the threat 
exerted by the Soviet Union. The signatory powers agree that in case 
one of the signatory powers is attacked or threatened with attack by 
the Soviet Union without provocation, the other signatory party shall 
refrain from taking any measure likely to result in any diminution 
of the burjLen of the Soviet Union's position, and the two signatories 
shall immediately discuss measures to bo taken for the protection of 
their mutual interests. And this pact also provides that the signatories 
agree not to conclude, during the continuation of this pact, any 
political treaties with the Soviet Union which contravene the spirit 
of this pact, without mutual consent* 

Numbers 1 and 2 of the Appendix to this pact elucidate the under-
standing of both governments that the political treaties mentioned in 
Article II of the pact do not include the Fishery Treaty and the 
Concession Treaty between Japan and the Soviet Union, the treaty con-
cerning boundary line problems between Japan, Manchuria and the Soviet 
Union, and also any other similar treaties which may be concluded between 
Japan and the Soviet Union. Official notes No. 3 and Noc 4 confirm 
the German government's view that the articles in such political treaties 
as the Eapa'llo Treaty and tho Neutrality Pact existing between Germany 
and the Soviet Union do not conflict with the spirit of this pact and 
Germany's obligations prising from this pact as long as tho object is 
not lacking in the situation at the time of the enforcement of this 
pact. The items of understanding prescribe the Keeping secret of tho 
secret pact attached to the pact as well as from No. 1 to No„ 4 of the 
Appendix, that is to say, they provide that >>otb signatories agree upon 
keeping secrct the Becrot pact attached to the pact as well as from No. 
1 to No. 4 of the Appendix, and also that even if communication of the 
contents of tho said Pact to a third power over happens to be to tho 
interest of both signatories, such notification shall bo made only with 
their mutual consent. 
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VI. In conclusion I should like to add a few wordso The 
Japanese Government should of course rcfrrin from taking any 
positive measure which might aggravate relations with the Soviet 
Union, and as to the various questions concerning t>c demarca-
tion of the boundary line of Japan, Jfenchuria and Soviet Union, 
the Government will continue the negotiation with the Soviet 
Union in order to solve tve said questions; consequently in 
the case of negotiation and conclusion of the present Japanese-
German Pact, although it has been contrived most effectively 
to restrain the Soviet Union by the present Pact, the Government 
has done its utmost not to irritate excessively the Soviet Union 
side. In other words, in the Articles of the Pact for the 
Comintern, no words have been used likelj'' xo class the Ccpmintern 
with the Soviet Union and besides we have kept the Appendix to 
the Pact as wc-11 as the attached official notes secret. These 
have done with the precautions just mentioned. 

I hope you would fully discuss and investigate tvis mctter. 
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Minutes of the Privy Council S ^ ) 

fetters pertaining to the conclusion of the Agreement "between 
Japan and Germany. 

Council opened at 10.15 a.m. on November 25, 11th year of Shcwa /1936/ 

Attended by 

President HIEANCMA 

Ministers 
Prime Minister H'HCTA 
Navy Minister IAGAN0 

Commissioners 
• • • • • • • • • • c •• 

TOGO Chief of European-Asiatic Affairs 
Bureau of the Foreign Ministry 

* • * 

Reporter (ARAl) 

We have been ordered members of the investigation committee regard-
ing the Imperial consultation on the conclusion of the treaty between 
Japan and Germany. Having held meetings on the 12th and the 18th of thi: 
month, we have strived to make a full investigation into the matter by 
having listened to detailed explanations from the Minister of Home Affaii 
and other officials concerned. 

According tc explanations by the Minister concerned, the U.S.S.R., 
lately, is devoting herself to her internal construction as well as to 
the completion of ner national defense through the first and second five 
year plans. Especially, she has put unusual effort in the establishment 
of enormous military installations in the Ear East. On the other hand, 
she has concluded special treaties such as the non-aggression pact on 
treaties defining aggressive nations with neighboring countries in Europe, 
and then entered the League of Nations. Last year, she concluded a 
mutual-aid treaty with France and Czechoslovakia, thereby gradually 
strengthening her international position in Europe. Following this, she 
is greatly intensifying her oppression in East Asia. The 1 Communist 
International' (the so-called Commintern) which is inseparably related tc 
the Union of Social Soviet Russia is putting every effort to push forwarc 
their operations to communize the whole world. Recently, the object of 
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Communist operations has "been turned from Europe to East A-s.'a and their 
aggressive hands have extended especially to Outer Mongol"a, Iwinchiang 
and China proper. In 1931, a central government of the Chines* '"ioviet-
Republic was established in Juichin, Chianghsi Province, and the total 
number of the Communist Army numbered about 350,000. However, in ITovem 
1934, Juichin was captured in an armed subjugation by Chiang Eal--Shek 
and the Soviet district in Chianghsi was abandoned. Remnants cf the 
Communist Army, however, are still rampant in the district of Shensi, 
Kansu, and Ssecnwan. Following the seventh world conference, 'Comminter 
is executing with much vigour her activities against China through a nev 
tactic by constructing an anti-Japanese civilian front among the Chinese 
Communist Party. Also in Manchuria, the Commintem is supervising the 
Manchurian Committee of the Chinese Communist Party in spite of strict 
vigilance by both the Japanese and Manchurian police forces. They are 
striving to establish Communist organizations in various districts and 
to encourage various troops and communist bandits, and they are also put 
ting efforts in guerilla activities in various districts. Red Bartizan 
Troops are, actually, appearing everywhere, ana the influence of the 
underground activities of 1Commintern1 in the Par East cannot be lightly 
overlooked. The 'Commintern' activities are very notable recently in th< 
30-called civilian front movements in Spain. Considering from the truth 
in the late disturbances in Spain, it is very plainly evident that 'Com-
mintern1 is permeating into the domestic organs of the other countries 
and is skillfully carrying out communist activities to greatly disturb 
the domestic security and international peace. 

The furtherance of Soviet's military oppression and communist 
operations of Commintern in the Par East, as I have related, is not onl; 
a direct menace to the security of both Japan and Manchuria but is also 
a great obstacle to the execution of Japan's East Asiap olicy. Therefor 
we must acknowledge that the measure to cope with this is the most impor 
ant and urgent diplomatic problem among those which Japan is now encoun-
tering. Accordingly, the main point of Japan's foreign policy will be 
the frustration of the Soviet's aggressive plans and the prevention of 
the Red advancement of Commintern. China's cooperation with Japan to 
exclude the menace of foreign Communist elements, has been mentioned as 
an article in the Three Fundamental Principles in our negotiations with 
China. On the other hand we have established measures to strive to 
realize the above policy by proper diplomacy, in accordance with the com-
pletion of national defense. In Germany, following the establishment of 
the Nazi Regime in 1933 with Hitler as its leader, a strong anti-communi: 
policy has been carried on; which resulted in the sudden deterioration 
in the German-Soviet relations. Furthermore, the mutual aid treaty con-
cluded by the Soviet Union with France and Czechoslovakia, as I have 
previously related, gave use to much ill feelings and anxiety. At the 
7th Commintern World Conference, Japan and Germany, were specially men-
tioned as enemies, and there has actually been a resolution to the effec 
that the construction of a united front against these two powers is the 
duty of the Communist Parties of the whole world. Therefore, GermaAy 



stands in the same position as the Japanese Empire with relation t: the 
Soviet and Comintern and she is in a convenient position to cooperate 
with Japan in her national defense and anti-Communist policies. The 
Japanese Government has planned for a coalition with Germany as a first 
step in executing the above-mentioned foreign policy. As a result of 
negotiations "by the Japanese ambassador in Germany with the representa-
tives of that country since Spring, it was decided to conclude a special 
treaty between the two powers for this coalition, and this has lead to 
the conclusion of the present treaty. 

* * * 

The minister concerned give explanations in reply to our questions 
as to the spirit and other matters concerning the conclusion of the 
present treaty. The main points of the explanation are as follows: 

(1) The object of the present treaty is no other than the defense 
against the destructive Commintern activities in both Japan and Germany 
and the cooperation in checking armed oppression by the Soviet Union. 
Therefore, Japan's coalition with Germany for this purpose according to 
this treaty does not necessarily mean that we entirely approve of Germany 
policies in domestic matters and that we will act in concert with her. 
There should be no doubt or misunderstanding vrhatsoever on this point. 
Therefore, in announcing what has to be made public on this treaty, the 
government should make clear the purport of this treaty and should take 
other adequate measures. 

* 

(2) The purport of the present treaty is, as I have already re-
lated, merely to use this as a defensive means against 'Commintern' and 
the Soviet Union so we should, of course, refrain from voluntarily taking 
any measures likely to aggravate our relations with the Soviet Union, 
even after the conclusion of this pact. The Government shall always pay 
the fullest attention in the demarcation of the boundary, the disposal of 
border disputes, etc. to properly adjust the relations between the two 
countries. Moreover, we sJjall hope that the Government will always put 
the greatest effort in the maintenance and development of friendly re-
lations with Great Britain and the United States, especially with the 
former. 

(3) We must fully consider what influences the conclusion of the 
present treaty will have on our negotiations with China now being carried 
on, but the fact that the conclusion of this treaty will further streng-
then the position of the Japanese Empire should have considerable bearing 
on China's decision of her attitude. Accordingly, there are chances of 
favorably developing the Sino-Japanese negotiations by utilizing such a 
situation. We shall hope that the Government will not err in their 
policies. 
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ARITA: "First of all 1 wirh to say a few words in reply to Councillor 
ARIMA'f remarks and then answer Councillor KARA's question. 

"As regards the question hy Councillor ARIMA whether there is any fear 
that Soviet. Russia would bring about the worst results to counteract the 
Japan-Germany Pact if the substance of it became known to Russia, the 
government's policy is to strenuously avoid any outbreak of an affair wit, 
Soviet Russia even after the conclusion of the Japan-German Pact. The 
substance of the secret agreement has considerable possibilities for de-
velopment depending on the intention of the two countries and if there 
should arise any danger cf an outbreak of war between Japan and Soviet 
Russia, there is still room to push the discussion beyond the provisions 
of this agreement. Henceforth, Soviet Bussia has to consider the fact 
that she has to face both Japan and Germany and for that reason I believe 
that even if Japan's military preparations should not' be adequate, Russia 
will not initiate any affair. 

"Next I wish to reply to Councillor KARA1s question. As you have 
stated, it was the plan not to announce the Japan-Geimany Pact until the 
signing of tho Russo-Japanese Fishery Treaty was completed. However, evej 
before the signing of the treaty, a rumor about the completion of the 

p 1 ' — 
Japan-ermany agreement spread from some place. Moreover, a rumor of a 
coalition among Japan, Germany and Italy appeared in the newspapers and 
even in Japan some people believe that a Japan-Germany Agreement has been 
concluded. .Is the situation was such that we did not know when matters 
pertaining tc the agreement would appear on the newspapers we had to 
prohibit the printing of any newspaper articles dealing with the topic. 

"In spite of this it appears that through the homes of foreign corres-
pondents the rumor of the Japan-Germany Pact was reported from Japan to 
the United States and that from there the rumor has spread to Europe. 
It is most regrettable that tho secret leaked out in that manner. As a 
result of these rumors, when the Soviet ambassador called at the Foreign 
Ministry on the sixteenth, he asked me whether the rumor about the con-
clusion of some sort of treaty between Japan and Germany was true or not. 
I did not deny the rumor entirely bat explained Japan's policy of defense 
against Communism. I further stated tho aim of the decision made at the 
Seventh General Meeting of the Comintern and said that in order to defend 
against this aim, Japan required the cooperation of some other Power, 
that negotiations were going on at present for this purpose, and that as 
that cooperation was confined to the checking of Bolshevic operations, 
it would be no obstacle to the friendly relations of Japan and Soviet 
Russia. As the Agreement had not yet been made public, I could not tell 
him fully of its substance. It can be easily imagined that the Soviet 
Government has conjectured the existence of some form of secret agreement 
other than that against Communism. 

"It was planned to have the Russo-Japanese Fishery Treaty signed on 
the 20th cf this month, but this was postponed by Soviet Russia. The 
reason, it is said, is that, hearing that an understanding has been made 
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"between Japan and Germany against Communism, some people in Soviet-
Government circles are opposed to the immediate signing of the Treaty. 
However, I feel that iwhen the Ja.^an-German Agreement is announced, 
and the fact that it is only intended against the Comintern "becomes clear 
the treats* will eventually "be signed. Should Soviet-Russia decline to 
sign, there will he no treaty, and there will remain no other way than to 
fish freely, hut Russia, I think does not desire such consequences. Por, 
in spite of hearing rumors for a long time that some sort of negotiation 
is "being carried out "between Japan and Germany, Soviet Russia has shown 
a good deal of sincerity in "both the oil and fishery negotiations as also 
in the discussion of "boundary problems. 

"Ac the present Japan-Germany Agreement was not entirely unexpected, 
"by Soviet Russia, I believe that she will not assume a provocative atti-
tude/towards Japan/nor refuse to sign /the Fishery Treaty/ to the very 
last." 

Chairman (HIRAUUKA): "AS nobody else will speak, the second reading 
will be omitted, and the draft will be Immediately put to a vote. Those 
who approve the draft will please stand up." 

(All stand up) 

Chairman (HIRAddJMA): "This draft ha3 been unanimously approved. 

This meeting is herewith adjourned." 
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Matters pertaining to the conclusion of the Agreement "between 
Japan and Germany. 
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Council opened at 10.15 a.m. on November 25, 11th year of Shcwa /l9L<6/ 

Attended by 
r — i 

President HJBANUMA 
Ministers 

Pri 
Navy Minister NAGANO 
Prime Minister H1RCTA 

Commissioners 

TOGO Chief of European-Asiatic Affairs 
Bureau of the Foreign Ministry 

* # * 

Reporter (ARAl) 

Wq have "been ordered members of the investigation committee regard-
ing the Imperial consultation on the conclusion of the treaty between 
Japan and Germany. Having held meetings on the 12th and the 18th of thi 
month, we have strived to make a full investigation into the matter "by 
having listened to detailed explanations from the Minister of Home Affai; 
and other officials concerned. 

According to explanati ons "by the minister concerned, the U.S.S.R., 
lately, is devoting herself to her internal construction as well as to 
the completion of her national defense through the first and second five 
year plans. Especially, she has put unusual effort in the establishment 
of enormous military installations in the Far East. On the other hand, 
she has concluded special treaties such as the non-aggression pact on 
treaties defining aggressive nations with neighboring countries in Europe 
and then entered the League of Nations. Last year, she concluded a 
mutual-aid treaty with France and Czechoslovakia, thereby gradually 
strengthen! ng her international position in Europe. Following this, she 
is greatly intensifying her oppression in East Asia. The 'Communist 
International' (the so-called Commintern) which is inseparably related tc 
the Union of Social Soviet Russia is putting every effort to push forward 
their operations to communize the whole world. Recently, the object of 
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Communist operations has "been turned from Europe to East A-;.'a and their 
aggressive hands have extended especially to Outer Mongolia, Ht inch-long 
and China proper. In 1931, a central government of the Chines* "ioviet 
Republic was established in Juicnin, Chianghsi Province, and the total 
number of the Communist Army numbered about 350,000. However, in Nevef! <. 
1934, Juichin was captured in an armed subjugation by Chiang Kai--Skek 
and the Soviet district in Chianghsi was abandoned. Remnants cf the 
Communist Army, however, are still rampant in the district of Shensi, 
Kansu, and Saecnwan. Following the seventh world conference, 1Comminter 
is executing with much vigour her activities against China through a nei-
tactic by constructing an anti-Japanese civilian front among the Chineso 
Communist Party. Also in Manchuria, the Commintern is supervising the 
Manchurian Committee of the Chinese Communist Party in spite of strict, 
vigilance by both the Japanese and Manchurian police forces. They are 
striving to establish Communist organizations in various districts' and 
to encourage various troops and communist bandits, and they are also put 
ting efforts in guerilla activities in various districts. Red Bartizan 
Troops are, actually, appearing everywhere, and the influence of the 
underground activities of 'Commintern1 in the Far East cannot be lightly 
overlooked. The 'Commintern1 activities are very notable recently in the 
so-called civilian front movements in Spain. Considering from the truth 
in the late disturbances in Spain, it is very plainly evident that 'Com-
mintern' is permeating into the domestic organs of the other countries 
and is skillfully carrying out communist activities to greatly disturb 
the domestic security and international peace. 

The furtherance of Soviet's military oppression and communist 
operations of Commintern in the Far East, as I have related, is not onl: 
a_direct menace to the security of both Japan and Manchuria but is also 
a great obstacle to the execution of Japan's East' Asiap olicy. Therefor 
we must acknowledge that the measure to cope with this is the most impor 
ant and urgent diplomatic problem among those which Japan is now encoun-
tering. Accordingly, the main point of Japan's foreign policy will be 
the frustration of the Soviet's aggressive plans and the prevention of 
the Red advancement of Commintern. China's cooperation with Japan to 
exclude the menace of foreign Communist elements, has been mentioned as 
an article in the Three Fundamental Principles in our negotiations with 
China. On the other hand we have established measures to strive to 
realize the above policy by^j)roper_diplomacy, in ̂accordance with the cop-
jo let ion of national defense. In Germany, following the establishment of 
the Nazi Regime in 1933 with Hitler as its leader, a strong anti-communi' 
policy has been carried on; which resulted in the sudden deterioration 
in the German-Soviet relations. Furthermore, the mutual aid treaty con-
cluded by the Soviet Union with France and Czechoslovakia, as I have 
previously related, gave use to much ill feelings and anxiety. At the 
7th Commintern World Conference, Japan and Germany, were specially men-
tioned as enemies, and there has actually been a resolution to the effec 
that the construction of a united front against these two powers is the 
duty of the Communist Parties of the whole world. Therefore, Germany 
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stands in the same position aa the Japanese Empire with relation I iat 
Soviet and Commintern and she is in a convenient position to cooperate 
with Japan in her national defense and anti-Communist policies. The 
Japanese Government has planned for a coalition with Germany as a first 
step in executing the above-mentioned foreign policy. As a result of 
negotiations "by the Japanese ambasaador in Germany with the representa-
tives of that country sinc_el'Spririg1 it"was decided to conclude a special 
treaty between the two powers for this coalition, and this has lead to 
the conclusion of the present treaty. 

* * * 

The minister concerned give explanations in reply to our questions 
as to the spirit and other matters concerning the conclusion of the 
present treaty. The main points of the explanation are as follows: 

(1) The object of the present treaty is no other than the defense 
against the destructive Commintern activities in both Japan and Germany 
and the cooperation in checking armed oppression by the Soviet Union. 
Therefore, Japan's coalition with Germany for this purpose according to 
this treaty does not necessarily mean that we entirely approve of G_erman;v_ 
policies in domestic matters and that we will act in concert with her. 
There should be no doubt or misunderstanding whatsoever on this point. 
Therefore, in announcing what has to be made public on this treaty, the 
government should make clear the purport of this treaty and should take 
other adequate measures. 

(2) The purport of the present treaty is, as I have already re-
lated, merely to use this as a defensive means against 'Commintern' and 
the Soviet Union so we should, of course, refrain from voluntarily takin, 
any measures likely to aggravate our relations with the Soviet Union, 
even after the conclusion of this pact. The Government shall always pay 
the fullest attention in the demarcation of the boundary, the disposal oi 
border disputes, etc. to properly adjust the relations between the two 
c ountr i es. Mare over. we gftall. hope that t.ha rTnvftT-nr.iP.nt, will nlw^ya put 
the great eat effort-4-n-t.he maintenance and jlsEalcpmgnt of friendly re-
lations with Great Britain and the United States, especially with the 
former. 

(3) We must fully consider what influences the conclusion of the 
present treaty will have on our negotiations with China now being carried 
on, but the fact that the conclusion of this treaty will further streng-
then the position of the Japanese Empire should have considerable bearing 
on China's decision of her attitude. Accordingly, there are chances of 
favorably developing the Sino-Japanese negotiations by utilizing such a 
situation. We shall hope that the Government will not err in their 
policies. 

* * * 
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ARITA: "First of all I wirh to say a few words in reply to Councillor 
ARIKA'n remarks and then answer Councillor HARA1s question. 

"As regards the question by Councillor ARIMA whether there is any fear 
that Soviet. Russia would bring about the worst results to counteract the 
Japan-Germany Past if the substance of it became known to Russia, the 
government1s policy is to strenuously avoid any outbreak of an affair wit, 
Soviet Russia even after the conclusion of the Japan-Germany Pact. The 
substance of the secret agreement has considerable possibilities for de-
velopment depending on the intention of the two countries and if there 
should arise any danger cf an outbreak of war between Japan and Soviet 
Russia, there is still room to push the discussion beyond the provisions 
of this agreement. Henceforth, Soviet Bussia has to consider the fact 
that she has to face both Japan and Germany and for that reason I believe 
that even if Japan's militarygpreparations should not be adequate, Russia 
will not initiate any affair. 

"Next 1 wish to reply to Councillor HARA's question. As you have 
stated, it was the plan not to a^nounce the Japan-Geimany Pact until the 
signing of the Russo-Japanese Fishery-Treat}; was completed. However, eve; 
before the signing of the treaty, a rumor, about the completion of the 
Japan-Germany agreement spread from some place. Moreover, a rumor of"a 
coalition among Japan, Germany and Italy appeared in the newspapers and 
even in Japan some people believe that a Japan-Germany Agreement has been 
concluded. As the situation was such that we did not know when matters 
pertaining tc the agreement would appear on the newspapers wo had to 
prohibit the printing of any newspaper articles dealing with the topic. 

—Ia_ss.it e of this it appears that through the homes of foreign corres-
eondantfl the rumor of the Japan-Germany Pact was reported from Japan to 
_the United States and that from therejthe rumor has spread to Europe, 
"it is mostregrettable that the secret leaked out in that manner. As a 
result of these rumors, when the Soviet ambassador called at the Foreign 
Ministry on the sixteenth, he asked me whether the rumor about the con-
clusion of some sort of treaty between Japan and Germany was true or not. 
I did not deny the rumor entirely but explained Japan's policy of defense 
against Communism. I further stated the aim of the decision made at the 
Seventh General Meeting of the Comintern and said that in order to defend 
against this aim, Japan required the cooperation of some other Power, 
that negotiations were going on at present for this purpose, and that as 
that cooperation was confined to the checking of Bolshevic operations, 
it would be no obstacle to the friendly relations of Japan and Soviet 
Russia. As the Agreement had not yet been made public, I could not tell 
him fully of its substance. It can be easily imagined that the Soviet 
Government has conjectured the existence of some form of secret agreement 
other than that against Communism. 

"It was planned to have the Russo-Japanese Fishery Treaty signed on 
the 20th cf this month, but this was postponed by Soviet Russia. The 
reason, it is said, is that, hearing that an understanding has been made 
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"between Japan and Germany against Communism, some people in Soviet-
Government circles are opposed to the immediate signing of the Treaty. 
However, I feel that iwhen the Japan-German Agreement is announced, 
and the fact that it is only intended against the Comintern "becomes clear 
tne treaty will eventually "be signed. Should Soviet-Russia decline to 
sign,' there will he no treaty, and there will remain no other way frfean to 
Xish- freely, but Zlussia, -X.think does not" de~sfre such consequences. For, 
in spite of hearing rumors for a long time that some sort of negotiation 
is "being carried out between Japan and Germany, Soviet Russia^has shown 
^ good deal of sincerity in both the oil and fishery negotiations as also_ 
in the discussion of ̂boundary problems. 

"Ac the present Japan-Germany Agreement was not entirely unexpected, 
by Soviet Russia, I believe that she will not assume a pjiomcative atti-
tude/towardr, Japan/nor.refuse jo sign /the Fishery Treaty/ to the very 
last." 

Chairman (HIRANUMA): "AS nobody else will speak, thg__s.econd reading 
willjae omitted, and the draft will be immediately put to a vote. Those 
who approve the draft will please stand up." 

ŝ CaII stand up) N 

Chairman (HIRAiUJMA): "This draft has been unanimously approved. 

This meeting is herewith adjourned." 
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Statement of Source rna Authenticity 

17 M. TFksptsu.il hereby certify that I am officially 
connected with the Japanese Government in the following 
capacity: Secretary, Privy Council pnd th?t as s u c h 
official I hrvc custody of the document hereto attached 
consisting of 25. P?g®s, dpted , 19. , and described 
ps follows: Proceedings of, Privy "Council. Nov. 2v, 1936, 
re (l) "Ratification of Agreement "for Suppression Use of 
Opium for Smoking", (2~j~ "Kwantung Province Opium Order"? 
(3) "Anti-Comintern Agreement". 
I further certify t^?t' the attached record and document is 
pn official document of the Japanese Government, and that 
it is part of the official archives pnd files of the fol-
lowing npmed ministry or department (specifying plso the 
file number or citation, if nny, or pny other officipl 
designation of the regular locption of the document in 
t^e archives or files): 
Privy Council. 

Signed at Tokyo on this 
27th day of August, 194-6. /s/ M. Taksatsu.ii 

Signature of Official 
SE/L 

Witness: Kiichi, Chosokabe 
Official Capacity 

Strtement of Officipl Procurement 

I? Edwprd P. Monpg'-pn, hereby certify th^t I rm 
pssocipted with the General Ftfdcu»rters of the Supreme 
Commpnder for tve Allied Powers, and thrt the sbove described 
document was obtpined by me from the pbove signed officipl 
of the Jappnese Government in the conduct of my officipl 
business. 
Signed at Tokyo on this /s/ Edward P. Monaghan 
27th dpy of August, 1946. N/KE 
Witness: /s/ R. F. L^rsh, Investigator, IPS 

~ Officipl Crpncity 
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material. I declared that a justified claim of Japan for 
the cancellation of eventual delivery of arms from Germany 
to China does not exist, However, we did not go deeply 
into the topic. 

In conclusion, Fushakoji used again some partly 
plaintive and partly threatening phrases about the failure 
of his mission In Berlin. I laughed him off with this. 

(signed) Weizsacker 

Doc. 1266 
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Berlin. 28 July 1937 
Diplogerma Tokio 

No., .148 

Pol. VIII 814 

Telegram in Ciphers 
To telegrams No. 182 and 193 

Japanese attempts to base measures in China as fight 
against Concur!r>m on the Anti-Comintern Agreement are 
devious. As already stated in telegram 140 the agreement 
has not the objective of fighting Bolshevism in the 
territory of third states, Father, Japan's measures may 
be considered by us as being contrary to the Anti-Comin-
tern Agreement because they obstruct the consolidation of 
China thus promoting the spread of Communism in China 
and, in tho end, driving the Chinese into the arms of 
Piussia. (To this I note confidentially that in a conver-
sation with Ambassador Trautaann Chiang Kai-shek replied 
to a question in that regard that one has to count with 
the possibility of an intervention of Russia into a 
possible war at a later time, He, Chiang Kai-shek, has 
made no agreements with the Russians up to now, but the 
situation is changed.,) The Japanese have therefore no 
reason to expect us to favor their undertaking, rather 
can we expect of them that they cause no disturbance in 
China. We remain of the opinion that the so-called 
"creation of a clear strategic situation" does not mean 
any facilitation for Japan in regard to a future possible 
conflict with Russia. It will be necessary to consider the 
consequences of an increased hatred of the Chinese against 
Japan for years to come, the more Japan gets a hold in 
North China." Japan «©uld therefore have to carry on a 
two-front war in the case in question? this would be the 
case even the maximum program of the Japanese military, 
separation of the Five Provinces, vera carried out. 

Recently the Japanese have been carrying on radio 
propaganda in German language directed towards Germany, 
which continuously is attempting to represent the war 
against China as a fight against Communism and to force 
upon us /'the necessity of/ taking side at least morally. 
This propaganda is unwelcome to us. 

Doc= 1266 
Page 1 
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The Reichsminister informed the Japanese Ambassador 
before upon his remonstrances that delivery of armaments 
to China in any amount worth mentioning have not been taking 
place either now nor earlier. The Japanese cannot repri-
mand us for the fact that the Chinese bought arms from us 
in a limited amount. The deal developed on a purely 
economic bar-is. We have shown cur new arms most willingly 
to the Japanese and have given the Japanese commissions 
far-reaching insight. It is not cur fault that the 
Japanese have up to now failed to make any orders, a fact 
which we e?n onl'.y regret, -The German deliveries of 
armaments to China cannot be made the ooject of German-
Japanese negotiations. Since a situation has now arisen 
which approximates a state ox x?ar further deliveries of 
war material to China will ceasc because of our attitude. 

Withdrawal of our military advisors in China would 
at the present moment mean that we are taking sides 
against Nanking and is therefore out of question. A with-
drawal of the advisors could possibly also lead to the 
vacated positions boing occupied by Russians; this is a 
consequence which is also undesirable for the Japanese. 
The Japanese Military Attache has up to now only stated 
in the war ministry his wish that the advisors may not 
participate in active combat actionso Advisors have always 
had a corresponding instruction which recently has been 
expressly restated. Fushakoji, who was informed of this, 
acknowledged this measure with thanks. 

A remark of the Adjutant to the War Minister that the 
policy of cooperation of the Japanese Army is endangered 
by our attitude in the question of the advisors since the 
already existing opposition of single groups of Japanese 
officers is threatening to spread to the masses, finds no 
understanding here. 

I have just informed Ambassador I&tshakoji in accordance 
with the above statements in a cordial manner and I request 
of you to regulate your statements correspondingly and 
to advise the Japanese emphatically to apply moderation. 

/s/ Weizsacker 

Doc. 1266 
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Berlin, 28 July 1937 
The Japanese Ambassador visited me today in order to 

hand me the attached report about the situation which by the 
way and as far as I know has already appeared in press 
reports* 

The Ambassador then inquired about our conversations 
with London and Washington regarding the East Asiatic con-
flict. I outlined tc the Ambassador once anre our attitude 
in genera] terms„ Mushakc.ji was satisfied with this. How-
ever, later he continued /to state/ that Japan misses 
complete German understanding for the anti-Communist 
achievement which the Japanese action against China consti-
tutes. He tried stubbornly to prove that Japan is doing 
anti-Commuriist work in China also for our benefit, I 
replied to him in accordance with the tenor of the wire to 
Tokyo of toiay's date, T7hen I'ushako.ji described the lack of 
understanding for the anti-Communist feats of his govern-
ment which he encounters in Germany as a danger for the 
continued true existence cf the German--Japanese agreement 
of Autumn 1936, I told hi'm he should no-c exaggerate. The 
German-Japanese relationship of amity is quite beyond dis-
cussion. However, we can not deduce from our contractual 
relationship an obligation to approve or assist morale a 
Japanese action which might easily lead to the opposite of 
the aim which both of us desire, namely, to a fostering of 
Communism in China and to driving the Chinese into the arms 
of the Russians. Musnakeji then talked about the idea to 
call the secret German-Japanese special committee which up 
to now has not come into existence, before which committee 
he could then explain the anti-Communist tendencies which 
prompted Japan to her present action in China. (Mushakoji 
mentioned that Herr von Plibbentrop and the Reichsminister 
are informed aboat the organisation of that Commission.) 

Mushakoji received my confidential information that our 
instructors in China have orders hot to interfere in the 
Japanese-Chinese conflict with thanks. L'ushakoji then 
mentioned briefly the question of transportation of war 

Doc. 1266 
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material, I declared that a justified claim of Japan for 
the cancellation of eventual delivery of arms from Germany 
to China does not exist. However, we did not go deeply 
into the topic, 

In conclusion, f'ushako j i used again some partly 
plaintive and partly threatening phrases about the failure 
of his mission in Berlin. I laughed him off with this, 

(signed) Weizsacker 

Doc. 1266 
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TJTTTED STATES OF AMERICA ) 
) SS 

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA ) 

AFFIDAVIT 

I, Gardner C. Carpenter, "being first duly sworn, do hereby, 
according to ray "best knowledge and belief, depose and say as follows: 

I em an officer of the Department of State in the Division 
of Foreign Activity Correlation. As an officer of the Department of 
State, I was stationed in Marburg, Germany from Aoril 30, 1945 to 
December 1, 1945. 

The documents hereunto attached, listed in the attached list 
and certified by the Acting Secretary of State, are true prints of 
microfilms in the files of the Department of Stpte which were made 
between May 1945 and February 1946 by a joint American-British team 
in Marburg, Germany, of documents from the files of the German-
Foreign Ministry then located at the Document Center, maintained by 
the United States Department of State and the British Foreign Office 
at Marburg. 

These documents had been captured by American military forces 
in Germany. 

The origina.1 microfilms thereof, which were made as stated 
above, were forwarded during the period between May 1945 and 
February 1946 from Marburg to the British Air Ministry in London, 
where duplicates were made and forwarded to the Department of State 
through the American Embassy in London. 

/s/ Gardner C. Crreenter 
Gardner C. Carpenter 

Subscribed and sworn to before 
me at Washington, District of 
Columbia, this 6 day 
of Sent 1946 

(SEAL) 
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List of documents from the archives of the German Foreign Ministry 
captured "by American military forces in Germany, the true prints of 
microfilms of which" pro hereunto attached. 

( 1 ) 
(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 
(8) 

(9) 

(10) 
(11) 

(12) 

(13) 
(14) 
(15) 
(16) 

( 1 ? ) 

(18) 

(19) 

Telegram da.ted 11 January 1938 signed Troutman 
Memo da.ted 10 Jan, signed. Von Feurath 
Telegram dated 5 Jan 1937, Von Feurath to the 
Reichsminister, 
Telegram dated 11 Jan 1938 from Dirksen to the 
Reichsminister, 
Telegram dated 5 Dec 1941 from Ott to the Foreign 
Minister 15041-4 
Telegram dated 28 July 1937 from Weizsacker and 
a memorandum of the same date by Weizsacker. 
Telegram from Troutman dated 13 January, 
Telegram from Dirksen fPr< the Reichsminister 
dated 14 January 1938. 
Telegram from Dirkson for the foreign Minister 
d?ted 10 January 1938 
Telegram from Mackensen dated 12 January 1938 
Telegram from Foreign Minister of the German 
Reich dated 15 May 1939 to the Ambassador in 
Tokyo, 
Telegram from Ott dated 25 August 1939 to the 
Foreign Ministry for the attention of the 
State Secretary. 
memorandum by Von Feurath dated 25 July 1938 
Memorandum by Weizsacker dated 28 January 1938 
Telegram from Dirksen dated 29 January 1928 
Unsigned telegram da.ted 13 January 1938 from 
Fankow 
Telegram from Dirksen dp ted 16 January 1938 
for the Reichsminister personally, 
Telegram from Dirksen dated 17 January 1938 
for the Reichsminister personally 
Report of Dirksen, Ambassador, to the German 
Foreign Minister dated 26 January 1938. 

145804 
145807/145807/ 

145819-20 

145805 

82119-82122 
145791-2 

145789 

145803 
145800-1 

135931-30 

136054 
81244-5 
81243 
181242 

145786-7 

145780-1 

145777-8 

130870 
130"10 
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DEPARTMENT! OF STATU 

WASHISGTOiT 

TO AIL TO WHOM m m PRESENTS SEALL COME, GREETIEG: 

I certify thp.t the documents hereunto annexed and 

enumerated in the attached list are true prints of microfilms 

in the files of the Department of State which were made of 

documents from the archives of the German Foreign Ministry 

captured "by American military forces in Germany. 

II TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto set mv hand 

and caused the Seal of the Department of 

State to he affixed at the City of 

Washington, in the District of Columbia, 

this fifth day of September 1946. 

DEPARTMENT OF STATE 
SEAL /s/ E. G. Clayton 
U1TITED ST...TES OF AMERICA Acting Secretary of State 

of the United States of America 
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List of documents from the archives of the German Foreign 
Ministry captured hy American military forces in Germany, the 
true prints of microfilms of which are hereunto annexed. 

(1) Telegram dated 11 January 1938 signed Troutman, 145804 
(2) Memo dated 10 Jan, signed Yon Neurath 145807/145807/1 
(3) Telegram da.ted 5 Jan 1^37 Von Neurath to the 

Reichsminiater, 145819-20 
(4) Telegram dated 11 Jan 1938 from Dirksen to the 

Reicheminister 145805 
(5) Telegram dated 5 Dec 1941 from Ott to the Foreign 

Minister 15041-4 
(5) Telegram da.ted 28 July 1937 from Weizsacker and 

a memorandum of tho sa.me date hy Weizsacker 
(7) Telegram from Troutman dated 13 January, 
(8) Telegram from Dirksen for the Reichsminiater 

dated 14 January 1938, 
(9) Telegram from Dirksen for the Foreign Minister 

dated 10 January 1938, 
(10) Telegram from Mackeneen dated 12 January L938 
(11) Telegram from Foreign Minister of the Geraan 

Reich dated 15 May 1939 to the Ambassador in 
Tokyo 

(12) Telegram from Ott dated 25 August 1939 to the 
Foreign Ministry for the attention of the 
State Secretary. 

(13) Memorandum hy Von Ueurath da.ted 25 July 1938 
(14) Memorandum by Weizsacker dated 28 January 1938 
(15) Telegram from Dirksen dated 29 January 1938 
(16) Unsigned telegram dated 13 January 1938 from 

Hankow 
(17) Telegram from Dirksen dated 16 January 1938 

for the Reichsminiater personally, 
(18) Telegram from Dirksen dated 17 January 1938 

for the Reichminister personally 
(19) Report of Dirksen, Ambassador, to the German 

Foreign Minister dated 26 January 1938 

82119-82122 
145791-2 

145789 

145803 
145800-1 

135931-35 

136054 
81244-5 
81243 
181242 

145786-7 

145780-1 

145777-8 

130870 
130880 
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Telegram (Secret Cipher Process) 
Hankow, 13 January 1938 
Arrived, 13 January 1933 
No. 22 of 13 January 
Urgent I 

Very Secret! 

19.40 hours 
23.50 hours 

Chinese Foreign Minister read to rie following text of 
oral statement tcday, which he requested to convey Japanese 
Government. "On November 5th, 1937, certain peace terms 
proposed, by Japan were made to us at Nanking through the 
kindness of Your Excellency. Subsequently on November 28th 
and November 29th and also December 2nd Your Excellency 
again communicated to Chinese authorities at Hankow and 
Nanking the intentions of the Japanese Government and informed 
us that Japanese authorities had stated in spite of the best 
military success gained by Japan the terms proposed by the 
Japanese Government early in November were still to stand. 
In view of the good offices performed by Germany and the 
desire for the restoration of peace on the part of Japan we 
requested Your Excellency to inform Japanese Government that 
China was prepared to take the points proposed by Japan as 
the basis of discussion. 

"On December 2<$th and December 27th Your Excellency 
communicated to us certain 'basic conditions' from Japan 
saying that the German Ambassador at Tokyo had been informed 
by the Japanese Minister for Foreign Affairs that those new 
conditions were proposed by Japan, because of the changing 
of the circumstances. After due consideration we have found 
that the altered terms are rather too broad in scope. The 
Chinese Government desires therefore to be apprized of the 
nature and content of the newly submitted conditions in 
order to make a careful examination and reach a definite 
decision." 

Minister told me that the text was already finished 
yesterday evening but he had to have consent of a colleague. 
I asked him whether he was not afraid that the Japanese would 
consider this statement for evasive. Moreover, it seemed to 
me that the wish for an understanding does not find expression 
in the statement. Minister ansxvered, the Government could 
not make any decision and express an opinion before it knew 
details of the Japanese demands. 

Duplicate sent to Tokyo. 
7145786-7/ 
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Telegram (Secret Cipher Process) 

j-vjî ĵ JL\J uauuaijf -1.7 ju 

Arrived, 16 January 1938 
No. 27 of 16 

URGENT I 

Tokyo, 16 January 1938 14-.53 hours 
12.30 hours 
TOP SECRET 

Secret. For Reich Minister personally. 
1.) Foreign Minister handed to me the following text of 
answer of Japanese Government at 10.30 a.m. today to state-
ment of Chinese Government of 13 January with the request 
to pass it to Hankow as quickly as possible. HIROT^ex-
pressed gratitude of Japanese Government repeatedly and 
vigorously for efforts of German Government to bring about 
negotiations for peace. Then, he handed to me a government 
statement to the Japanese people to be published this after-
noon, which will be given to D.N.B. /German News Agency/ 

2.) Text of answer. 

''Strictly confidential. 
"I desire to express my sincerest appreciation of the 

good offices of Your Excellency's Government and the earnest 
efforts of Your Excellency regarding the cmestion of opening 
direct negotiations for a peaceful settlement of the Sino-
Japanese affair. However, the Chinese reply concerning the 
said negotiation, having been postponed several times, failed 
to reach us even on the 10th January, so that we had to tyait 
a few more days for its arrival. When received at last 
yesterday, the Chinese reply was found to be merely a per-
functory one, asking for details of our terms. We cannot 
but conclude that the attitude of procrastination on the 
part of the Chinese Government reveals no intention to sue 
for peace by accepting in their entirety the basic conditions 
for peace negotiations, which I had previously made known. 
Therefore the Imperial Government have now decided to abandon, 
much to their regret, the present negotiations for peace 
between Japan and China undertaken through the kind^endeavors 
of Your Excellency's Government and to deal with the present 
affair from an entirely new standpoint. 

"Let me tender again to Your Excellency an expression 
of my heartfelt gratitude for the friendly solicitude and 
efforts of the German Government in connection with the 
question." 
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for fact 
3.) Finally Foreign Minister asked our consent/of publica-
tion of our assistance to bring about negotiations. I 
answered I would request instruction of German Government. 
HIROTA requested as"quick an answer as possible. I request 
speedy telegraphic instructions. 
4.) Foreign Minister is informing Italian Ambassador. 

Copy sent to Hankow. 
DIRKSEN 

/Marginal handwritten note on last three sentences of 3) above/ 
Yes on the Chinese questions. 

/145781/ 
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Loc« iiu. 1271, item no, 6 

Telegram (Secret Cipher Process) 

Tokyo, 14 January 1938 19*40 hours 
Arrival 14 January 1538 l6„20 hours 

TCP SECRETs 

NOo 22 of 14 January URGENT t 
SECRET; 

Por the Peichsninister personallyc 

1« I have handed over to tbe Foreign Minister the text of the declaration 
given by the Cninese Foreign Minister, to Ambassador TPATJC4AMN0 

(Tel. Hankov? 3\o» 22 of 13th instantr.) 
HIROTA was veiy angry at the meaningless Chinese declaration, 

considered it as mere evasion and remarked that the Chinese had all the 
necessary bases /Jntcrlagcn/ in order to say yes or no. Finally. it was 
China who was beaten and who must ask for peace, and not Japan, who had 
to give information continually0 

I reminded the Foreign Minister that officially the Chinese Govern-* 
ment had knowledge of only four fundamental conditions up till now. All 
further communications from hin to me had been forwarded, at his wish* 
to the Chinese Government only in a very indefinite form® I advised 
hiu* either to stipulate the details of these declarations or to 
announce agreement that they would be now communicated to the Chinese as 
official statements of the Japanese Governmentc 

HIROTA replied that he would have to ask tho cab inc. t and had prospect £ 
of speedy reply, 
2, HIROTA told mo confidentially, in reply to my question, that the 
Chinese attempt to win over the Americans to support them at the peace 
negotiations had failed. Roosevelt had refusod any intervontioa. 
3, On the American side . 1 was told .that reports of.a $1^0,DjCJOOO 
credit to China in American banks was incorrect, 
4, The Italian Ambassador was given information by the Foreign Ministers 

Copy to Hankow 
DIPJC3M 

./I45739/ 

DOC, NO. 1271E 
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TELEGRiill PROM 3S4SSY HANIIOW TO FOREIGN IHIHSTRY 
IN BERLIN; 11 J4H. 38 

(P.l) Telegram. 
HttJKDVf 11 January 36 6 510 P-1I. 
Arrived 11 January 38 3;30 P.M. 

No. 16 out of 11/1 TOP SECRET 

AttentionJ 

•I have received telegram V) fvrm TQ'vTO today, J hesitate to inform 
the Chinese without instructions from thero^ ,r,h5 Japans re ;5eem now to be 
altering for the second time tiisir gt̂ tar̂ rtts which vera issued through 
us, although the telegram is not qui"."3 clear. 

"Transmission of such altered statements is considered here as a 'dirty 
trick' -which the Japanese are playing on us, and we are losing face with 
the Chinese through this," 

/a/ Trautnann (1458c4) 

/ added is a handwritten note/ 
Laclc of clearness noticed also here. Co not delay transmission if 
situation is tense. Trust that b; regulation language suspicion will 
be eliminated, as if (4 words illegible) Tokyo. 

& Doc. 1269 A 
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0ZFIC3 LIZ ID & SITED BY VON NEERATH, 10 JAN. 38 

(Pr-if) "Tho Japanese Ambassador reformed to the mediation activities 
3.M. 17 of Germany in the Sine-Japanese conflict, when he called on 
Cit.Sekr me today. By order of the Minister HIROTA he expressed his 
Dir.Pol thanks for our activities* Making use of this opportunity 

I have pointed cut to Mr. TOGO the daiger, -a hi nh ini -;ht grnr? 
upJj^JTapan_on arc-mii t'lin prr-Tlnrtyfl unr. Mr, TCGO 
has explained on his side, that Japan wishes to work for 
peace, cooperate with Cb.-nfu and v: nhs© couclucion of the hos-
tilities as soon as possible,. But, on the other hand, the 
Japanese C-ovsrjiaeab is dster-rln.-d to .vgrvy en the war to its 
hitter end and" cL3 coad.'.SS on/: of p..•ass ~ocld naturally 
bosom© the mors Larder. If th© vec continue th© more longer. 
Besides, the Jspioase Cover .-neat no Lor*;or ocosiclers today 
Chiang Kai-shek as .Toprso«ntati\e the Chinese Oentia! 
Government,. Japan is still vjl.jir«g to negotiate with bim. 
However, if he would not accept the Japan©s© peace conditions, 
the Japanese would make p^ace with ear-h provincial governors. 
To believe the military victory ci' China is a fantasia. (14580?) 

(i?. 5) "The Ambassador stressed then in addition, that the Japanese 
are taking the greatest interest In -working, band in" hand" 
with the German in China's economic development, There 
would be no exclusica of German trade in China, which was 
sometimes feared by German merchants, 

"Then I referred to the recognition of I&nchukuo and explained 
our standpoint in this guest.ion bo the Ambassador• I 
pointed out, that for instance our present communication 
activities between Japan and China would be absolutely 
impossible, if we woujd recognise EhnoSnltuo together the 
Italians. The Ambassador scorned to understand this end did 
not, for his person, urge a German action in this respect*" 

Berlin, 10 January 1958 

/signed/ Erhr, von Heurath (145807/1) 
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Telegram - Secret Cypher Process r. 
Tokyo, January 5a 19.3? > 2-7.35 
Arrived January 5a 1937« Hj-00 p<,ae 
No. 5 of 5 January 
To Telegram Nod of the 1st of this month x) TOP SECRET 

x ) Pol I 7 g UBGSKT 
For the Reichsminister personally; 

I. Foreign Minister pgrees to the establishment of a more direct 
connection with the Chinese Gov.vrnv'?;.r;: v e thv* German Embassy in Hankow 
and Tokyo end the mere so since he ve.lcc.xd cn instruct.icn received by the 
Chinese Ambassador here f:.an hi-- go?ev;:v-nt to esiab'iisii close contact 
•nith me and since he ensnared my quasuiaa whether he would agree to such 
an exchange of ideas in the affirmative, 

II. In this connection, the Foreign Minister explained with great 
seriousness and emphasis that Japanese Government must now insist upon a 
quick reply of the Chinese Govsrnaeat0 It has confidential and reTable 
information that the Chinese Government has is formed third governments 
(England and America) of the peace conditions --nd has asked for their ^ 
advice. Conversation in this connection t-an txken place between Roosevelt M 
and the Chinese Ambassador Viang, Japan could not tolerate that an in-
ternational discussion develops about the conditions and thct China is in-
fluenced from the most diverge Hî e.p,Cjrhŝ  indiseretion3 of the Press are also 
partly based upon this- The attitude cf China is the more open "to attack, as 
Chiang Kai-shek himself demanded unconditional secrecy of the negotiations, 
Therefore quick reply is also necessary because new military operations are 
planned. 

III. The General Staff pointed out to the military attache the un-
favorable reaction to indiscretions of the press on account of the Japanese 
domestic political situation. The cf the cabinet which is interested 
in a refusal of the four conditions urges the release to the Japanese press 
of fhe ̂ indiscretion of the p.c-at-j' rhion have been suppressed up to now, 
in order to kill the prospect of negotiations hy the echo of the release. 
^ The army will not pe abIc~to resist the pressure much longer. 

IV. I welcome greatly the participation of General Falkenhausen 
which wes reported there by telegram, Eaakow. 31 December. I request 
consideration whether he could not he instructed to picture the rick of 
the continuation of the war for China as an expert. Japanese readiness 
to continuation of the war surpasses considerably the six months of the 
Chinese mentioned by Falkenhausen which furthermore are dependent on con-
ditions which can hard3y be fulfilled- In answer to complaints by the 
Chinese about hard conditions, it. would he effective to point out according 
to confidential information cf the General Staff there that it would not 
demand any kind of disarmament in spite of strong pressure. It de-
clined to act like the Versailles Peace Treaty* 



i 

Fege 4 

>. A stronger participation of the military advisor in tho 
initiation of negotiations would be the most effective means for reten-
tion of military advisors which, according to statements of military 
authorities here is not impossible in itself, even after conclusion of 
peace. 

VI. I have the impression that a further delay of the Chinese reply, 
or at least of a founded inquiry which still exists here now, could turn 
easily the conciliatory attitude into the opposite. 

Copy to Hankow. 

DIHFTS2N 

(Pages 145819—143820) 
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"V. 

TSLtiGEAIi ER0I1 23JRASSY, THSfin TO rCHU"T!JT Hrruc.xiu\ N'STOT.TW. 3.1 X-N. J8 

(P. 2) Telegram. 

"Secret. Per the Minister of th* Heich in parson > I hare a reliable 
report, that today's Privy Cornell is f.sid -co have decided upon the 
following action in case the Japanese conditions are refused? 

"Declaration of war. denial of the K̂ iTKJJE- government and substitution 
of the provisional government of E3KZNG, the continuance of military 
operations. To support this operation, new supply-shipments are now going 
to the front, 

"Duplicate sent to H&NIIOV" 

TOKYO 11 January 1538 1j2>0 p,m0 
Arrived 11 January 1938 9 a»m. 

No. 14 out of 11=1 TOP SECRET 

At':" ant v cnJ 

/s/ Dirksen (145805) 
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Cert 3. fie ate j -

I, Ulrich Straus , hereby certify that I am thoroughly conversant 

with the German and Ish languages, and as a result of 

the comparison between the Gey man and the English texts, 

I have established that this is a true an! correct translation of Inter-

national prosecution Looun3 at ITrv ~ 

/S/ ITlric-h A, Straoi 

21 August 1946 



I, E. 3. DANLY, hereby certify: 
1. That I am Chief of the Document Division of 

the International Prosecution Section, G.H. , 5 . C . A . P , , 
and as ouch have possession, custody and control of 
original or copies of captured ene^y documents obtained 
by the said Section. 

2. That the attached document was delivered to me 
by tho United States '..Mr Derartiient as being a print of a 
microfilm in the files of the Department of State, which 
was made of a German document captured by American military 
forces in Europe, and such document has been continuously 
in my custody since sack delivery. 
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Berlin 12 Jan. 1938 To Pol 1 90 g 

Lt. L. 
Dir. Pol. 
Dig. Pol. 

Diologerma. HAMOW 
Ho. 11 Pass through without secrecy classification! 

Telegram in Ciphers 
(Secret Cipher Process) 

In answer to telegram Ho. 16 from Jan. 11 and No. 18 from 
Jar. 12. Your wire Ho. 16 crossed our wire on the same matter. 
The deviation from the earlier Japanese statements contained in wire 
Ho. 13 from Tokyo was also noticed "by us. Wa interpret the statements 
of HIS0T-& as follows5 Japanese military circles take a.gain a different 
stand, while the Foreign Ministry apparently remains at its previous 
standpoint. Considering the fact that the situation has come to a 
critical point, we did not consider ourselves justified in accordance 
with our role as "letter-carrier" not to transmit the Japanese 
statement or to postpone the transmission. I an sure you will 
have avoided in transmitting statements to the Chinese to .rive 
any official or personal interpretation and will surely have spoken 
in such a manner that there can he no suspicion against us as if 
we had mede ourselves a tool of an unclear or unclean Japanese 
track. li'oKyo whs notified of this. 

(signed) MACZENSEN 

2. Diplogerma 
Tokyo Ho. 

Telegram in Ciphers 
(Secret Cipher Process) 

I wire today to Hankow; "(See item l)* 

(signed) MACKENSEH 
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C E R T I F I C A T E 

I, E. 3. DANLY, hereby certify: 
1. That I am Chief of the Document Division of 

the International Prosecution Section, G.H.",., S.C.A.P,, 
and as such have possession, custody and control of 
original or copies of captured enemy docuuents obtained 
by the said Section. 

2. That the attached document was delivered to me 
by the United States ".Tar Department as being a print of a 
microfilm in the files of the Department of State, which 
was made of a German document captured by ^.merican military 
forces in Europe, and such document has been continuously 
in my custody since such delivery. 

E. E. DANLY 
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REPORT OE THE INVESTIGATIONS CONCERNING . 
CONCLUSION OE THE JAPANESE-GERMAN PACT ^ 

Concerning the conclusion of the -Japanese-German Pact, which was 
referred "by the Throne for our deliberation, we, the undersigned ministers 
were ordered to form an Investigation Committee, and held meetings on the 
13th and the l&th of this month. Realizing that the matter was very 
Important we proceeded to investigate it with great care by hearing all 
the explanations we could from the ministers of state and government 
authorities coneemad. 

i 
According to the explanations of the competent minister, the Soviet 

Union has in recent ye:ua not only zes'Jously pushed on with her internal 
construction in accordance with the first and Second Five-Tear Plans, but 
at the same time has completed, her national defense. Especially in the 
Far East she laid extraordinary stress on building up huge armaments, 
Sometime ago. she also concluded with various neighboring countries in 
Europe non-aggression treaties, or special treaties such as those defining 
aggressor nations. Then she joined the League of Nations and gradually 
strengthened her international position in Europe by concluding mutual 
assistance pacts with Franco and Czecho-Slovakia last- year. She has been 
accompanying this with a very noticeable increase of pressure in East 
Asia. The Communist Internationale (so-called Comintern), which is 
inseparably connected with the Soviet Union, has boen trying to promote 
the advance of Bolshevik activity throughout the world. In recent yearB 
the chiof objectives of thia activity has been transferred from Europe 
to East Asia, and its invasion has been particularly extorsive in the 
areas of Outer Mongolia, Sinkiang and the central part of China* In 
1931, a Central Government of Chinese Soviet Republics was established 
at Juichin, Kiangsi Province, and the total number of the communist 
army reached some 350,000. Although the Kiang3i Soviet was abandoned 
when Juichin fell as the result of Chiang Kai-shek's punitive, invasion 
in November 1934, the Comma is $ Army still ir.fests the Chensi, Kansu, and 
Szechwan districts. Not only that, the Comintern, after the 7th World 
Conference of 1935, has been conducting increasingly vigorous anti-
Chinese activities in China, its tactics this time being those of 
organizing an anti-Japnnere popular front through the Chinese Communist 
Party. In Manchuria, too.: despite strict vigilance on the part of the 
Japanese and Menohurian government authorities, the Comintern, acting 
through its subordinate, the Manchuria Commission of the Chinese Communist 
Party, is doing all it can to implant Communist cells everywhere and 
uncourage roving gangs of military, and also paying great attention to 
guerilla movements wherever thsy may be. The fact that these Red 
"lartisan" units are now to be found far and wide, shows that the in-
fluence of the Comintern's secret activities in the Far East is not some-
thing to be taken lightly. 

Comintern activity has recently become very pronounced in the popular 
front movement in Spain. Judging from the- true facts of the present civil 
war there, it can be proved beyond doubt that the Soviet Union and ih« 
Comintern, by their permeation into the internal machinery of other 
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countries, ana their skilliiXUy e::ocut< -I I.jIc' v • t ? 
have caused a p?.ofijund disturbance to inter'1 el tranquility ac -a :>ll .3 
internat ional peace. 

Since all this amed intervention hy the Soviet Union and ail ̂.his 
rr-rotion of the Comintern;s Bolshevist activities in tho Far East 
constitute a ,.:lroct throat to the safety cf Je$za and Manchuria nvA 
also a very difi'icul o obstacle to the execution of Japan's ii&st A:;ia. 
policy, we must recognize that a counter-measure for them is tne mc-96 
urgent and important question among all the various asternal problems 
now confronting -Japan, Consequently the Japanese Government has mad® 
it the pivotal point of its, foreign policy to frustrate the Soviet 
Union's schemes of aggrandisement and to check the advance of Comintern 
bolshevization in Eap-t Asia. Japan has adopted the pol'cy of achieving 
this objective by including as one of her three principles for Sine-
Japanese negotiations, an insistence on China's cooperation vtr.h Japan 
in eliminating the threat of external P-ed influence in addition to all 
appropriate diplomatic measures, coupled with the completion of national 
defence. 

In Germany, however, since the establishment of the Nasi Eegimc 
headed by Hitler in 193?, a strict pntr*commurii.n!t policy has been adopted, 
with the result that German-So<rlet relations have sucidvoly deteriorated. 
In addition, considerable ill-feeling and uneasiness have been created 
as the result of the conclusion of those mutual assistance treaties 
between the Soviet Union Mid Franco and betaraen the Soviet Union and 
Csocho-Slovakiâ . It is also a fact that at the Comintern's ?th world 
Congress a resolution was adopted making it the duty of the communist 
parties cf the whole world to consider both Japan and Germany as their 
enemies and to organize a common front against the two countries. Her 
relations with the Scviafc Union and the Comintern, therefore, have 
placed Germany in a position so similar r-o Japan's, that she fir-is it 
convenient to cooperate with Japan in national defense and anti-corrrunist 
policies. The Imperial goveiT.ms.nt accordingly pianryd cooperation with 
Germany as the first step in executing the foreign policy outlined 
above. As tho result of protracted negotiations carried on since last 
spring between the Japanese ambassador to Germany and the represenNa-
tives of the Ceruan governmentt the t-rfo countries arrived at an agreement 
to conclude a spooial convention for such cooperation. Thus it is that 
the present pact has been concluded-

Tho pr-« = -T.̂ ra..ose-German pact comprises two pacts' Pact against 
the • CMDsnuaist In t ornate. arr]_ Secret Attached Pact against the 
<>"-•»~t Union, each of which "pu-hq contains a protocol. The gist of the 
two pacts is as follows* 

I. Pact against the Communist Internationale. 

The said pact has as its object cooperation for defence against 
the destructive communistic activities of the Communist Internationale 
(so-called Comintern), The signatory power,4 agree ta exchange information 
on the activities of the Comintern, consult with each othor in adopting 
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. , • ••«: ,_n '̂ci .'/rir i !>i,3 and achieve thcs:? defensive measuree through 

close operatisn. (Article I) 

Bio signatories further agree to take defenr-ive measures, in 
accordance with the pcrport of the said pact. against third countries 
whose internal peace is thro?toned "by the cor. intern's d3stmcti?c .-..-t ci 
or invite such countries to join she said pact (Article I). Thu •••fxicial 
text of this pact shall he written in both Japanese and German, the pact 
shall become effective as froa the date of signing by the plenipotentiarie 
of the two countries, and remain valid for five years, and she rignatories 
shall reach an understanding at a suitable time before the expiration of 
the period as to tho moans of subsequent cooperation between the t.-fj 
countries. (Article 111) 

The protocol attached to this pact provides that tho government 
officials concerned of the two countries shall closely cooperate with 
each other in oxchajogin,. ir.xeliigfinee about the Comintern's activities 
and in effecting educational and defensive measures against the Comintern, 
find take strict measures, within tho scope of the present laws, against 
those who, ei;her within or without the country, directly, or indirectly 
work for the Comintern or assise in its dost'(.revive operations; and that 
in order to facilitate the cooperation botwoor tho government officials 
concerned of tho two nations, a standing committee shall be established 
to study and discuss various measures necessary for preventing the 
Comintern's destructive opoivitions. 

II. Secret Pact Attached to the Pact against the Communist Inter-
nationale. 

This pact has as its object the protection of the common 
interests of both Japan and Germany againat Vho armed pressure exerted 
by the Soviet Union. The signatory powers agree that in case o.ne of 
the signatory powera is attacked or threatened with attack by the 
Soviet Union without provocation, the other signatory par~y ahall 
refrain from taking any measure likely to result in any diminution 
of the burden cf the Soviet Union's position, and the two signatories 
shall immediately discuss measures to be taken for the protection of 
their mutual interests. (Article I) The signatories further agree not 
to conclude, during the continuation of this pact, any political treaties 
with the Soviet Union which contravene the spirit of this pact, without 
mutual consent. (Article II) The official text of the pact shall be 
written in both Japanese and German., the pact shall be put into cffect 
simultaneously trith, and shall bo e f f e c t i v e " Sox the same period as that 
of Pact No, 1. Urtielc 111).. 

In tho Appendix to this Pact, Ho8. 1 and 2 of the official 
notes exchanged between the Japanese and German plenipotentiaries 
prescribe that the political treaties mentioned in Article II of tho 
pact do not include the fishery Treaty and tho Concession Treaty between 
Japan and tho Soviet Union, tho treaty concerning boundary line problems 
between Japan, Manchuria .arid tho Soviet Union, and also any other 
similar treaties which may be concluded between Japan and tho Soviet 
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Union. Official Notes No. 3 and No. 4 confirm the German Government's 
view that the articles in such political treaties as the Rapallo Treaty 
of 1922 anl the Neutrality Pact of 1P26 exisring "between Germany and the 
Sovirt Union do not conflict with tho spirit of this Pact and Germany's 
obligations arising from this Pact as long as tho object is not lacking 
in the situation at tho time of the enforcement of this Pact. The fore-
going items of understanding provide that both countries agree upon keeping 
secret the pact and the attached official notes, and also that even if 
communication af the contents of the Pact to a third power ever happens 
to be to the interest of both parties, such notification shall be made 
only with their mutual consent. 

In reply to our questions regarding tho object of concluding the 
Pact and other matters, the competont Minister has given us full explana-
tions, tho chief points of which are as follows: 

(1) Inasmuch as this Pact has as its object nothing but cooperation 
between Japan and Germany in defending themselves from the 
Comintern's destructive activities and in checking the armed 
pressure of the Soviet Union, Japan's cooperation with Germany 
for this particular object through this Fact in no way whatever 
implies that Japan fully approves of that country1 e principles 
in respect to her internal affairs or that Japan will act in 
concert with her. In order to prevent any suspicion and 
misunderstanding at hone and abroad regarding this point, the 
Government will clarify the purport of the Pact and also do 
its best to take other appropriate measures at the same time 
as it publishes such parts of the Fact as are to be made public. 

(2) Since tho object of this Pact is, as mentioned above, simply 
to fcake it an instrument for preparing for the Comintern and tho 
Soviet Union, we on ccreide snould of course refrain even after 
the conclusion of this Pact, from taking any positive measure 
which might aggravate relatione with the Soviet Union. As to 
th'f demarcation of the borndary line, the settlement of boundary 
disputes, and other matters of negotiation between Japan and the 
Soviet Union, the Government will constantly give its most devoted 
attention in order to adjust as may be best the two countries' 
diplomatic relations. Moreover, the Government will always 
do its utmost to maintain and promote amicable relations between 
Japan and Britain and tho United States, especially the cordial 
relations between Japan and Eritain. 

(3) It is a matter of deep concern as to what influence the con-
clusion of this Fact will have on the present Sino-Japanese 
negotiations. The fact that the conclusion of the Pact will 
further strengthen Japan1 s position ought to prosre quite effective 
in making China decide her attitude. We are not without 
expectations, therefore, of being able to use this situation 
for promoting developments in the 6Anc-Japanese negotiations 
favorable to ourselves. The Government ie resolved to leave 
nothing undone in its measures for coping with the situation. 



(4) In view of the fact that the conclusion of thin Pact ij due 
to the rocer.c political change in CevTasry and the e«Tabl iuhmant 
of the Haal degimo: the actual effect of the Pact; will. r>£ 
course, depend in no f<mali roaruuv upon tho 
vicissitoJea rf the Haai Regime, However, since tho 
regime, which came into power only after Germany had errpe.'?.enoed 
all the. innumerable tribulations subsequent to the 2urjpoan 
War and after successive governments had won the dî na'cisfnc.bion 
of the whole nvion, is steadily achieving sue cess in bevn 
internal aduvnictrnticn and diplomacy, and ha-» von a firm bold 
«n the confluence of a large number of the people, thanks to 
its unique principle, without resorting to revolutionary 
behaviour, there is no likelihood cf its collapsing easily 
at least in the soar future„ Ccnoe.-piently no special diffi-
culty will be felt in securing effective results from the Pect-
in the future. 

(5) The wording of the statements contained in Official Hobe? 
Ho. 3 and Ho, 4 of the append in to the second pact mentioned 
above is, wo regret to say. somewhat deficient, in clarity. 
Kowev r, they cenf-'m the view of the German r.-overnmer t that 
among the articles in the Enpalla Pact and the neutrality 
Pact erisiring between Germany and the Soviet Unionf these which 
conflict- with. the spirit of the p.ieeont Japanese-German Pact 
and Germany's ooligations arising thereunder will become 
invalid as the result of the extinction of their object in 
the light of the situation prevalent when thj present Pact 
is enforced.- Sh-are is no doubt on this point, as may be 
judged from the fact that during the course of the negotiations 
on the present P.ict our ambassador to Germany wired the follow-
ing telegram to our Foreign Minister after obtaining the assent 
of the rcproEiUitativo of the German Governments 

"I have the firm conviction that the spirit of this Pact will 
prove to he the sole basis cf Germany's future policy toward 
the 3ov iet Unioc.11 

It fesoms to us that this Japanese--German Pact is an agreement, 
based on the "cr.mcn interact of the two countries., for taking appropriate 
measures in cooperation for 1 joiii* defence of the two countries froa 
the destructive activities of the Communist Internationale, and for 
maintaining does cooperation between them for a joint stand against 
the armed pressure of the Soviet Union. Tt goes without saying that 
there is very gr sat sign id' i cause in Japan's conclusion of a special 
pact such as this one with Germany, Although serious consideration 
should of cou.'sr be given to the various probable internal as well as 
external influences-, of this Pact, it is rathe-, a. timely measure for 
Japan, in consideration cf the present international situation, to 
conclude the present Pact and cooperate with Germany as one of the 
counter-nea?uro-a for defending themselves from and checking the aggressive 
pressure of -eh-. Cornr.rin,t Internationale and the Sevier, Uniozu 
accordingly, reeogniae that on the whole there is no objection to the 
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text or to the attached documents. Eovev-.r, since tho eJn of the 
Corr.7imf.st Intcrnati'cjdn \h to destroy and ;:rpj*.?ss? exist1.ng navtcnn 

j.u'.'.iV'.'.i.,:* by every means it can xind, and. sine? its activity's 3n ̂ ny 
councry certainly threaten the -pev.ee vi thi? whole ŵ r̂ fi, as already 
mentioned in the iutrcduetlcr. to Pact $fo. 1, efforts shotCd he made 
to achieve fully effectivo results through vorid-wide intorrtatioâ u 
cooperation in exchanging lot diligence concerning the activi t.ici 
the Internationale and in concerting tho no.v.-'isury defensive rear.airz 
against them* Accordingly, it is the eg meat desire of this eorcitt-se 
that following the coro.hisien of this Pacr-„ tho Imperial nov̂ rnmoxit 
will, in joint cooper at so.* with thn (k-roaa Govirnmon* ..n aceorlonco 
with tho provisions cf Art isle LI, endeavour to induce as nary third 
powers as circur.st.VK>oa p?.:vjit to join tho said pact, or take deienbi^e 
measures in accordance with the purport o;' tne i?r id pact, in order to 
achieve the desired object, The investigation uoma.itoce unanimously 
reconuends that this item he approved without any amendment and also 
submit the foregoing wishes., 

We submit the foregoing report on the results of our investigui i.ons« 

Nov. 20th, 1936. 

Chair..an of tho Investigation Committee; 

AEA1 Eent-aro, Vice President of tho Privy Council. 

Members of the Investigation Ccmmrctee; 

Cr.-i.it zmzr.0 Kent are, Privy Councillor. n 

i 1: H 
?-'sccar,t :r-ai.:f Kikujiro,a " 
A3.I14* .Oyokitcu, " " 
H/' I'A T. •> c-b ''-\7i .1 on i j 
MCT'0.'.A, H.vime, » « 

Baron i'lASHi C-onsuke, " " 

To Baron HTĵ JUOMi*. id.Loh.lro, President of the Privy Council. 

Proj. No. 199 
S. A. 3b« 15049 
Sack No. 
Iten No. 12-13-2 

EXPl,.:ljiiTT0N 0? THE S/iJMS KIHISSZR (HH'.0'?A) AS 70 TEE 
COhC10':CT.07 JlPA'>!E3P,"JKBWf PACT AT TIT?' TNTSS'i" IOAfI0?T 
COMKt Oi "117/ 0X30.'!.. 

A3 you kntvf the Unlet. of Soviet Socialist Itepuoli.es* as the result 
of strengthening f her national defense and the promotion of her inter-
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national position in recent years, she has hrd.lt, up huge armaments in 
tho Tar Fast to nut heavy armsd pressure v.?w. "Oast Asia- On the other 
hand, it is quite evident that she is acting to rut Part. Asia into dis-
turbance, mobilising the Communist Internationale, Sir.vo Sheae natters 
are direct menace tr our national defense and alao they display fc very 
diff.ic-ii.lt obstacle to the execution of .Japan's fast Asia policy, and 
since the former government has insisted on China-c cooperation with Japan 
in eliminating the threat cf external EED inflneroe from C'«J ter Mongolia 
and others, as one of the throe principles of •J:\pauos- negotiations, 
the î resent government has made if the pivotal point of iio foreign policy 
to frostrato the Soviet Pnio.n's schemes cf ag/srandizenea*; orgrecially -co 
dissolve the threat to the national def jn.ro rf Japan by her hjge armaments 
and to check the advance of Comintern Bo.lsh.evi/ation in Past. A.-.ia. 

Also in Europe, Germar.y has in recent vears "">een placed in a position 
so similar to Japan' n that she must check tho advance of Bolshevist ion 
and also she is thneatjnoc! by hugs armaments of Soviet Union, Cjnsc-
quently wo have found it a good chance to consludo a pact "between Japan 
and Germany who have common interests with respect to these points, 
with a view of common defense against the destructive activity of the 
Communist Internationale ajid chock of tho armed, advance of the Soviet 
Union. 

According to the present pact, as the toxt elucidates itsolf, it is 
clear that the third country can he induced in order to take common defensive 
measures against the Bolshevistic activities, therefore, Japan's cooperation 
with Germany for this particular object through this past in no way whatever 
implies that Japar. fully approves cf that country's principles in respect 
to her internal affairs or fact Japan will act in concert with her. 

Since the object of the present pact is Steply to make it an instru-
ment for preparing for checking tho armed pressure of the Soviet Prion 
and Bolshevistic act.rv' tics, v: cn. ou:' side s'n*;uli of course refrain from 
toking any positive m0ae-u.v0 3 tviich mVPt• aggravate relations with the 
Soviet union A.-, to the dema-f.v.-..tiur of the "~oundary line of Japan. 
Manchur.-.o and Soviet Urj.ev, the settlement of boundary disputes, 
and others oattors rf negotiation between Japan and the Soviet Union, 
the Ceverniisat w'.ll oor»afcmtly gave its most devoted a.ttentJ.on in order 
to adjus t as may beet '.ho iwc countries1 diplomatic relations. 

Moreover; as Japan •>'111 oc operate with Germany by tho conclusion 
of this pact, ?.„ the government will always do its utmost to maintain 
and promote arrioable ^'Utiony bctwesn Japan and Britain and the enitod 
States, especially a vdiai relatione between Japan and Britain. 

I hope you weald felly discuss and investigate the draf1 of this 
pact, 
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Proj. No. 199 
5. A. m . 15049 
Reck u?. 
I ten Ho, 12-3-2 

EXPIRATION OF THE FOFEIQ7 MTNlS'.CCi (AP.I'ItO Afl 
TO THE CONCLUSION OF JAFA3XS3"G39ttBr ?AC1 AT TZ'I 
INVESTIGATION COMMITTEE CF xEIVT CCT3K02L U'ffOCSP 193c) 

I. It is a remarkable fact that in recent yoar3 tae Soviet Union 
has not only pushed, on with lor internal construction in accordance '-ith 
the so-called Fivo-Yean Han, but has also seulcu&jy completed her 
national defense, ecpecially in the Far East, she laid extraordinary stres 
on strengthening armaments, In Europe, the Soviet Onion has concludcd 
non-aggressive treaties or special treaties such as those defining 
aggressivo nations with various neighboring countries succonsivsly and 
joined tho League of Nations too. Especially last year by conclusion 
of mutual assistance treaties between the Soviet Union and Franca and 
also between tho Soviet Union and Czecho-Slovakia, the Scviot Union 
has promoted her international position in Europe, and consequently 
with the aggrandizement of armaments in Far East, the pressure exerted 
by tho Soviet Union upon East Asia district is increasing. 

II. Next, it nay bo needless to say about the inseparable 
relations between the Soviet Union and Comintern, and the dotails 
of Bolshevist activities of Comintern may be found in the separate 
protocol near at hand. To explain a few of tho most remarkable examples, 
at the beginning of the Russian revolution, the Comintern 3trived to 
bolshevize various countries of Europe; but finding that the political 
and economical foundations of various countries of Europe so solid, it 
has transferred the chief objectives of this activity from Europe to 
East Asia and since then its invasion has been particularly extended 
in tho areas of Cuter Mongolia, Sinkiang and the central part of 
China. In 1931, Central Government of Chinese Soviet Republics was 
established in Juichin, Kiangsi Province, and the total number cf the 
Communist Army reached seme 350;000, Although the Kiangsi Soviet 
was abandoned vhen Juichin fell as the result of Chiang Kai-shek's 
punitive invasion in November 1934, the Communist Army still infects the 
Cher.si Kanso and Szeshwan districts. Not only that, tho Comintern, 
after tho 7th World Conference of 1935, has been conducting increasingly 
vigorous anti-Chinese activities in China, its tactics this time being 
thoae of organising an anti-Japanese popular front through the Chinese 
Communist Party. In Manchuria, too, despite tho strict vigilance on 
the part of the Japanese and Manchurian government authorities, the 
Comintern, acting through its subordinate, the Manchuria Commission of the 
ChinsecCommunist Pai'ty is doing all it can to Communist cells evorŷ -
whexe and encourage roving gangs of military» and also paying great 
attention to guerilla movements wherever they may be. The fact that 
those Red "Partisan" units are now to be found far and wide, shows 
that the influence of the Comintern's secret activities in Manchuria 
is not something to be taken lightly. 
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As for Europe, the Comintern activity has recently beccno very 
proroimccd in the popular movement in -l-hiain. Ju/iiging from tho true 
facta of tho present civil war there,' it can he proved hj one'. doubt 
that the Soviet Union and the Comintern, hy their p^-meat i-no into t'.ie 
internal machinery of other countries, and thoir skillfully fxocuvrd 
Bolshevist activities there, have causae a profound disturbance to 
internal tranauiiity as veil as international peace-

Ill. As I have toll you just now, thj armed inter-ent.'on by the 
Soviet Union and the pmcotlci) of the Comintern's Eolahsrist acti,Tit ia=. 
in tno Par Fast ccnjt'rut< n direct threat to the safsv* of Japan and 
Manchuria and a very dtificulL --bstaelo to the execution of 
Japan'.̂  last Aeia pcl.h.y. so ve must roeognlfo iba- a counter-asaeuro 
for thom is the.moot urgent and important -uestion among ail the 
various external problems now confronting Japan. 

Since such is tho present situation, the present Government has 
made it the pivotal point of its foreign policy to frues-rate the Soviet 
Union's schemes of ag randizemont and to check the advance of Comintern 
holshovization in Sast Asia. 

17. In Germany, however, sin.ee the establishment of the Hazi 
Regime headed hy Hitler in 1933, a strict anti-Communist policy lias been 
adopted, with tho result that German--Soviet relations have suddenly 
deteriorated. In addition, considerable ill-feeling and uneasiness have 
boon creatod as the result of the conclusion of thes3 mutual assistance 
treaties between tho Soviet Union and Prance and al30 between tho 
Soviet Union and Cuecho-Slovakia, It is also a fact that at the 
Comintern'3 7th Vcr.'d Congress a resolution was adopted making it 
tho duty of the Communist parties of the whole world to consider both 
Japan and Gema'iy is their enemies and to organize a common front against 
the two countries?, Ear relations with the Soviet Union and tho Comin-
tern, therefore* have placed Germany in a posit.ion so similar to Japan's 
that she find? ii crr./oniont to cooperate with Japan in national defense 
and antj-Co mourn et policies. 

V., The government accordingly planned cooperation with Germany 
an the first step ir executing the foreign policy I have just explained, 
and -n spring of tods year .vhen Ambassador MUSHAKOJI returned to his 
post in •Beilir; the government trusted him to find the intention of 
Germany. i'bat wo have confirmed that Germany also eagerly desired the 
cooperation with uh and as the result of protracted negotiations carried 
on behveon the Tap onece Ambassador to Germany and RIESENTjAOP of the 
C-ermc-n Government, two countries arrived at the present draft of agree-
ment, And as » i-3P'IiP0? was expected to go to his post of Gertran 
A-baccador to Groat. iiritain, let Ambassador MCJ3HAKCJT and Ambassador 
HIBP'.'SAT.OP iniiiai or. 23rd ultimo in order to determine the draft before 
Ambassador ItT.1".jP̂ TRj? goes to his post. 

The present pact comprises^ Pact against Comintern, protocol 
attached to it, the Secret Attached Pact. Appendix and Agreements, 
The pact against the Comintern has its object cooperation for defense 
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against the destructive communistic activities of the Comintern and 
for this purpose the pact has a provision that the signatory powers 
agree to exchange information on the activities of the Comintern, consult 
with each other in adopting necessary defensive measures and achieve 
these dofensive measures through close operations. There is also a 
provision that the signatories further agree to take defensive measures, 
in accordance with the purport of the said pact, against third countries 
whose internal peace is threatened hy the Comintern's destructive activi-
ties, or invito such countries to join tho said pact. 

The protocol attached to thin pact has its ohjcct the concrete 
moasuros necessary to the execution of the pa^t for Comintern and 
provides that the government officials concerned of the two countries 
shall closely cooperate with oe,ch other, strict measiires shall he takon 
against those who work for the Comintern and a standing committee shall 
ho established. 

The secret pact attached to the pact has its object the protection 
of the common interests of both Japan and Germany against the threat 
exortcd hy the Soviet Union. The signatory powers agree that in case 
one of the signatory powers is attacked or threatened with attack by 
the Soviet Union without provocation, the other signatory party shall 
refrain from taking any measure likely to result in any diminution 
of the burden of the Soviet Union's position, and the two signatories 
shall immediately discuss measures to bo taken for the protection of 
their mutual interests. And this pact also provides that the signatories 
agree not to conclude, during the continuation of this pact, any 
political treaties with the Soviet Union which contravene the spirit 
of this pact, without mutual consent* 

ITumbers 1 and 2 of tho Appendix to this pact elucidate the under-
standing of both governments that the political treaties mentioned in 
Article II of the pact do not include the Fishery Treaty and the 
Concession Treaty between Japan and the Soviet Union, the treaty con-
cerning boundary line problems between Japan, Manchuria and the Soviet 
Union, and also any other similar treaties which may bo concluded betweon 
Japan and the Soviet Union. Official notes No. 3 and No, 4 confirm 
tho German government's view that the articles in such political treaties 
as the Rapallo Treaty and the Neutrality Pact GX 1S u llitT between Germany 
and the Soviet Union do not conflict with the spirit of this pact and 
Germany's obligations arising from this pact as long as the object is 
not lacking in tho situation at the time of the enforcement of this 
pact. The items of understanding prescribe tho keeping secret of the 
secret pact attached to the pact as well as from No, 1 to Noc 4 of tho 
Appendix, that is to 3ay, they provide that both signatories agree upon 
keeping secret the secret pact attached to the pact as well as from No. 
1 to No. 4 of the Appendix, and also that even if communication of the 
contents of the said Pact to a third power over happens to be to the 
interest of both signatories, such notification shall bo made only with 
their mutual consent. 
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VI. In conclusion .1 should like to add a few words. The 
Japanese Government should of course refrain from taking any 
positive measure wMob might aggravate relations with the Soviet 
Union, and as to the various questions concerning the demarca-
tion of the boundary line of Japan, Manchuria and Soviet Union, 
the Government will continue the negotiation with tvo Soviet 
Union in order to solve the said questions5 consequently in 
the case of negotiation and conclusion of the present Japanese-
German Pact, although it has been contrived most effectively 
to restrain the Soviet Union by the present Pact, the Government 
has done its utmost not to irritate excessively the Soviet Union 
side. In other words5 in the Articles of the Pact for t^e 
Comintern, no words have been used likely to class the Cpmintern 
with the Soviet Union and besides we have kept t^e Appendix to 
the Pact as well as the attached official notes secret. Those 
have done with the precautions just mentioned. 

I hope you would fully discuss and investigate tvis matter. 
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C E R T I F I C A T E 

W.D.C. No. 
I.P.S. No. 1105 

Ste.tcr.cnt of Source r.nd Authenticity 

I, M. Trksv.tsii.ji hereby ccrtify t^at I e.m officially 
connected with the Japanese Government in the following 
capacity: Secretory, Privy Council r.nd thet as such 
official I have custody of tVe document hereto attached 
consisting of 7 pages, dated 15 Nov., 1936, and described 
as follows: Proceedings of Privy Council re ratifica-
tion of Japanese-German Anti-Comintern Agreements 
of 
I further certify that" the attrched record and document 
is an officirl document of the Japanese Government, end 
that it is part of the official archives and files of 
the following named ministry or department (specifying 
also t^e file number or citation, if any. or any other 
official designation of the regular location of the 
document in the archives or files): Privy Council. 

Signed at Tokyo on this /s/ M. Taksatsuji 
27th dry of August, 194-6 Signature of Official 

SEAL 
Witness: /s/ Kiichi, Chosokabe 

Official Capacity 
Statement of Official Procurement 

I, Edwrrd P. Monaghan, hereby certify that I am 
associated with tv>o Gcncrrl Headquarters of the Supreme 
Commander for tvc Allied Powers, end that the above 
described document was obtained by no from the above 
signed official of the Japrncsc Government in the 
conduct of my official business. 
Signed at Tokyo on this 
27th day of August, 1946 /s/ Edward P. Monaghan 

NAME 
V/itness : /s/ IU E. Larsh Investigator. IPS. 

Official C? prcity 
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DCOo NO. 1271, Item no, k 
Telegram (Secret Cipher Process) 

liarucoŵ  13 January, I938 1J|0 hours 
Arrival,, 13 January 1933 2o00 hours 

/numbers illegible/ 

No0 22 of 13 January 
/ 

Urgent. a 

TO? SECRET? 

Today the Chinese Foreign Minister read to me the fcllcwitg text 
of an oral declaration, which he asked to transmit to the Japanese 
Governmento /Text follows in English/ 

•On November 5» 1937» certain peace terms proposed by Japan were 
to us at Nanking made arrangements kindness cf your Excellency0 
Subsequently cn November 28th and November 29th and also December 
2nd your Excollcncy again communicatod to Chinese authorities at Hankcw 
and Nanking the intentions of the Japanese Government and informed 
us that Japanese authorities had stated in spite of the best military 
success gamed by Japan the terms proposed by the Japanese Government 
early in November were still to stando In view of the good offices 
performed by Germany and the desire , . . (l group garbled) restoration 
of peace cn the part of Japan we repute „ a 0 (1 group garbled) to 
inform Japanese Government that China was prepared to take tho 
points proposed by Japan ao the basis of discussioiu 

"On December 26th and December 27th y • ur Excollcncy communicated 
to us certain 'basic conditions1 from Japan saying that tno Gorman 
Ambassador at Tokyo had been informed by tho Japanese Minister for 
Foreign Affairs that those new conditions were proposed by Japan 
because of the changing of circuatetances. After duo consideration 
we have found , . „ (l group garbled) altered terra are rather <• . 
(l group garbled) broad in c 0 * (.1 group garbled) „ Tno Chinese 
Government desires therefore to be apprized of the nature and content 
of tho newly submitted conditions in order to make a careful examination 
and reach a definite decision „ e . (1 group garbled;e 

The Minister told xuc that tho text was ail ready complete yesterday 
ovcning& but that be still had to have the approval of a colleague, 
I askod him whether ho did not fear that the Japanese w.uld consider this 
communication an evaqTvoT Besides, it seemed to ue that in the 
communication there is no expression of a wish for an agreement« The 
Minister replied that tno government cculd same to no decision and express 
no opinion until it Jmiowo the details of the Japanese demands,® 

Copy to Tokyo 
TEAUTi SIM 

A45791-2/ 

DOC. 110. 1271 A 



C E R T I F I C A T E 

I, E. 3. DANLY, hereby certify: 
1. That I 3a Chief of the Document Division of 

the International Prosecution Section, G.H. , S.C.A.P,, 
and as such have possession, custody and control of 
original or copies of captured ene^y documents obtained 
by the said Section. 

2. That the attached document was delivered to iae 
by the United States VJar Department as being a print of a 
microfilm in the files of the Department of State, which 
was made of a German document captured by ^merican military 
forces in Europe, and such document has been continuously 
in J.uy custody since such delivery. 

E. E. DA2JLY 
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Telegram 

(Secret Cipher Process) 

Tokyo, 10 January 1938 
Arrived 10 January 1933 
No. 13 of 10 Jan. URGENT! 

191 25 hours 
15.35 hours 

VERY URGENT! 3ECRETJ 

Secret. Eor the Reichs Minister personally 

Upon (one group of letters garbled) of today's press reports 
regarding continuation of war and statement of spokesman in press 
conference regarding "break of negotiations between Japan and 
China, visited Eoreign Minister in orarr GO receive from him a new 
confirmation that the term of January ICth mentioned "by tho Vies 
Minister in telegram # 6 of January 6 is no u'lt imp turn, 

EIROTA confirmed this and added, that the Japanese Government 
is expecting Chinese answer, hut must insist on utmost speed. The 
decisions of the Government which were mentioned in the press 
concern measures for the ca.se of a refusal "by China. 

Upon the question whether request for clarification from the 
Chinese Government would not he admissible. HIROTA answered that 
the military insists upon immediate and clear answer. 

In my opinion the pressure of the rationalistic wing has 
increased to such an extent that the moderate wing will gisre in 
if a positive answer of tho Chinese Government docs not arrive 
soon. 

Identical telegram wa.s sent to Hankow, 

5: 

EIRZSEN 

/145803/ 



C E R T I F I C A T E 

I, E. 3. DANLY, hereby certify: 
1. That I am Chief of the Document Division of 

the International Prosecution Section, G.H,1., S.C.A.P,, 
and as such have possession, custody and control of 
original or copies of captured enemy documents obtained 
by the said Section. 

2. That the attached document was delivered to me 
by the United States VJar Department as being a print of a 
microfilm in the files of the Department of State, which 
was made of a German document captured by ..merican military 
forces in Europe, and such document has been continuously 
in my custody since such delivery, 

E. E. DANLY 
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TELEGRAM 
(Secret Cipher Process) 

TOKYO Jan. 17, 1938 16.13 hours 
Arrived Jan. 17, 1938 12.15 hours 

TO.? SECBET 

No. 28 of 17/l In connection with Tel. of 16 No. 27 
Urgent! Secret! 

For the Reichsminister personally, 

1) In the course of conversation after presenilation of Japanese 
answer I expressed my regret to the Foreign Minister that the decisive 
statement of the government was published immediately after presentation 
of answer and that Japanese answer cuts off any future discussion. Even 
if Japanese impatience over prolonged and unsatisfactory attitude of 
China is understandable, Japan "bears responsibility to the world for 
breaking off the discussion. 

2) Then, I asked HIROTA abotit the future intentions of Japan. Is 
a declaration of war intended or advance against Canton and Hainan Island? 
HIROTA declared both as not being planned for the time being. 

3) Then, I expressed my anxiety about threefold unfavorable reaction 
of the continuance of war on German-Japanese relations. 

a. A danger that the English-Japanese relations become more 
strained, which is not desirable to us. 

b. Bolshevization of China. 

c. Weakening of Japan toward Russia by tying up Japan's entire 
strength against China. 

Foreign Minister answered to this: 

To a. Eyery further aggravation against England ought to be 
avoided. Corresponding severe instructions have been issued to the army 
for avoidance of incident. 

To b. Chiang Kai-shek is, in any event, falling under the Commu-
nistic influence more and more. The continuance of operations, therefore, 
does not mean aggravation. 

To c. My considerations are justified in case of prolonged con-
tinuation of the war, but this.could certainly not be counted on. 

4) The rupture of connection with Chinese government and the severe 
declaration was decided upon only after violent debate of many hours in 
which a part of the military authorities supported continuation of the 
negotiations. 

DIRKSEN 



I, E. S. DANLY, hereby certify: 
1. That I am Chief of the Document Division of 

the International Prosecution Section, G.H. rv., S.C.A.P., 
and as such have possession, custody and control of 
original or copies of captured ene^y documents obtained 
by the said Section. 

2. That the attached document was delivered to me 
by the United States V.ar Department as being a print of a 
microfilm in the files of the Department of State, which 
was made of a German document captured by ^aerican military 
forces in Europe, and such document has been continuously 
in my custody since such delivery. 

E. E. DANLY 
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Dec, 1997 issue of "TOKYO GAZETTE." ( p p o 14 _ 19) 

ON THE JAPANESE „GE PfclAN -ITALIAN AGREEMENT AGAliBT 
THE COMMUNIST INTERNATIONAL 

Bureau of Information,, Department of Foreign Affairs 

The Agreement against the Communist International between Japan and Germany 
was concluded on November 250 1936° Since then, during the short space of one 
year, the international situation as a whole has undergone tumultuous changes, 
and in East Asia the China affair has broken out. The realization that Commu-
nist secret leadership played a highly influential part in the aggravation of 
anti^apanese movements which were primarily responsible for the outbreak of the 
affair,, strengthens the conviction of the opportuneness of the conclusion of the 
Agreement and the momentousness of its purpose. 

Just prior to the first anniversary of the Agreement between Japan and Ger-
many, a Protocol establishing the participation of Italy in this Agreement was 
signed on November 6th, thereby augmenting the power of the anti-Comintern Pact, 
and creating an invincible entrenchment against the Red menace across the two 
continents of Asia and Europe. 

The original Agreement came into being under the following circumstances. 
With the consistent national policy of ensuring her security by upholding her 
firmly established national polity to maintain permanent peace in East Asia, 
Japan had adopted the determined internal measure of suppressing and elimina-
ting anarchism and Conmunism which are inimical to her national structure, and 
the external measure of preventing the eastward penetration of Communist power 
and influence into the Easte which would result in the Bolshvization of China 
and the disturbance of the peace of East Asia, Germany simultaneously, in view 
of her past experiences with the Comintern whose underhand activities had proved 
well-nigh fatal to the national unity essential for reconstructing her national 
life, in the face of internal and external difficulties and under the unbearable 
burden imposed by the Treaty of Versailles, had carried out a thoroughgoing 
policy of promoting and exalting nationalism. She had sou.ht to crush all Com-
munist movements since 1933 when the Nazi came into power, thus successfully 
driving the Communists from her territories. 

In view of th-jse anti-Communist and anti-Coipintern activities within the 
two countrieso it was but natural that a united front should be developed. 
Japan and Germany were convinced that an international organization as powerful 
and efficient as the Cconunist International could never be combated effectively 
without international collaboration on an equally consolidated basis. In fact, 
the spirit of self-sacrifice and absolute devotion to the national cause which 
characterize the two peoples have elevated the Agreement above a merely perfun-
ctory political act into a real partpership of the Governments and the peoples. 
On that coiununity of idealism and devotion, the two nations have now aligned 
themselves as the vanguard of world forces against the Comintern, overcoming 
all difficulties in their domestic and international relations. 
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importance of the Agreement 

The Japanese-German Agreements as has been enunciated,, simply provides 
for a special' type of cooperation between the two countries against the Commu-
nist International; as such it is not directed toward any particular country. 
This true nature of the Pact» however0 has not been comprehended by all, and has 
been subjected to many unfair criticisms. 

A few weeks after the conclusion of the Agreement, the Sian incident took 
place in which General Chiang Kai-shek was detained by the Communists, resulting 
in.the acceptance by him of the three political principles of alliance with the 
Soviet Union, collaboration with the Ccsnnunists and resistance to Japan, all of 
which had long been demanded by the Red leaders of China. This incident and 
its aftermath proved to have been the beginning of new campaigns on the part of 
the Comintern against Japan. Incidentally, they form an objective refutation of 
arguments against the Pact. 

Such an ominous development in the Chinese situation has not been altoge-
ther unexpected. Por the acceptance of the thrjee political principles mentioned 
above meant that the Dictator of the Nationalist Government had pledged that he 
•would adopt the policy of effecting China-Soviet and Nationalist-Comintern co-
llaboration through the good offices of the Chinese Communists, and further that 
he would launch new and aggressive action against Japan backed by the forces | 
created by such alliance and collaboration. Thus anti-Japanese activities were 
fast aggravated and the China of the Nationalist-Communist collaboration pre- „ H 
pared herself throughout the country for her intended armed conflict with her 
friendly neighbour. The outbreak of the incident near Marco Polo Bridge on the 
night of July 7th„ which took the form of an outrage committed by the 29th 
AimysTwas simply the culmination of this series of Bolshevization and anti-
Japanese developments. f 

The armed hostilities which started in North China have developed into 
the present China affair, and it is widely and publicly known that in the 
present conflict the Chinese forces are aligned with the Communists at the 
centre, buttressed through ̂ oviet assistance, and dire eke:" by the Third Inter-
national. Facts have been disclosed which actually show re_sults of the Natio-
nalist-Communist collaboration, or more exactly, of a strongs, sinister influence 
by the Comintern.. To cite the outstanding cases, one is the reorganization of 
the Communist forces within the Central Army and the placing of it at the front 
the other is the release of the seven leaders of the anti-Japanese National 
Salvation movement including Shen Chun-ju, all of wham have been regarded as the 
most active leaders in the Chinese popular front movement, and of the noted 
Communist leaders such as Chen Tu-hsiu and Noulen, for the purpose of reinforc-
ing the anti-Japanese united front. The conclusion of the non-aggression agree-
ment between China and the Soviet Union, which was purposely made public in the 
midst of the present hostilities with the view of creating an exaggerated im-
pression upon Japanese minds of the increasing consolidation of cooperation 
between the two countries, when taken together with frequent rumours of Soviet 
military assistance to the flanking Government, may also indicate the serious 
nature of the Communist activities in driving the situation from bad to worse. 
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Hence the importance of the anti-communist measure is too obvious to be 
stressed further., The Japanese Government accordingly proposed to the Nation-
alist Government the adoption of united defence measures against the Red menace. 
Nationalist leaders headed by General Chiang Kai-shek, however, intoxicated with 
anti-Japanese sentiments refused to consider the Japanese proposal. Should 
the Nanking Government have responded to Japan's proposal, the present state of 
affairs may have been very different. 

All of the foregoing factors collectively form the real significance 
of the Japanese-German Agreement against the Coirmunist International, which 
significance has now been brought home to the Japanese public; its purposes 
and possibilities have been fully appreciated. Out of this appreciation has 
sprung a sense of confidence and gratitude, which was intensified in an extraor-
dinary degree as time approached the first anniversary of the conclusion of the 
Agreement. 

Significance of Italy's Participation 

Article 2 of the Agreement between Japan and Geroany against the Commu-
nist International provides that the two countries should jointly invite the 
participation of third Powers. In accordance with this provision, Italy signed 
on November 6th, at Romeo the Protocol concerning her participation in the afore-
mentioned Agreement, participating as an original signatory with equal sta-
tus—with Japan and Geimany. The reason for this action of Italy was clearly 
stated by the Italian Government in the preamble to the ahovementioned Protocol: 

Considering that the Communist International is endangering the civi-
lized world in the Orient and the Occident and disturbing and destroying 
its peace and order, convinced that only close collaboration between all 
lowers interested in the maintenance of peace and order can check and 
eliminate that danger,.„..has Uecided to ramge herself"against that common 
enemy along with Japan and Germany. 

Italy's experience in the past in combating the Communist menace is well 
known. Taking advantage of jthe post-War economic disorganization in that country 
the Conmunists took possession of all industrial establishments in North Italyf it 
appeared that the whole nation would soon be placed under the sway of the Red flag 
This crisis was saved by the Fascist march on Rone, with the result that Communist 
operations were altogether eliminated from Italian territories. From that time, 
the iron-handed policy of Signor Mussolini has effectively overcane Italy's 
economic~aEnipolit-ical difficulties, and the united endeavours and indomitable 
spirit of the nation have built up a powerful Corporate State. Thus with an 
ideal based on the reconstructed Great Roman Umpire, and with one of the most 
powerful air forces, the stalwart figure of the Italian nation is overshadowing 
the Mediterranean Sea0 
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The successful building up of Fascist Italy on the principles of anti-
Cannunism simultaneously rendered valuable contribution toward the maintenance 
of peace in Europe in that it constituted a strong first line of defence against 
the westward penetration of the Communist International. The subsequent emer-
gence of the Nazi regime in Germany under the leadership of Ilerr Hitler, the 
^uhrer9 has greatly strengthened the anti-Comintern camp in Europe. Germany and 
Italy have since been fighting vigorously as the two leading nations in the 
united front against the world-wide Red menace. It is entirely natural that 
Italy should participate in the international cooperative movement for defending 
world civilization from the destructive international^ movement. 
— i • 1 
The Three Power Pact and its Repercussions 

The emergence of the Japanese-German-Italian Agreement, as has been pointed 
out in an American press opinion, has had an important bearing upon world affairs 
as "giving an ̂example to the European countries which are at a loss which way 
to turn." Accordingly, the Agreement, despite the plain fact that it has no 
particular country as an objective, is not exclusive in nature and has no ter-
ritorial motives, has created unfair criticians in certain quarters of the West-
ern world on the false assumption that the new Agreement has a far-reaching aim 
of territorial expansion under cover of anti-Communism. The ^oviet Government, 
in this connection* is reported to have lodged a protest wlth the Italian Gov-
ernment that the conclusion of the new Agreement is an unfriendly act toward the 
Soviet Union. The Government at Moscow, however, has long been offering the 
explanation that the Comintern, being merely an interoational organization with 
headquarters in Moscow, has no relation whatever with the Government there. 
Any critidism or protest, therefore, on the part of the Soviet Government along 
the line mentioned above is altogether unwarranted. 

Another view has been expressed that the united front of Japan, Germany 
and Italy has essential vulnerabilities in German-Italian relations in respect to 
the Danubian question and in Japanese-German and Japanese-Italian relations in 
respect to economic interests. This view is apparently based on a lack of com-
prehension concerning the coherent spiritual union of the three nations which will 
"prove to be infinitely valuable in international relations," according to an 
Italian press opinion, "going beyond the defence against the operations of the 
Comintern and promoting friendly relations between the three countries." The 
strength of the spiritual union of nations based upon the conmunity of ideas in 
respect to anti-communism and nationalism, as it "exists now between the three 
nations, will be attested by future events. 

Whatever may be said of the new Agreement, the fact cannot be denied 
that it has proved to be a serious shock to the Soviet Union which entertains 
serious concern over any move on the part of lapan and Gennany. Repercussions 
created by the conclusion of the new Agreement are self-explanatory. At the 
same time, they endorse the power of the new-Pact. 
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The Task of World Peace 
» * 

The organization of the united 'front against the Comintern, a line of 
defence extending from East to ffest, connecting Tokyo, Rome and Berlin, con-
stitutes an impressive chapter in the history of modem diplomacy. Indeed, 
this spiritual highway connecting the three great cities constitutes an invin-
cible line of defence far human progress and world peace against the des-
tructive operations of the Communist International. The fact that the new 
Agreement implies spiritual cooperation on the part of the three nations, 
based on profound mutual understanding and respect, has already been- explained. 
It should_be added that such spiritual union, by nature, cannot be so frail a 
tie as to be influenced or harmed by internal and external affairs of the coun-
tries concerned. In other words, the fact that Japan has a polity totally 
different from those of Nazi Geimany and Fascist Italy in no way prevents the 
three countries from being spiritually united. To speak of Japan as being 
converted to Fascism by the conclusion of the present Agreement denotes either 
propaganda of a malicious nature or a fallacious view point. 

Now that the stronghold against the world's Red menace has been 
established, the nations of Japan, Germany and Italy are embarking upon the 
noble task of safeguarding world peace and human culture by checking and elimi-
nating the destructive forces preying upon the whole of the civilized world. 
Every member of the Japanese nation is called upon to participate in this hon-
ourable and serious task as a soldier of peace. 
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Berlin, 28 July 1937 Pol. VIII 814 
Diplogerma Tokio 

No. 148 Telegram in Ciphers 
To telegrams No. 182 and 193 

Japanese attempts to base measures in China as fight 
against Communism on the Anti-Comintern Agreement are 
devious. As already stated in telegram 140 the agreement 
has not the objective of fighting Bolshevism in the 
territory of third states. Rather, Japan's measures may 
be considered by us as being contrary to the Anti-Comin-
tern Agreement because they obstruct the consolidation of 
China thus promoting the spread of Communism in China 
and, in tho end> driving the Chinese into the arms of 
Russia. (To this I note confidentially that in a conver-
sation with Ambassador Trautmann Chiang Kai-shek replied 
to a question in that regard that one has to count with 
the possibility of an intervention of Russia into a 
possible war at a later time. He, Chiang Kai-shek, has 
made no agreements with the Russians up to now, but the' 
situation is changed.) The Japanese have therefore no 
reason te> expect us to favor their undertaking, rather 
can we expect of them that they cause no disturbance in 
China. We remain of the opinion that the so-called 
"creation of a clear strategic situation" does not mean 
any facilitation for Japan in regard to a future possible 
conflict with Russia. It will be necessary to consider the 
consequences of an increased hatred of the Chinese against 
Japan for years to come, the more Japan gets a hold in 
North China. Japan would therefore have to carry on a 
two-front war in the case in question; this would be the 
case even if the maximum program of the Japanese military, 
separation of the Five Provinces, were carried out. 

Recently the Japanese have been carrying on radio 
propaganda in German language directed towards Germany, 
which continuously is attempting to represent the war 
against China as a fight against Communism and to force 
upon us /the necessity of/ taking side at least morally. 
This propaganda is unwelcome to us. 

\ 
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The Reichsminister informed the Japanese Ambassador 
before upon his remonstrances that delivery of armaments 
to China in any amount worth mentioning have not been taking 
place either now nor earlier. The Japanese cannot repri-
mand us for the fact that the Chinese bought arms from us 
in a limited amount-. The deal developed on a purely 
economic basis. We have shown our new arms most willingly 
to the Japanese and have given the Japanese commissions 
far-reaching insight. It is not our fault that the 
Japanese have up to now failed to make any orders, a fact 
which we can only regret. -The German deliveries of 
armament's to China cannot be made the object of German-
Japanese negotiations. Since a situation has now arisen 
which approximates a state of war further deliveries of 
war material to China will cease because of our attitude. 
— " " ~~ ~ _ 

Withdrawal of our military advisors in China would 
at the present moment mean that we are taking sides 
against Nanking and is therefore out of question. A with-
drawal of the advisors could possibly also lead to the 
vacated positions being occupied by Russians; this is a 
consequence which is also undesirable for the Japanese. 
The Japanese Military Attache has up to now only stated 
in the war ministry his wish that the advisors may not 
participate in active combat actions. Advisors have always 
had a corresponding instruction which recently has been 
expressly restated. L'ushakoji, who was informed of this, 
acknowledged this measure with thanks. 

A remark of the Adjutant to the War Minister that the 
policy of cooperation of the Japanese Army is endangered 
by our attitude in the question of the advisors since the 
already existing opposition of single groups of Japanese 
officers is threatening to spread to the masses, finds no 
understanding here. 

I have just informed Ambassador Mushakoji in accordance 
with the above statements in a cordial manner and I request 
of you to regulate your statements correspondingly and 
to advise the Japanese emphatically to apply moderation. 

/s/ Weizsacker 

Doc. 1266 
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Berlin, 28 July 1937 
The Japanese Ambassador visited me today in order to 

hand me the attached report about the situation which by the 
way and as far as I know has already appeared in press 
reports. 

The Ambassador then inquired about our conversations 
with London and Washington regarding the East Asiatic con-
flict. I outlined to the Ambassador once more our attitude 
in general terms. Mushakoji was satisfied with this. How-
ever, later he continued /to state/ that Japan misses 
complete German understanding for the anti-Communist 
achievement, which the Japanese action against China consti-
tutes. He tried stubbornly to prove that Japan is doing 
anti-Communist work in China also for our benefit. I 
replied to him in accordance with the tenor of the wire to 
Tokyo of today's date. rhen r.ushako.ji described the lack of 
understanding for the ant i--Communist feats of his govern-
ment which he encounters in Germany as a danger for the 
continued true existence cf the German-Japanese agreement 
of Autumn 193&, I told him he should not exaggerate. The 
German-Japanese relationship of amity is quite beyond dis-
cussion. However, we can not deduce from our contractual 
relationship an obligation to approve or assist morally a 
Japanese action which might easily lead to the opposite of 
the aim which both of us desire, namely, to a fostering of 
Communism in China and to driving the Chinese into the army 
of the Russians. Mushakoji then talked about the idea to 
call the secret German-Japanese special committee which up 
to now "has not come into existence, before which committee 
he could then explain the anti-Communist tendencies which 
prompted Japan to her present action in China. (Mushakoji 
mentioned that Herr von Ribbentrop and the Reichsminister 
are informed about the organization of that Commission.) 

Mushakoji received my confidential information that our 
instructors in China have orders hot to interfere in the 
Japanese-Chinese conflict with thanks. IJushakoji then 
mentioned briefly the question of transportation of war 
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To the Foreign Office, Berlin. 

1. The conclusion of the mediation. 

With the unsuccessful conclusion of the German efforts to 
bring the two parties of the Chinese-Japanese conflict to the 
conference table, a new chapter in the war, with all the foreign 
political reactions, connected with it, especially regarding the 
relation with Germany, has begui*.e There is, therefore, little 
point in analysing in detail these negotiations which are now 
closed; it will suffice rather to note that China has not seize*: 
the second opportunity to begin peace negotiations, offered to 
her by Japan;" from the fact that Marshal Chiang Kai Shek evaded 
a definitive discussion of the Japanese terms with Mr. TRAUTMANN 
and that the Chinese Ministerial Council has not occupied itself 
in an official session frith the Japanese terms and the explana-
tions given to them by us, until within the last few days, it was 
clearly evident that on the part of the Chinese, there was no deci-
sion evon noroly to seriously examine the Japanese terms. It 
is to be feared that nov blood will be spilt unnecessarily and 
that the Chinese provinces will be destroyed with the sole result 
that the Chinese - after the model of the Sibylline Books - will 
in the end have to sacrifice many times the originally demanded 
price in order to purchase much harder terms than those offered 
them by Sr. HIROTA in the beginning of November. 
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The immediate task which confronts us is to draw the 
consequences cf the resultant situation from the point of view 
of German-Japanese relations, This is to he tried in the follow-
ing way on the two-fold supposition that Japan will emerge from 
the conflict as the n.ITTtnry victor, and that China, as far as 
it does not rely on England and America, will glide more and 
more into the Russian current. 
2. The China-conflict and German-Japanese relations. 

Up to now we have laid down our attitude towards the two 
parties with the declaration of Germany's absolute neutrality. 
That was no doubt right for the first part of the Sino-Japanese 
conflict, although non-recall of the military advisors and the 
continuation of supply of war t/aterials was one-sidedly benefici' 
to China - that is to say. Nanking Government, which sought clr • 
connections with our fiercest enemy by conclusion of the Non-
Aggression Pact with the Soviet Union, and which moreover leant 
on the Western Powers and the Geneva ideology. Thus we have 
reached a position in relation to Japan which would have become 
difficult if Japan had vigorously pressed us for a decision. In 
my annual report I have shown why Japan, for domestic and foreign 
political reasons, was in an embarrassing situation of having to 
let Germany shine forth in spotless glory. Thus the revaluation 
of all values took place; that is, every;..month the Japanese laid 
before us with obvious reproach, a review of the considerable 
German imports of war materials'into China, while, on the other 
hand, the spokesman of the Foreign Ministry coldly declared to 
English and American .journalists, who alluded angrily to these 
imports, that the German Government had long ago suspended it. 

It is obvious that this condition must come to an end, as 
soon as Japan is out cf this embarrassing position. We must 
take into count the fact tnat Japan, filled with deep resentment, 
will then bring us to unpleasant decisions at a possibly awkward 
time. Therefore, we shall do well already now to lay down our 
standpoint again, just on the most thorny questions of. the mili-
tary advisors and the supplies of war material, and, if necessary-, 
explain it to the Japanese.. This t.•.-:!<: is the more urgent be-
cause the fact has to be reckoned with that third countries, 
especially England, will probably systematically point out the 
sensitive points of German-Japanese relations out of displeasure 
at Gorman's increasing influence in the Far East (action as 
mediator), and to cover up their own importing.of weapons. 
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3. Military Advisors. 
With the unsuccessful conclusion of Germany's attempts at 

mediation, the most essential reason which could explain the 
activity cf the military advisers in the face cf the ever in-
creasing pressure from the Japanese for their recall, namely, 
that such a recall would cost Germany the trust which the Chines 
.Government had still shown in us up to now, and would therefore 
from the beginning make hopeless German efforts at mediation, 
also becomes untenable5 this evidence is no longer effective 
because no peaceful settlement is in the offing, and if peace 
negotiations should come anyway, then not with the present 
Chinese Government. 

For the same reason we can also no longer take as a prece-
dent the fact that the German military advisors, as impartial 
experts, can make clear to Chinese military authorities the use-
lessness of further resistance. 

Above all, however, it is to be feared that non-recall of 
the advisors will be harmful to German prestige. According to 
reports of the Consulate-General, at Canton, Chinese agitators 
are already daring to accuse German officers of : having disclosed 
plans of operations to the Japanese, while, on the other hand, 
the Japanese army rt the front suspects that the advisors plan 
the operations of the Chinese army and supervise their execution. 
In the long run the continuous defeats of the Chinese army will 
be imputed to the German advisors not only by the parties to the 
conflict but also hy—third countries interested in degrading 
Germany's name in the Far East. It cannot help our prestige 
either, if General FAIESNH&U5EN and his co-workers withdraw 
together with the uhinese from Soochow to Nanking, from there tc 
Hankow and then further on to Chungking, and still deeper into 
Inner Asia. In the long run, the advisors will have to share 
the blame for the Chinese defeats, however much these defeats 
might .be caused precisely by neglecting the counsels given by 
Germany. Thus the argument given for retaining the advisors -
namely that in case of their recall, Russians would replace 
them, becomes void at the same time. 

Of perhans even strerger efficacy is the simultaneously 
foreign- and military-polltical argument that for representatives 
of the German Army such close cooperation with representatives 
of the Red Army and Bolshevistic Russia is impossible. That 
Sino-Russian collaboration did not become much more close 
long agon is to be traced, not to reserve on the Chinese part, 
but to Soviet misgivings - SUN FO's trip tc Moscow was meant 
to remove these misgivings. Butâ voa&y now Russian material aid in 
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sending Russian airplanes and pilots, which had led to a re-
vival of the Chinese air attacks, is becoming more and more 
apparent. That the slogan "German-Soviet collaboration" M i l 
be taken up eagerly by the interested parties is shown in the 
enclosed cutting from the "China Weekly Review" of 25 December, 
1937. 

The course of events in war has itself caused further 
evidence which was brought up by the German merchants in China 
to support the retention cf the military advisors in the field; 
namely, that they (the advisors) were the pioneers and path-
finders for a considerable part of our China export to crumble 
away. Even if Chinese ability and will to buy further pur-
chases in Germany should combine with the technical possibility 
of—executing tbis inport^already the geographical changes on 
tho map of GhlJia, caused by the course of the war, would 
bring about a considerable shifting of the possibilities for 
markets from the standpoint of percentage into the areas 
occupied by Japan. 

Fully appreciating the importance of our military advisors 
for our relations with China, on which 1' always based my re-
served judgment of this question in the first phase of the 
war, I now advocate for the above-mentioned reasons in agree-
ment with the Military Attache, General.OTT, the immediate, 
complete recall of all German military advisors still active 
in China. 
4. Supplies of War Materials. 

Only short explanations have to be made in favor of the 
complete suspension of war material supplies to China. From the 
reports from the Embassy it is known how critically this very 
question has influenced German--Japanese relations. The molli-
fying effect of the prohibition issued by the German Government 
has vanished as a result of the continuation of the supplies. 
The pause in Japanese pressure foe complete stispension is near-
ing its end5 the attitude of the military authorities leaves no 
doubt as to that. Possible allusions as to the technical im-
possibility of cringing about the suspension of war material 
supplies by German government measures, would not be understood 
here - the confidence in the power of authoritarian Germany 
vis-a-vis private capitalistic trader-tendencies is too great 
for that. In the same way reasons of political expedience and 
the necessity of also executing declarations once issued, alike 
decree the suspension of war-material-supplies to China; should 
there be fundamental difference-- of opinion about this idea, 
clarification should be sought-by discussions with Japan, 
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5. Recognition of Manchukuo. 
The adjustment of our relations with Japan and China in 

view of the balance to he struck at the present moment, should 
give us onr.arslcn to deglare onr recognition of Manchukuo before 
Japan's pressure makes itself unpleasantly felt. I regard it 
as impossible "that we can any longer delay this recognition, 
which, after all, now means no more, than the confirmation of 
an existing condition; the official remarks of the Manchurian 
Government in Hsinking to Councilor KNOLL is the first indica-
tion that the recognition must now be effected. Italy's action 
has, regarding Japan, robbed us of a pretext for further delay 
and, regarding China, given into our hands a weakening of 
Chinese sensitiveness - in ease this should yet have to be 
considered in view cf the definite Moscow course of the Hankow-
Chungking Government. The cream cf the economic possibilities 
of a recognition of Manohukruo has been skimmed by the economic 
agreement and the establishing of the commercial agency. The 
opportunity for an extensive economic-political transaction 
with Japan on the occasion of the recognition of Manchuria 
would have offered itself if the plans discussed by us a few 
years ago had been followed up. Now the recognition of Man-
churia could, in spite of the Italian action, still serve to 
make Japan a friendly and here certainly appreciated gesture 
if the occasion should arise (anniversary of the founding of 
the empire). 

6. Conversion to North China. 
The recognition cf Manchukuo is at least idealistically 

connected with the further constructive and perhaps most im-
portant task with which we will be confronted by the further 
course of events in China- the-necessity to orientate our 
China policy to a considerable part of North China. 

We will have to consider the fact that^North China up to 
the Yellow River and beyond, that to the borders of the Shantung 
Province, will bo vyl-h: the 'alroet Japanese "influence fbr a 
number of years, maybe decades; that Shanghai and. its hinter-
land to Myond kanting' - in a few months maybe beyond Hankow -
will be occupied by Japanese troops for some time. Maybe for 
a few years, that only behind a wide war gone west of this 
territory will the undisputed power of the government of 
Rump-China begin; and that, finally, the conditions in South 
China, especially in Canton, will be very uncertain at least 
for' the duration of hostilities, because, even if a military 
advance against Canton is for the present apparently improbable, 
the connections of this city with the outside world will be 
hindered by the Japanese as much as possible. 
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It follows from this that, for a long time, the North China 
of the five Provinces still he the quietest part of China and the 
one which will be the first to return to normal life. The further 
economic function cf Shanghai will anyway represent only a frac-
tion of its former significance until the conclusion of peace; 
what will later become of the trade center on the Ysmgtse will 
have to be awaited. The part of South China which is close to 
the coast will hardly lead a normal political and economic life 
under the influence of the events of war - at least air attacks. 
The same will apply to Central China, which is pushed away from 
the coast. 

We will have to draw the conclusion from this, that in our 
China policy we must at least put the accent more strongly 
economically and politically on North China; we will have to 
regard our China problems more from Peking than from Shanghai, 
Hankow or Chunking, 

This by no means necessitates offending the Chinese govern-
ment forever, Outwardly important change would have to take 
place*. -Naturally the allotment cf the official representatives 
of the Reich would remain the same; it would be. wrong, too, if 
German firms should give up their establishment in Shanghai. The 
fact, beneficial to us, that besides consular representation in 
North China, a diplomatic office exists in Peking and that fur-
thermore German firms have operated in North China before anyway 
gives us enough strong points for our new orientation. 

The most urgent requisite for this shaning of our interests 
in North China seems to "re to be the establishing of 3 close 
connection with the Japanese military and civil authorities. It 
will not be difficult to achieve this by building up the office 
in Peking and by appointing to it an elderly official experienced 
in service in Japan., 

The economic shifting of cur interests to North China will 
be already undertaken to s certain degree by the private initiativ 
of our China firms, Ifc 7.ill be the task of the organs of the 
state to promote this developrnent, Above ail, however, it seems 
urgent that the possibilities of an economic opening up of North 
China, or otherwise our coop -ration with the Japanese authorities 
in this be examined by prominent individuals, German experts or 
by a small delegation specially set up for this purpose. 

It cannot be the purpose of this report to deal definitively 
with the difficult and complicated questions, which the concept 
"economic opening-up cf North China:; contains. But I have 
thought it my duly to point out, that in the caleidoscopic happen-
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ings of the Japanese-Chinese conflict a decision has now been 
reached which confronts Germany policy with the necessity of tak-
ing a number of different measures in this connection in order 
to keep up with this development. 

The offices in Hankow and Hsinking have received a copy of 
this report by a safe way. 

signed 
Von Dirksen 

Certificate:-
I, Ulrich Straus, hereby certify that I am thoroughly conversant 
with the German and English languages, and as a result of the com-
parison between the German and the English texts, I have estab-
lished that this is a true and correct translation of Internationa 
Prosecution Document No. 1276. 

, J signed) Ulrich S. Straus 
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The Japanese Ambassador visited me on the 22nd of this month. The occasion 
as the return of my official visit with him. The Ambassador transmitted on this 
ccasion the thanks of the Japanese Government for the endeavors of Germany for the 
•e-establishment of peace in East Asia. Upon my question how Japan envisions the 
.'urther development of the matter in China, the Ambassador declared that ihe_Japen-
sse G-overnment could, after the military defeat of Chiang Kai-shek, no longer 
recognize him as representative of the Chinese People and that the Chinese Central 
Government die no longer exist. Japan would now /endeavor/ to negotiate about the 
?nd of the state of war with a new Chinese government, which probably would be com-
josed of the already existing governments in Peking and Shanghai, /in reply/ to my 
objection that there would then probably still remain a big and not yet pacified 
area of China, the Ambassador replied that they were prepared for everything in 
Japan and that they would also know hov to carry the burden of a prolonged state of 
^ar. 

Then the Ambassador mentioned that his government is desirous of expanding the 
trade of goods with Germany. However, it is of importance for them to obtain long 
range credits for the receipt of German goods beyond the present volume. I told 
the Ambassador that he knew our situation and that I could tell him already today 
that even with the best intentions we were not in a position to grant any bigger 
long term credits. The Ambassador declared then that Japan does not wish to change 
the present structure of our economic relations and that she is also ready to make 
the payments provided in our agreement in foreign exchange /deviser./; but, whatever 
.''OuIcH&e exported to Japan beyond the present volume of the German export would have 
to be paid by barter with Japanese goods. He, the Ambassador, would get into con-
tact with the economic authorities in Germany regarding the details. 

Berlin, 25 January 1938. 

/s/ v. ITeurath. 
Frame No. 81244-81245) 

3erlin, 28 January 1938 

Memorandum 

The Japanese Ambassador just told me confidentially that the British Ambassador 
risited him this morning in regard to the following matter: 

As was already to be seen recently from P, French trial balloon, English and 
?rench circles have an idea, to conduct a joint /step/ in Tokyo in the interest of 
peace /and to conduct it tinder inclusion of Germany/. Mr, TOGO was of the opinion 
that this English intention could be traced to misgivings of the Bnglish about 
increasing Communist influences in China, which might also have an effect upon 
India. The British Ambassador had asked TOGO to what extent, in his opinion, 
Germany would react to such a, suggestion. He, Henderson, would like to feel out 
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the Reichminister tomorrow morning, (the 29th of this month) in this matter, TOGO 
replied to the English Ambassador, as he told me, that it is hardly likely that 
participation of Germany in euch a joint action would he welcomed in 'Tokyo. Further-
more, it is already too late fcr such an action. Chiang Kai-shek is, according to 
apanese opinion, no longer partner to the negotiations. Rather, it is the Japan-
ese aim to come to en agreement with a new Chinese government friend.ly to Japan. 

In the further course of the conversation which dealt no longer with the 
supposedly impending British feeler, Mr. TOGO mentioned that the moment would soon 
come when we would have to start talking about German cooperation with Japan in the 
New China which is to be constructed. Mr. TOGO did not talk about the recognition 
of Manchukuo. 

(Frame No. S1P43) 
/s/ Weissacker 

Telegram 
(Secret Cypher Process) 

TCP SECRET 
Tokyo, 29 January lc38, 1430 p.m. 
Arrived 29 January 1938, 1145 a.m. 

No. 52 of 29 January 

Re: Telegram of 25, No. 32.* 

*) Pol. I 201 g (VIII) 

Since the Japanese Government has emphatically fî ed. its standpoint not only 
jy the well-known declaration, but in the meantime, also repeatedly in reply to 
Interpellations in the Piet, /namely/ not to react under any circumstances to any 
peace feelers of the ̂ arnkow Government, I have misgivings against transmission of 
the statement of the Chinese Ministry for Commerce since it might possibly be con-
sidered as a hidden new attempt of Germany to mediate. 

Identical to Hankow. 

(Frame 81242) 
/s/ Dirksen 
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MEimAitDUM 

Today I visited C-eneral OSHIMA. The conversation ranged over the 
following subjects: 

1) The FUEHRER*s speech, which pleased him very much, especially 
because it had been spiritually warranted in all its features. 

2) J We discussed the conclusion of the treaty, by means of which the 
triangle Germany-Italy-Japan would assume an even firmer shape. 
He also told me that together with German counter-espionage 
(AEWEER) he was undertaking long range work of disintegration in 
Russia, emanating from the CAUCASUS and the UKRAINE.' However, 
thi3 organization was only to become effective in the event of war 

3) Furthermore, up to now he had succeeded in sending ten Russians 
with bombs across the Caucasian frontier. These Russians had the 
order to kill STALIN. A number of additional Russians, whom he 
had also sent across, nad been shot at the frontier. ; 

4) We then discussed the Mohammedan movement. He said that a Japan-
ese officer had worked in AFGHANISTAN but then had been expelled 

. / because he was suspected of wanting to overthrow the Afghan govern 
ment. I told him that I had a police officer there, and that the 
two could work together very well once he again had a man there. 

5) j He told me confidentially that he had bought a pioce of real 
estate at FAESEESEE in the name of a middleman. Six Russians 
were employed there writing and painting pamphlets which were 
then conveyed from Poland into Russia by means of small balloons 
when the wind was favorable. He had received news and proof from 
Russia that they had arrived well and obviously distributed among 
the people diligently. ! 

6) He had also bought a motor boat in order to take leaflets from 
Rumania to the Crimea via the Black Sea. However, this had met 
with no success in autumn; but he would repeat it during the 
summer. 

Berlin 31 January 1939. 

THE REICHSFUEHRER SS: 
/s/ H. EIMMLER 
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C E R T I F I C A T E 

I, Ulrich Straus, hereby certify that I an 

thoroughly conversant with the German and English 

languages, and as a result of the comparison between 

the German and the English texts, I have established 

that this is a true and correct translation of 

International Prosecution Document Eo. 533. 

/s/ ULRICE A. STRAUS 



II. (Grig. ir. Court). AFFIDAVIT 

I, GhBALD SCSAB55SR, "being first duly sv.'orn on oath, depose and 
say: 

1. That I Pin Chief of the Documentation Division of the Office 
cf the United States Chief of Conhsel, Nurnberg, Germany; and that, 
prior to its introduction and receipt 3>n evidence before the International 
Military Tribunal I or my predecessors in such office had possession, 
custody and control of the original captured enemy document numbered 
2195-PS by said To-.-um̂ ntation Division. 

2. That said above referred to original document vra.3 captured 
and obtained by militaxy forces under command, of the Supreme Commander 
Allied Expeditionary Forces, from the Office Files of Heinrich Himmler, 
Heichsfuehrer of the SS. 

3. That said, original captured enemy document after its seizure 
and capture was delivered, to, filed with, numbered and processed by 
the Documentation Division cf said Office cf the United States Chief 
of Counsel at Hurnberg, Gsrmany in the manner set forth and described 
in detail by me in a. certain affidavit made by mo and dated the 15th 
of April 1946 and. captioned, ''Affidavit Concerning the Capture, 
Processing and Preservation of German Documents and which said affidavit 
I hereby verify, ratify and affirm and make a part of the herein affidavit 
by reference. 

4. That the document to which this affidavit is attached is a 
true and correct photostatic copy of said original captured enemy document 
above described and referred to. 

5. That said above referred to original captured enemy document has 
been introduced and received in evidence before the International Military 
Tribunal in the course of the trial of the case of the United States of 
America et al against Herman Wilhelm Goering, et al, and was delivered 
by said Documentation Division to the General Secretary of the said 
International Military Tribunal concurrently with its said introduction 
in evidence, and that said original captured enemy document is now in 
the possession of, and has been impounded by said International Military 
Tribunal and its said General Secretary, and that a photostatic copy of 
said original document is hereby furnished because of the unavailability 
of said original document for the reasons set forth above. 

/e/ Gerard Sphanfer 
Gerard SchaDfer 

SUBSCRIBED ABD SW0H1T TO BEPOBE ME this 16th day of April 1946. 

/s/ John Auchincloss 
John V/. Auchincloss 

0-2052152 
Capt., JAGD. 
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INTERNATIONAL MILITARY TRIBUNAL 

TFE UNITED STATES CF AMERICA, 
THE FKBNCF REPUBLIC, T*TE UNITED 
KINGDOM OF GREAT BRITAIN AND 
NORTHERN IRELAND, AND TFE UNION OF 
SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS 

-a gainst-
FE LAN WILFELM GOERING et al 

Defendants. 

CERTIFICATE 

Tho undersigned. BRIGADIER GENERAL WILLIAM L. 
MITCHELL, hereby certifies: 

That ho is the duly appointed qualified and acting 
General Secretary of the International Military Tribunal, 
and that as such he has possession, custody and control 
of all of the records of sold Tribunal and all documents 
admitted in evidence during the trial of the above 
entitled crust. 

That tV. document to wv.ich t" is certificate is attached 
is r true and correct photostatic copy of t^e original 
document which was heretofore admitted in evidence in the 
course of t,vc trial of the above entitled cruse and 
identified as Exhibit USA 15C. 

That sHid original document so admitted in evidence 
as aforesaid has been impounded by said International 
Military Tribunal through tho undersigned as its General 
Sccrctrry. one aj r result is being held and retained by 
the undorsigned. 

T V t the undersigned has issued the herein certificate 
and caused tvc sane to be attached to said, photostatic 
copy of said document_in order to verify the existence 
and contents cf.said Exhibit, and to further establish 
tue fact tV:t t'-c original of said Exhibit is unavailable 
because of its having been impounded as aforesaid. 

D O N E at Nurnborg, Germany, t^is l6th day of 
'ipril 1946e / s / ?;iiii&n L. Mltchcll 

WILLIAM L, MITCFELL 
General Secretary 
International Military Tribunal 
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(Interrogation of CSiilMA, Hiroshi, March 5, 1946, pp. 235, 237. and 238 

Tow, will you tell us how this agree;»ent came into being? ;tio 
mggested it ano who handled the negotiations for it? 

lie Japanese military had previously bean using Jhite Russians 
31 Warsaw to gather Russian intelligence and following the signing 
c? the Anti-Comintern Pact the Russian Section of the General 
Staff in Tokyo thought that it would be a good idea to further the 
1 cchange of information in regard to the 3oviet Tib ion. I received 
coders from the General Staff to approach the Germans and did so. 
Ritual exchange of information was handled by Lt. Col. USUI Cf my 
staff, 

• • • 

After yoi» received instructions to approach the Germans relative to 
this, whom did you speak to ? 

Jaitel, at that time Lieutenant Geaeral, 

• * • 

A *ter the negotiations had been concluded and this agreement had been 
reached, what type of organization was set up to handle these activities? 

Tiers -.vera cany -vhite Russians around Berlin at the tic* who were 
r illing to sell information and it was simply decided to give thein 
•ney and procure this information. He were 113ing a Russian from the 

Caucasus by the âiaa of 3a;nard(?) as one of the main sources of 
information, 

3 take it then that these activities were conducted out of your office 
5 1 Berlin" 

Via, except that USUI because he wap doing work of thi3 sort, while 
1 ider me, operated independently. 

Fi operated under your supervision, did he not? 

"ies. However, his job was to gether intelligence only and to ooiaaunicate 
*ith the Russian Division of General Staff, ; • s < 

Tnose oosiaunicat ions would also go through you as the Military Attache? 

T-iey would go through my office. 
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(Interrogation of OSiJiiA, Hiroshi, torch 5, 1946, pp. 235, 237. ana 238 

Tow, will you tell U3 how this agreement earn® into being? Sbo 
jugjested it ano who handled the negotiations for it? 

1ie Japanese rail-tary had previously been using Shite Ruesions 
21 Warsaw to gather Russian intelligence end following f.he signing 
(f the Anti-Comintern pact the Russian Section of the General 
Staff in Tokyo thought that it would be a good Idea to further the 
exchange of information in regard to the 3oviet TJhion. I received 
orders from the General Staff to approaob the Germans and did so. 
Actual exchange of information was handled by Lt. Col. U5UI of my 
etaff, 

• « • 

/fter yon received instructions to approach the Germans relative to 
tils, whom did you apeak to ? 

fciitel, at that time Lieutenant Geaeral, 

• * e 

> 'ter the negotiations had been concluded and this agreement had been 
1 cached, what type of organization was set up to handle these activities? 

Tiiere were rrany ifhit© Russians around Berlin at the time who were 
r illing to sell inforiaation and it was simply decided to give thein 
}:. jney and procure this information. We were using a Russian from the 
Clucasus by the name of 3amard(?) as one of the main sources of 
inforiaation, 

2 talce it then that the^e activities were conducted out of your office 
i i Berlin" 

"i »s, except that USUI because he was doing work of this sort, while 
i. jder me, operated independently. 

¥.••} operated under your supervision, did he not? 
1 

Y.J3, However, his job was to getfcer intelligence only and to comraunic-ite 
with the Russian Division cf General Staff. 

T '-ose communications would also go through you as the Military Attache? 

Taey would go through my office. 
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. ft. Did you hold any property in Germany? • > 
VU , 

A. No. 
. ..." • •". • 'v.--... i"' . . 1 .>,•'. ; • v 

Sid you ever have a house or piece of real estate in yalkenseef 

A, I understand naw what you are talking about. In order to carry 
on Anti-Soviet; propaganda• at one time I negotiated for the purch ; 
of a plea* wfcfra»t^is work oould be carried on. This place was not 
in tay na«a, I V>eliev®t However, we did have it. 

Q,. Whil« this property ma not in your own name, did you personally 
. own it? '. . ,, : 

Ai M I said) it was not Ift ay nans; the money came from my of flee. 

A. fhat typa of work did ftu eanduct from this place in Falkensee? 

A. K e y nr« printing «p th« propaganda at this place. 
• • • • 

ft. But you know that yftt had a number of White Russians and they 
printed propaganda ̂ MfUti* Now, tell us what they did with thai 

A, These leaflets were giwtn to Bamard(?), who by some means or other 
triad to get them into Rueaia* 

ft. General, <*£ you knee anything about a Japanese offioer that had worked 
in Afghanistan. 

4. Yes. 

ft. He was expalled bfeoauae 01 suspicion that he had attempted to eve-throw 
the Afghanistan Govermmftt, wasn't he? 

A, 1 believe the Japanese officer became friendly with an Afghanistan 
'garrison rfcranander• cad suggested to him that they carry on Anti-

. Russian activitiesi This man evidently passed on this word to the 
Afghanistan Government qpd suggested that they get rid of the Ja?; ese 
officer before they were suapeoted of doing such things, 

ft, That man was working wider your direction or out of your office i. 
Berlin, was he not? 

A, No, J hati no connection with him. 
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Q. But you intended to send seasons 
expelled» did you not? 

No. 

page, 3 

there to take his place after he was 
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(Interrogation of CSiilMA, Uiroshi, March 5, 194®. PP. 2j5, 23?, ami 238J 

How, will you tell us how this ugreeioent caine into being? .tho 
suggested it and who handled the negotiations for it? 

. lie Japanese military had previously been using flfcite Russians 
in Warsaw to gather Russian intelligence and following the signing 
cf the Anti•Comintern Pact the Russian Section of the General 
S iaff it; Tokyo thought that it would be a good idea to further the 
exchange of information in regard to the Soviet Union. I received 
orders from -he General Staff to approaoh the Germans and did so. 
/stual exchange of information was handled by Lt. Ool. USUI of my 
t ;aff, 

• • • 

f, After ycu received instructions to approach the Germans relative to 
tiis, whom did you speak to ? 

. Kfiitel, at that time Lieutenant General. 

• e e 

, A'ter the negotiations had been concluded and this agreement had been 
reached, what type of organization waa set up to handle these activities? 

. T iera were many Ahite Russians around Berlin at the time who were 
willing to sell information and it was simply decided to give them 
ii me/ ar.i procure this information. 4e were using a Russian frow the 
Caucasus by the name of 3araard(?) as one of the xaain sources of 
^formation. 

2 take it then that these activities were conducted out of your office 
i 1 Berli."5 

, Y -a, except that USUI because he was doing work of this sort, while 
v ider me, operated independently. 

. Ei operated under your supervision, did ke not? 

. Id-}3« lie«aVer, h;is job was to gether intelligence only and to ooceaunicate 
v. i.th the Russian Division of General Staff, 

. Thosa cc.aounication3 wou^d also 30 through you as the Military Attache? 

• Tuey would go through my office, 
* * • 

1 
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Did ye. 'hold sir- property in Germany? 

A. up'; 

Ci« Bi<i you e^er !. a house or piece of real estate in Falkensee? 

A. I undei'St'-nc. nc .?hat you are talking about. In order to carry 
on Anti~3cviet propaganda, at cne time I negotiated for the parch" 
of a pla©e. neî e this work could be carried on. This place was n. 
in ay , I believe» However, we did have it. 

Q,. While this property was not in your own name, did you personally 
own it? 

A. As I said, it was not in'my name; the money came from my office. 

Q,. What typ® of work did you conduct from this place in Falkensee? 

A. Tbey were printing up the propaganda at this place. 

. * * * 

it, ' •.•'•at., you had a number df White Russians and they 
prrrt,e--.; ;ro_, ... • da leaflets. Now, tell us what they did with the 

A. se I'uvc" ets -re given to Bamard(?), who by some means or other 
tr̂ oii to th into Russia. • 

* * * 

Q,. General., tic you know anything about a Japanese officer that had wt • hed 
in Afghani at an. 

A. Yes. 

Q,. He was expelled because Cf suspicion that he had attempted to over -rjrc 
the Afghanistan Government, wasn't he? 

A. I believe the Japanese officer became friendly with an Afghanistan 
'garrison commander' and suggested to him that they carry on Anti-
Russian activities. This man evidently passed on this word to th* 
/:fgl .snistan Government and suggested that they get rid of the Jap*, .-.a..© 
fioe,- before they were suspected of doing such things. 

l:hat v,.kj4 v«s working under your direction or out of your office ir 
Berlin,- *:\h he not? 

A. No. -.» ection with him. 
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Q,. But you intended to send someone 
expelled9 did you not? 

A» No» 
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there to take his place after he wa 
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Excerpt from Interrogation 
1946, page 32 

Page 1 

of OSHIMA, Hiroshi, 4 Feb 

Q. You have told, us abort the secret pact and I think 
you have described it pretty well to us - that was 
signed between Japan and Germany at tho time the 
Anti-Comintern Pact was entered into* Now, I am 
wondering it there were any other secret understand-
ings you have not told us about that were entered 
into between Japan and Germany at or about the same 
time. 

A. Not as treaties, but on this point I would like to 
tell you some things and if you have any specific 
questions, please interject them, In 1936. as I 
stated, the secret pact and the Anti-Comintern Pact 
were consummated. Following this, while there were 
no secret pacts in 1937? the German Army and the 
Japanese Army agreed to furnish each other with 
intelligence about the Russian military. In this 
regard it was decided to intensify the use of White 
Russians who had already been used quite a bit and 
had been contacted In such spots as Warsaw and Paris, 
There was no written agreement about this - I believe 
it was in September or October 1.938 - that these 
discussions came about. With the signing of the 
Russo-German non-aggression pact there was a 
temporary cessation of all such activities. These 
matters were not binding agreements, but more in 
the form of memoranda. 
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Excerpt from Interrogation of Oshima, Hiroshi, dated 4 February 
1946, pp. 31 and 32. 

Q. Do you know the circumstances incident to Italy becoming a 
party to the Anti-Comintern Pact. By that I want to know 
who suggested it and to whom? 

A. I am not sure of what the circumstances were, but I believe 
that there were talks between Italy and Germany which brought 
it about. 
By this tine it had gone out of ny hands and I can only say 
that I recollect that there was talk from the German side of 
recruiting Italy in the pact. 

£ ĉ j)c # j|c )jc 
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MINUTES OF THE FRITZ COLT GIL I.EEIING. 
Protocols regarding the participation of Hungary and Man-
churia in Anti-Ccxmintern Pact. 
Opened at lOsOo AM on Feb, 225 1939 in the presence of H»U. 
the E-mpercr. 
Attended by: KONOE Chairman 

KARA Vice -Gha irman 
Ministers of State; 

H I R A M A Premier No, 5 
SHIOHO Minister of Justice and concurrent} 

Minister of Communications No.7 
ITAGAKI War Minister i~oa 10 
ARITA Foreign Minister No. 12 

Councillors: RAWAI No, 20 
SUZUKI (Kamtaro) No. 21 
ISHn No, 22 
ARIMA No. 23 
KJP.CTA No. 24 
SUZUKI vSoroku) No. 25 
ISHIZUKA No. 26 
SHIMIZU No. 27 
FUJISAWA No, 28 
M.INA.MI No, 30 
TANAKA No, 31 
M R A No. 32 
ARAKI ("not Sadao) No, 33 
MATSUI No. 34 
SUGAHARA NO, 35 
MA:i'SUURA NO. 36 
UGKxO / y No. 37 
H'C.ASHI (Raizaburo) No. 38 
FUKAI No. 39 

Absent members - Imperial Princes: 
Prince CHICHIBU No. 1 

TAK4MATSU No, 2 
" Ml FA 3 A No. 3 
» KANIN, Sr. No. 4 
Ministers of State: 

Y0NAI? Navy Minister No. 7 
ARAKIj Education " No. 8 
KlOO, Home " No. 9 
HATTA, Minister of Commerce 

and Industry and of 
Overseas Affairs No. 11 
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Absent members - Ministers of State (cont :d) 

MAEDA, Railwav Minister 
HIhO-33, Welfare " 
ISRI '/ATA-. Finance « 
SAKURAUCEI, Minister of 

No. 13 
No. 14 
No. 15 
No. 16 Agriculture & Forestry 

it ti Councillors; 
KANEKO 
KUECDA 
Eal'ASHi ? Gonnosuke 

No. 18 
No. 19 
No. 29 

Committeemen: 
KURDSAKI5 Chief of Legislation Bureau 
MORIYAMA? Secretary of Legislation Bureau 
EARA? Vice-Chief of Manchurian Relations Bur. 
KURIHARA, Chief of East Asia Bureau, 

Foreign Ministry 
INOUE5 Chief of Europe and Asia Bureau, 

Foreign Ministry 
MITANI, Chief of Treaty Bureau, Foreign Min. 

Secretaries: HORIE, Secretary 
TAKATSUJI, Secretary 

Chairman(KONCE): 
The meeting will now come to order. 
Subject: Deciding on a protocol concerning the parti-

cipation of Manchuria in the anti-Comintern Pact. 
Subject: Deciding on a protocol concerning the parti-

cipation of Hungary in the anti-Comintern Pact. 
The subject for discussion will be the above two brought up 
enbloc. 
The meeting is now opened; discussions will be omitted; 
report on findings will be made immediately. 
Reporter MURAKAMI: 

I have made investigations into the above two subjects 
In the agreement between Japan and Germany against the 
Communists International concluded on November 25? 1936, 

Reporter: MURAKAMI, Chief Secretary 
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both countries promisee that they would report to each 
other the activities of the Communists International; 
deliberate together necessary defence measures, and carry 
out their purpose through close cooperation. Both coun-
tries have decided tc Induce the Three Powers, whose 
internal peace is being threatened by the destructive 
schemes of the Communists International, to adopt the de-
fensive measures set down in this agreement, or to parti-
cipate in this agreement. This agreement will remain in 
force for five years from the date of its signature. Both 
countries will reach previous understanding regarding what 
attitude to follow after the expiration of the agreement. 

In the annexed protocol we have set up a permanent 
committee to facilitate the authorities of both countries 
concerned in cooperating for the execution of their anti-
Comintern measures, as well as provided a few regulations 
for the exeevtion of the agreement, Later, by the desire 
of the Italian Government, a protocol was made between 
Japan, Germany and Italy 011 November 6, 19375 allowing 
Italy to participate in the agreement according to the 
provisions of article two of the above agreement between 
Japan and Germany. 

It was agreed that Italy will sign the above agreement 
concluded between Japan and Germany, as well as its annexed 
protocol and take part in it as one of its original parti-
cipants and also that the new protjcol will be incorporated 
into one with the above-mentioned Japanese-German agreement 
and its annexed protocol. 

Not long after the conclusion of the anti-Comintern 
agreement between Japan, Germany and Italy the Government 
of Manchuria informally expressed its desire to the 
Government of Japan that Manchuria wished to participate 
in this agreement. But as the time was not ripe for it 
at that time, the days passed by, In November 1938, the 
Government of Hungary expressed its desire to partake in 
the agreement. The Government of Japan consented and at 
the same time proposed that Manchuria be allowed to parti-
cipate, Following consultation between these countries, 
amicable settlement was reached, and thus the protocols 
regarding these two cases wore made. 

The formalities and contents of these two protocols 
are identical and the following agreement was reached: 
The parties concerned are Japan, Italy and Germany on one 
side and Manohukuo and Hungary on the other. Between 
these parties concerned it was decided that Manchukuo or 
Hungary participate in the agreement and its annexed pro-
tocol concluded on November 2b\ 1936 between Japan and 
Germany, as well as in the anti-Comintern Agreement and 
protocol concluded on November 6, 1937 between Japan, Italy 
and Germany. 
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Regarding the formalities aimed to facilitate the 
cooperation of the authorities concerned, these author-
ities themselves will be entrusted with future negotiations 
without setting up a committee„ It was agreed that this 
protocol should be made in Japanese, Italian, German, 
Hungarian and old Chinese and" that the above-mentioned 
agreement and its annexed protocol concluded between Japan 
and Germany and the protocol agreed upon between Japan., 
Italy and. Germany should be annexed as supplement to this 
protocol. It was agreed that this protocol shall come 
into effect immediately upon signature, According to the 
explanation of the authorities of the Foreign Office, 
Manchuria and Hungary will participate in the already con-
cluded. anti-Comintern Agreement between Japan, Italy and 
Germany according to a separate arrangement, but conclud-
ing from results these five countries form a single body. 

These two subjects were already settled between Japan 
and Germanyo Afterwards, in order to let Manchukuo and 
Hungary participate according to the provisions of article 
two of the anti-Comintern agreement, in which Italy had 
taken part, the formalities of drawing up a protocol were 
taken. The conclusion of this agreement has been oppor-
tune, and the articles and clauses non-objectionable 
because it strengthens the defense against the destructive 
plots of the Comintern so I think these two subjects, of 
course, should be passed as they arc. 

I respectfully report on the findings given above. 
No. 26 (IZHIZUKA) 

I heartily endorse this bill, but I wish to hear some 
explanation of the government regarding this plan. I think 
it Is opportune that we have Manchukuo and Hungary at this 
time,and the other countries in future, take part in this 
pact and strengthen more than ever the attainment of the 
anti-Comintern measures through close cooperation with these 
countries, But do you have any intentions to strengthen 
qualitatively the substance of this agreement, besides in-
creasing the number of participating countries in this anti-
Comintern pact? Next5 here is a secret pact annexed to 
the anti-Comintern pact concluded between Japan and Germany, 
Italy did not take part in this secret pact but now that the 
international situation has changed since then, has Japan 
urged Italy to take part in this secret pact or has Italy 
expressed her desire to take part in it? Again, is there 
no need to consider the conclusion of a secret pact with 
Hungary and Manchukuo, which borders and is contiguous to 
the Soviet Union? 
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No. 12 (iRm)i 
The first point of your interpretation refers to an 

item concerning the measures for strengthening the anti-
Comintern P etc One of the methods consists in increas-
ing the number of the p-.rticipating countries. Manchukuo 
and Hungary are now to part'eipate in the Pact, and short-
ly some other third power in Europe may also join it. 

k second method consists in strengthening the sub-
stance of the anti-Comintern Pact. In order to cope with 
the attitude of the Comintern and of the Soviet Russia, 
which is at its back, there are not only the mere exchange 
of information but also means of cooperation in economic 
and financial relationsc Since the government has already 
made a study and almost decided on its policy regarding 
these ratters, the government expects to shortly begin 
negotiations with the countries concerned. 

Your second cuestion is whether or not Japan has 
asked Italy to participate in the Secret Pact which exists 
between Japan and Germany, or whether or not Italy has 
expressed the desire to participate in it. For the 
present the government is only considering the above-men-
tioned strengthening of the substance of the P,act. 
Neither have we asked Italy to participate in" the Secret 
Pact nor has Italy expressed the desire to participate in 
it. 

You further asked if it is not necessary to conclude 
secret pacts with Manchukuo andHungary. The qualitative 
strengthening of the anti-Comintern Pact can hardly be 
expected morels'" from the increase in the number of the 
participating countries. Since it depends on the close 
mutual collaboration among the powers having the greatest 
interest and possessing real strength, I consider there is 
no need to think about it with respect to the above-mention 
ed two countries. 
No. 26 (ISHIZUKA) 

I now understand it generally. The government is 
novj considering to strengthen the substance of the anti-
Comintern Pacto In view of the fact that the Soviet Unioi 
aid to Chiang Kai-shek has lately become more and more 
blunts I hope this would be carried out speedily and endors 
this bill. 
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No. 22 (ISHII) 
The participation of Manchukuo and Hungary in the anti 

Comintern Pact strengthens/quantitatively c.nd I too an in 
favor of it. May I ask whether Italy, when she joined the 
pact between Japan and Germany, did not join the secret 
pact annexed to that pact because she did not know the ex-
istence of the secret pact or because she did not want to 
take part in it although she knew of its existence? 

Since it is a very important matter to strengthen qual 
itatively the anti-Comintern Pact I cannot express at once 
pro or con on this matter. However, if tho government is 
to take this into consideration and commence negotiations 
with the countries concerned in tho near future, how about 
taking this opportunity to have Hungary and Manchukuo, 
which occupy important positions vis-a-vis the Soviet Union 
participate in it? May I ask whether only Japan and Ger-
many are to consider the matter of qualitatively strengthen 
ing the Pact? 

Next, according to this bill, Manchukuo and Hungary 
are to conclude a pact with Japan, Italy and Germany each, 
but it appears that there can be no close relations between 
Manchukuo and Hungary because there is no direct agreement 
between them. In the report of the Judging Committee, 
it is stated that,"according to the explanation of the For-
eign Ministry authorities, Manchukuo and Hungary will take 
part in the already existing Anti-Comintern Pact among 
Japan, Italy and Germany through separate arrangements, 
as a matter of form, but in consequence of it these five 
countries will form a single body in respect to that Pact". 
How can it be so? Or is it intended to have a separate 
arrangement made between Manchukuo and Hungary? Please 
clarify. 
No. 12 (AHITA) 

The first point of ĵ our questions is whether Italy 
when she joined tho Pact between Japan and Germany, did 
not join the secret pact annexed to the Pact because she 
did not know of the existence of the Pact or because she 
did not desire to join although she knew of its existence. 
Since I was not a state minister then I do not know the 
details of it but I hear that Italy did not join the secret 
pact because she did not know of its existence. If there 
is any mistake on this point I shall correct it later. 

Regarding your second cuestion which concerns the 
substance of the anti-Comintern P~ct, its strengthening 
will be planned among Japan, Italy and Germany. 1 'e have 
no thought of including Manchukuo, Hungary and any other 
countries which may join in the future. 
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The third point of your questions is whether it is 
not true that, whereas it is very important for the signa-
tory countries to maintain mutually close relations among 
themselves in order to attain the anti-Comintern aim, 
Manchukuo and Hungary cannot, maintain close relations 
between themselves because they have concluded 110 direct 
agreement with each other,, I believe close relations will 
be maintained between Manchukuo and Hungary because, as 
the result of the participation of these two countries in 
the Japan-German Pact and the protocol attached thereo, 
and also the anti-Comintern Pact consisting of the proto-
col among Japan, Germany and Italy, to which Italy joined 
as an original signatory power, the five countries have 
been bound together by the Anti-Comintern Pact. 

President (KONOS) 
Since there is no other speaker we shall omit the 

second reading and immediately take a vote. Those per-
sons in favor of this bill please rise. 

President (ICONCE) 
The bill has been passed unanimously. The meeting 

is adjourned. 
The Emperor retired into inner chamber. 

(Adjourned 10:41 AM) 

(All rise) 

President 
Chief Secretary 
Secretary 

Prince KONOE Fumimaro 

11 

1JJBAKAMI, Kyoichi 
HQR3E, Suewo 
TAKATSUJI, Musami 
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Excerpt* of Interrogations of 0SKIMA.. Hirrshi, datod 4 February 
1946, 6 February 1945 and 7 February 1946. 

Interrogation of 4 February 1946, pages 43, 44, and 45: 

"Q,. You may now proceed with, your ntery regarding the Tri-Party 
Pact. 

"Ac I shall give you the rough overall picture of how this pact 
came about® later, if you wish to question me on specific 
details, please do so, l'o start with; I would like to tell 
you that, as you know, in July 1937f the China incident started. 
Following this, at one time, you may not b« aware, that Japan 
attempted to use Germany in order to bring this incident to a 
cIosec At the timo I received orders from the General Staff 
in Tokyo to try and approach German military leaders and have 
them in turn approach the German military advisors of Chiang 
Kai-shek with a v3ew to bringing to a close an incident which 
was rapidly taking on gargantuan proportions and leading only 
to a stale-mate» As an initial step, I wish to relate how. I 
believe it was in January 1933, although I am not certain of 
the date - only that it was early in January, I called upon 
REBBBxJTROP at his villa in Sonnenburg4 to pay my Hew Year's 
respects,, and at the time he asked me if there was not some 
way in which Germany and Japan might be brought closer together 
by means of a treaty er otherwise. I recall that RIBBENTROP 
spent his Christmas Holidays at his villa and my recollection is 
that I called upon him around the Hew rear? and I recall passing 
on the general story cf this meeting to General Staff Headquar-
ters in Tokyo= In the same year in June I received a communi-
cation from the Divisi' concerned, SEUhlNBU, of the General 
Staff Headquarters, informing me that only in so far as tho 
Division wao concerned and not speaking for the General Staff 
as a whole they approved the furtherance of German-Japanese 
cooperation. Although I do not remember the details of this 
communication, I remember that the main point was that in this 
cooperative movement the thing to be kept uppermost in mind 
should be an agreement to act in accord in dealing with Soviet 
Russia. At tho beginning of July sometime RI3LSHTRCP was 
preparing to go to Sonnonburg again fcr the summer and before 
he left I saw him at his request and vie talked over various 
matters.. At this time without referring to one matter of the 
communication from Japan - whish had come by courier - I asked 
him what he thought of an agreement cf some sort promising to 
consult with each other before any action sras taken in ease of 
an attack by trie U..S.-S.R- RI331ETE0P asked me to let him have 
time to think it over - and we parted for the moment« As the 
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next step in these talks I recall that a ±'ev/ days later 
RIB31SITR0P returned from Sennenburg for the express purpose 
cf talking to a.. •. To the best of my knowledge the following 
is more or less what he said cn this occasion: (l) that what 
he said was not based on talks with HITLER or any other 
official* asa (M, thai ho le?t that Germany would not particu-
larly approve or 1 •:.!•» a treaty agreeing to consult onlŷ  as 
this was somewhat one -sided and nee strong enough* and (3) 
that he suggested. a mutual axd treaty instead aimed not only 
at the U«S«S«R-, but ail <*ountrie8r. Xn other words, what he 
meant was that a Ga?man--J>eanea* pact weuld; if strong enough, 
hope to preserve moria peace. Germany was particularly fond 
of statements of this sort at the time. 

"Q,. At this time in whad- capa' "-y was PJBBFJTRQ? in the German 
Government - the Foreign Minister or an official in the office 
of the Foreign Minister? 

"A. He v/as Foreign Minister at the time and had been for several 
months. I told RIBBENTROP that I thought it would be extremely 
difficult for Japan to agree to expand her objectives to a place 
where she would agree to a mutual aid pact a,imed at the world 
in general, as she was only prepared to act against Russiar. 
RIBBEHTRO? in return stated that he did not wish Japan to de 
anything that was outside her power to do. but that a strong 
pact was vitally necessary for the preservation cf peace and 
hence urged me further upon this poir.tr RIBBMTROP then asked 
me to find out how the Japanese Army would feel about such a 
treaty, and secondly, requested me to maintain absolute 
security - in this regard there had been some leaks in the 
previous negotiations leading up to the Anti-Comintern Pact -
and to not communicate by wire or wireless with Japan, but to 
send someone back. Because of this I communicated with the 
General Staff, simply to get its 0,.IC„. and having received it 
sometime around the end of July. I dispatched Major General 
ICAisAEARA to Japan by aire This was not all decided at one 
meeting. It actually was during two or three meetings. 

Interrogation of 6 February "1946, pages 46 and 47: 

"Q̂  General, ycu may proceed with the recital of the 3tory of the 
event3 relative to the Tri-Party Pact. 

"A. I shall give ycu a general picture of the events leading up to 
the Tri-Party Pact, and if you have any questions during my 
recital, or afterwards, please interject. 

"Q,, General, do you remember the point at which you left off vrhen 
we met last time? 

"A. Yes. 
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"Q,. You may proceed from that point. 

"A, Major General KAS&EARA arrived hack in Japan :in Aaguot 1933, 
after having flown as far as Singapore and proceeded from there 
hy 3h:lp0 Upon his return he spoke to the General Staff, who 
in turn spoke of the matter to the then Foreign Minister, 
UGAKIe.. The Foreign Minister in turn discussed the matter with 
the five Cabinet members committee^ This was a committee 
among the Cp.binet ministers which discussed particularly im-
portant matters. A telegram was then received by me from the 
General Staff stating that they were more or les3 in accord 
and that the five-man committee was also agreeable to the 
suggestion. 

"Q,. General, can you tell us what mini iters these five were? 

"A. Thi3 is simply frcm my memory and I am not absolutely certain, 
but I think the 5-man committee consisted of the Prime Minister, 
KGMOYE, the Foreign Minister, UGAKI; the Finance Minister, 
IKED A; the War Minister, I TAG AX I; and the ITasy Minister, YOEAI, 

* * # 

"A. My reason for sending KASAHAEA to Japan was simply to get the 
views of the Army, but an I discovered later the Army at this 
time wa3 particularly desirous of bringing to a close the 
China incident and they felt that this would be a step in that 
direction 30 that they took it upon themselves to speak to the 
Foreign Minister, who in turn 3poke to the committee of five. 

* * * 

(And cn page 49): 

"Q,. If I understood you correctly, General, the reply that you 
received from Tokyo came to you from the Chief of Staff? 

"A, It always comes from the Chief of Staff. 

"Q,. You may continue. 

"A. While there were other telegrams and communications in general, 
what they said was that they would he willing to conclude a 
pact in which mutual aid was premised in -$aoe one of the signa-
tories was a victim cf unprovoked aggression. However, Japan 
wished to have the pact aimed at Russia primarily, and all other 
countries would be 3econdary to 'chi3c 

• * * 
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(And on pages 50, 51, 52, and 53): 

"A. I "began my official duties as Ambassador about the end of 
_0stQ3ar lyGSo Following discussions with MBSMTBCE and GAUS, 
the head of the legal Department of the German Foreign Office, 
and having decided upon the general outline of the treaty I. 
sent an ox'fic5.*& co ironic at ion. to the Japanese Foreign Office 
giving in it the aforementioned outline, 

"Q,o General, according to my information you were named Ambassador 
on 8 October 1933.. 

"A. Yes. 

"Q* And you assumed your duties immediately? 

"A, I stated I began my official duties towards the end of October 
because it is Japan's protocol not to take up the official 
duties until the former Ambassador leaves for his next post. 

"Q.. General, I suppose at the time you iirere named Ambassador the 
negotiation;- then with respect to this proposed treaty that 
had therein", vre been carried cn through you as Military Attache 
had now reached the 3*;age where the Foreign Office in Tokyo 
wa.s carrying on the negotiations through and with you in your 
capacity as Ambassador."1 

"A. Yes, a3 soon as I became Ambassador. 
rtQ,. You may continue„ 

"A. The first answer from the Foreign Office stated that the Foreign 
Office and the Government were in agreement regarding a treaty 
of this sort whioh would help to conclude the China incident 
and (l) to clarify the Russian situation so that troops could 
be deployed elsewhere, (2̂  to strengthen Japan's international 
position, and (3.) to receive technological and economic aid 
from Germany. However, regarding the actual wording of the 
treaty they stated that they were in process of- studying it. 
That was the first answer. 

"Q,. What did the deployment <-f troops elsewhere have to do with 
the concluding of the China incident? 

"A. If the problems along tho Siberian border were settled, then 
those troops, if necessary, could be used elsewhere» 
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"Q,. By that time you mean this, General, that troops that had there-
tofore "been deployed along the Russian "border could now "be 
withdrawn from that border and used against China? 

"A. In case of necessity, yec„ Essentially, Japan wished to hill 
three birds with one stone. 

"Q. Continue, 

"A. In general, now. to go back over what I have said and to put 
it into a nutshell KASAHASA, upon his return from Japan, had 
told me of the view of the Government as he knew them - this 
was, however, still unofficial because I had not yet started 
negotiations as Ambassador. Nov/, following my talks with 
EASAHARA and REBBENTRCQ? I sent the aforementioned plan to Japan 
officially and received a telegram in return. The gist of this 
communication vas that the plan was agreeable, but that they 
were in the process of studying the ramifications thereof and 
that they would answer as quickly as possible. 

\ 

"Q. The views of the Government then are the views that you have 
just been talking about? 

"A. That is correct. I waited for the answer which did not come 
for a long time so that finally in December I sent another 
communication to the Foreign Office, asking why I did not 
receive an answer. In return I received a communication to 
the effect that the most pressing problem was on the matter 
of naming Russia as the most important concern or subject and other 
nations a3 secondary in importance. In this regard the Foreign 
Office expressed concern that arguments might occur with Germany 
and they wished to clarify this point fully before proceeding 
any further, so that they stated they would send a man from the 
Foreign Office, IT0S Jusshi. who had the rank of a Minister, 
one man from the General Staff, It, Col, TATSUMI, and one man 
from the Navy General Staff, Captain ABE (he i3 in Sweden now 
as a Vice Admiral), I was instructed to talk with them. These 
men arrived in Berlin in the beginning of February 1939. To 
go back a bit, although, this does not concern Japan particularly, 
I know that around September 1938, after having received the 
unofficial O.K. from Japan, Germany approached Italy to join 
in the pact. Italy's answer was that while she lJced the idea 
she did not know whether the time was ripe and requested time 
to think it over. 

"Q. Who was the Ambassador to Italy from Japan at that time? 

"A. There was only a charge d:affaires at that time. 
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"Q* Continue, 

"A. Germany received no answer from Italy on this proposal so that 
they asked me to urge Japan to approach Icaly with the same 
proposition and requested me to go to Italy as the Japanese 
had only a charge d'affaires at that time.-, I dispatched a 
communication to the Foreign Office requesting permission to 
do this and received in return an 0,Ka (.the Foreign Minister 
at this time was definitely ARITA). Upon receipt of this per-
mission around the middle of December 1938, I proceeded to Home 
and there met MUSSOLINI, getting from him the same answer that 
Germany had earlier received» However, very early in January 
1939, I heard from the German Government (RIBBENTEOP) that Italy 
had communicated with them to the effect that she was ready to 
join in at any time. . „ , 

* * * 

Interrogation of 7 February 1946, pages 54 to 59: 

"Q, General, you may continue with your recital of your stcry of 
the Tri-Party Pact from the point where you left off when we 
adjourned yesterdayo 

r > / 
"A. In regard to what I spoke to you about yesterday, I would like 

to have you read back to me the portion of the transcript fol-
lowing ray dispatching the first communication to Japan as 
Ambassador, 

"Q. The reporter will read that portion of the transcript. 

(The same was read by Mi3s Brunner). 

"A. The first telegram was sent to Japan after I took office as 
Ambassador, While I am not certain what its date wa3, I believe 
it was in the beginning of November 1938, The answer did not 
arrive and I sent another one a3 I told you, Finally, after 
I sent the second telegram in December 1939, I received the 
answer which in general stated that because differences might 
arise between Japan and Germany upon the question of naming 
•3u33ia as the principal concern and the other nations as 
secondary, in order to clarify this they would send a Commission 
from Tokyoc The Germans spoke to me in December 1938, regarding 
their wish. They had approached the Italians also. My communi-
cation to the Foreign Office requesting permission to proceed 
on this mission was sent in December 1238;. and the answer was 
received from Foreign Minister AHITA in the same montho 

"Q,. You may continue, General,, 
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»iic The ITO mission first went to Italy, as it was on their road, 
and after staying there for two or three days proceeded to Berlin, 
arriving around the "beginning of February 1 9 3 9 c A few days after 
this Ambassador SHIRATCRI also came to 3erlin from Italy, ITO 
had with him the Government's plan and wishes on this proposed 
treaty, Nowi this is a very important point and while I do not 
remember all the details, I wish to outline the principal wish 
of the Japanese Government as brought by ITC. That was that5 
while Russia would be the prime object of this pact the other 
countries, while remaining secondary, would enter into the matter 
only if they had gone Communistic, In other words, for example, 
if Japan were to go to war with England; say, this pact would 
become effective only if England had also gone Communistic*. 

General, will you clarify what you mean by other countries - do 
you mean any other country? 

"A, I say other countries, because before this pact was drawn up 
fully in regard to specific nations other than Russia, negotia-
tions ceased. To explain more fully, while there was the 
intention to go into the matter of specific nations fully at 
a later date, before we got around to it negotiations were 
broken off. 

"Q. Actually, Germany had in mind the entire world, did they not? 

"A. Yes, that is true, although Germany also agreed to delete the 
Americans in the first statement in the preamble. 

"Q,. But when the conversations took place between you as representa-
tive of the Japanese Government and the German representatives 
in the very beginning the conversation then pointed to a pact 
that would be against the entire world, and subsequently these 
deletions of nations were made? 

"A. Yes, the deletions were requested by Japan. Another point was 
that if Japan were to accept the treaty as proposed by Germany 
the aid proviso would not work to Japan's advantage because, 
for example, in case of a U-,S--Japan war, what particular aid 
could Germany give? Whereas, in case of a German-United States 
war., as another example. Japan would have to throw in her whole 
might in the Pacific. These are, of course, only examples that 
I am giving, and not to be construed as having come from the 
Japanese Government, Both SHI3AT0RI and I said that we well 
understood this feeling upon the part of Japanr but we felt that 
there would be a danger of rupturing negotiations if at this 
point Japan were to bring up the matter of it being against 
nations that had gone Communistic only. After all, up to now3 
there had been no talk 3uch as this. This matter and my thoughts 
as given above were communicated to the Foreign Office in a 
dispatch during February 1939. 
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"Q,o VTas that dispatch sent while the ITO Commission was still in 
Germany or Italy? 

"A. Yes, while they were in Berlin. 

"Q,. You may continue... 

'•A. The answer to this communication arrived around the end of 
February or the beginning cf* March > and was roughly as follows: 
the matter of Bacsia remained the same % hcVaver. in regard to 
the other countries thiy would go fur b her than simply stating 
that the pact would cn'ly be &jm«d at nations embracing Communism, 
but this aid vc- be given would consist c'51" mifi tary advice - by 
this I ̂ jean the trading of intelligence, the temporary leasing 
of bases if necessary,, export of fuel oil and other commodities, 
and in general ail aid outside actual participation. In other 
words, this was something like the aid that the United States 
later gave to England before she actually became involved in 
the war in 1S41, 

"Q. Continue. 

"A. This answer was passed to RIBBSIJTRO? and the German Government. 
and I imagine by SHIBATOR'f to the Italian Government- To digress 
a moment - in the future, unless Italy looms in the picture as 
an important figure, I shall confine my narration to Germanyu 
I believe that I was in error when I said the answer came around 
the end of February - I believe jt was the end of March. In 
any case, Germany through EI3ESHTS0P told me that there was no 
argument in so far as Russia was concerned, and also in so far 
as making the ot.ntr nations secondary, bub that they wished to 
have a meeting with the Japanese representatives and get down 
to brass tacks regarding measures to be taken and naming specific 
nations- To put it differently, they stated that the time for 
generalities had passed, and they w.ished to settle details. 
The Germans also stated, that they wished when drawing up the 
treaty to make no mention of it being primarily against Russia, 
but to keep it absolutely general, to leave out any details sueh 
as non-military aid, etc., which would weaken the pact* They 
said that some other means could be found to decide upon details.' 

"Q,o General, when yovi say RIBBEKTROP said some other means could 
be found to decide upon details, what did the two of ycu have 
in mind? 

I 
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"A. TO go into this a little further, this means that when the treaty 
is drawn up it would simply state that in case of an unprovoked 
attack hy any other nation not a signatory to the pa-'-t mutual 
aid would he given hy the signatories. On the surface, therefore 
this would appear to the world to he a strong and binding treaty. 
Of course, certain details of the treaty, or for that matter, 
the whole treaty would he published, but what RT.BBMTROP meant-
was that in regard to Japan's desire to not give more than non-
military aid, if the country concerned was not Russia, the 
Germans wished to hold a meeting and to mutually agree upon this 
without including it in the actual treaty- SssentiaUy, i'- be-
comes impossible to write up a treaty containing stick clauses 
as what will be done in case it would be Russia or in eat-e it 
would be some other nation, etc-. 

"Q,* UoWj RIBBKkTROP 1 s views, his actual views, were to the effect 
that he wanted military, as well as the other type of aid from 
Japan in case of an attack, is that correct? 

"A. I will speak to you a little more fully about that now„ To go 
over this once more so that there will be no errors, and so that 
the matter will be entirely understood by you: (l) In so far 
as the actual pact to be published goes, there wa3 no arguments, 
This was to be simply a mutual aid pactt with no strings attached 
(2) Japan wished in thi.3 regard to settle the matter either by 
secret pact or other means in regard to the other nations besides 
Russia- That is to say, that the aid to be given them would 
stop short of military ail- (3; Germany objected to this on 
the grounds that should such a secret pact be signed and should 
there be a leak and the existence of this secret pact or agree-
ment become fcao«n It would seriously weaken the actual pact,. 
Therefore, her counter- suggestion was that as there would 
naturally be nestings between the two nations should such a 
pact be consummated, the matter of deciding what to do against 
what country should be left until such a Element, and no binding 
pact modifying the overall treaty be signed. 

"q. General., we have been talking about RLBBE^'TROP' s views and we 
have been talking abcuS the views of your Government, I am 
wondering- with respect to how you personally felt about the 
matter. 

"A. I felt it was 3imply a question of the approach and that the 
bridge between the two ideas could be easily built. 

"Q,. Actually, General, you were there on the ground and you knew 
RI33B33TROP well," you worked very closely with him; were you not 
as a matter of fact firm in your feeling that the ideas that 
he advanced were probably the more desirable? 
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"A. I could not go so far as to say that. 

"Q,. Plow far can you go? The other answer seems to me to he extremely 
general. I want to know what you personally felt. 

"A. I repeat that I felt that there was no "basic difference; it was 
simply in the means to he followed. And then arose the problem 
of what type of treaty or agreement would suit both nations. 
In order to draw up a plan that would be satisfactory to both 
Japan and Germany, two men from my Embassy by the names of USAMI 
and TAKEUOHI met with GAUS from the German Foreign Office and 
drew up various plans, ' Hone of these was entirely satisfactory 
to either the German or Japanese Governments, but I was contin-
uously trying to find a bridge over which the two might come 
together and meet,. I believe, although; of course, these were 
only my own thoughts, that Germany began to get suspicious that 
Japan was attempting to weaken the treaty by a separate secret 
pact, of which she might in turn inform certain nations of the 
proposition. Japan on her part might have felt that Germany 
was attempting to drag her into matters outside the ken of her 
interests,. 

"Q,. Where is the ITO Commission during all of this? 

"A. They were around for sometime and were still there when the 
Japanese answer was received, but I believe they left sometime 
after this. 

"Q,. Had they left before the two members from your Embassy commenced 
preparing proposed drafts of the treaty? 

"A. Yes. 

"Q. It is not exactly clear to me now just what the ITO Commission 
did? 

"A. They simply brought me the wishes of the Japanese Government 
and following that had no duties, although they stayed around 
in Berlin for a time watching developments. 

"Q,. Seems to me rather strange it should require that number of men 
to bring that message, 

"A. I believe they were particularly desirous of explaining their 
position fully, and wished me to understand their ideas completely 
before proceeding, 

"Q,. Did it take three men to do that instead of just one? 
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"A. Cne could do it, "but in Japan it seems to "be the thing to send 
along an Army and Eavy man-

"Q. So that actually then they came over to "bring the message from 
the Japanese Government and to also ma,ke it definite and clear 
to you exactly what the Japanese Government wanted and how far 
they would go, is that correct? 

"A. They did not say how far I could go or how far I could not go, 
hut simply said to try to carry out negotiations along this 
line ̂  

"Q,. Do I understand that they wanted you to understand definitely 
what the views of the Army and the ilavy and the Foreign Office 
in Tokyo were and you were to he governed accordingly'!" 

"A. Ye s»" 
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Interrogation of 05HIMAt Hiroshi, on 11 February 1946, pages 63 and 64 

$ # $ $ $ 

"Q,. Tell us the circumstances under which you first discussed the 
matter with SHIP. AT Oil, 

"A. I first met SHIRATORI at San Ramo, Italy, in January I939. 
We had arranged to meet at some pleasant spot in order to 
talk over the progress in the negotiations for the Tripartite 
2aCj® £ * * A * 

"Q,. General, this meeting with SHIR ATOM in Italy took place very 

soon after your return from Italy to Berlin, that is correct, 

is it not? 

"A. It was not much over two or three weeks, 

& * * J* $ 

(And on pages 65 to 68) 

«Q,» General, can you tell us when the ITO Commission left Tokyo 
enroute to Berlin? 

"A. They must have left about the beginning of January, as they 
came by a fast Italian ship and it takes about four weeks, 
so that'it would follow that it would be the beginning of 
January, as they arrived in Berlin early in February. 

"Q,, And it would also follow that that was after you had been to 

Italy and had been unsuccessful in persuading the Italian 

Government to come along and join in the Tripartite Pact? 

MA. Yes, that is correct, 

"Q,. And while that Commission was enroute to Berlin they 

stopped in Italy? 

"A. Yes, on the iroad. 

And while they were in Italy they discussed this matter with 
the Italian Government and also with Ambassador SHIRATORI, 
is not that correct? 

"A,. No. They did not speak with the Italian Government - only 

withaSHIRATORI. The events chronologically are more or less 

as followsj I went to Rome, then later after SHIRATORI 

arrived, we met at San Ramo and discussed the Tripartite 

Pact, Later, after the ITO Commission arrived in Berlin 

SHIRATORI came there to speak to me again. 

"Q,. What was the reason for stopping three or four days in 
Italy to talk with SHIRATORI when immediately upon the 
arrival of the Commission in Berlin they had SHIRATORI 
come up to Berlin to talk about it . Why could not this 
all have been done in one place? 

"A.- I believe^he. wished to hear- further details, as the ITO 

Commission/only spent three or four days in Italy on 

the first meeting. 

"Q,. General, as a matter of fact this Commission called on 
SHIRATORI for the same purpose as they called on you, to 

make it clear to both SHIRATORI and to you exactly what 

the Japanese government in Tokyo would aoj how far they 

would go or not go, is that not true? 
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A. That is correcto I intended to speak to you a little 

more on this point and if you will permit me to continue 

my narrativeJ it will come out, but perhaps you would 

wish me to tell you about tins particular matter now. 

Q,c. I was about to suggest that you proceed with your narra-
tive from the po.-.r-t at which we left off at the last meet-
ing, but I think it wc.-.ila t. helpful if you would make such 

com rents now with respect to this particular matter just 
referred to, as you care to make. 

L. As you asked me the other day what the ITO Commission had 

come for I thought it over and tried to recollect what the 

communication from Japan stated relative to sending this 

Commissionu As I remember it , the main reason given was 

that there would be danger of a leak if communications were 

continued and it would be best to send spokesmen. Of course, 

later, I heard rumors, which J. can not say are either right 

or wrong, but which you may also have heard, so that I wish 

to pass them on to you, They were in effect that this Com-

mission had come to make very clear to SHUUTGRI and myself 

the Japanese Govern rent's changed stand upon the Tripartite 

Pact. Of course, they did not say that this was the reason 

in talking to me, but I repeat 1 h&ve heard rumors to this 

effect. 

Q,„ General, tell us a little bit more about how and where you 

heard those rumors, where they came from? 

A». I heard of these matters from some of my subordinates who had 

probably received the rumor in the mails from Japan - from 

their friends in the Foreign Office, or their family, or 

something - I do not know exactly from whom. 

Q,. Why do you call them rumors if they emanated from Japan? 

A. There was nothing on the surface and nothing official, so 

that they would have to be called rumors. 

Qo- You call them rumors then because you were not officially 

told of these things? 

A» Of course, I wondered why in answer to a simple telegram 

they would send three men, but tne official reason given 

was that it was a security measure. your questioning me 
upon this point is quite natural, as it does seem strange, 
but I can only say that I know nothing beyond these rumors 

that I just related. 

Q,.. General, it is a fact, is it not, that the views of Mr. 

SHIRKTOai and the views of yourself with respect to this 

proposed pact at this stage of the negotiations were some-

what different from the views of your Government in Japan? 

Ji» No, I would not say that our views were different from the 

Government;: rather it would appear that the Government's 

ideas changed about the time they sent the ITO Commissioh. 

Q,.. That is my point, General, the Government in Tokyo had 

changed somewhat in its views, but you two gentlemen, one 

in Italy and one in Berlin, there where you were in communi-

cation with those Governments constantly, your views did not 

change automatically with the change in Tokyo; as a matter of 

fact you did not even know about it until ITO arrived, did you?? 
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"A. We knew of the fact that they wished Russia to be the prime 

object and all other countries secondary, but we did not 

know of the point being brought up that other countries 

I would only be included if their Governments became Communistic, 

( until the ITO Commission arrived. 

"Q,. So that actually the /imbassadors in Italy and Germany from 

Japan were more enthusiastic for the views that had been 

advanced by RIBBENTROP - because you had been vrorking along 

that line all this time? 

"A. I would not say it was any specific individual's ideas, as 

up to that time we had been working on the premise that the 

pact was to be concluded naming Russia as the principal 

object and other countries as secondary,, and details were 

to be left until later. 

So that then when your Government in Japan changed its 

position they sent the ITO Commission over to make it 

clear to SHIR/.TORI and to yourself of this changed position 

so that you would not go too far in your suggestions to 

RIRBENTROP and to MUSSOLIiNfl, is not that correct? 

I would not say that they were sent so as to be a check on us, 

for up until this time we had been working as the Government 

desired - that is to say on this point of naming Russia as the 

principal object and the other countries as secondary. It is 

only later, as I told you, through rumor that I heard that the 

real reason the ITO Commission came was to make clear the change 

of views of the Japanese Government. 

"Q,.. There was no rumor about the fact that the ITO Commission 

made it clear to you, General, and to SHIRATORI of the 

changed attitude of the Government in Tokyo? 

"A. The IT'O Commission never stated that these were the changed 

views of the Government, but that these had been the Govern-

ment's views all along. 

"Q,.. /aid those views we re somewhat different than the bourse 

embassador OSEIIMA and Ambassador SHIRATORI had been pursuing, 

for you, the two Jaiibassadors had been concerned mth Russia 

as the prime object and the other nations as secondary objects 

vdthout any reference to Communism in so far as the secondary 

nations are concerned. Now it is changed? 

"A. Essentially, my point is that was this a change that had taken 

place then or had the Japanese Government always held these 

views? Officially, there had been no change; it v/as only that 

I felt that this was a point that had not been brought up 

before, so, weighing all the rumors and my own thoughts on 

the matter I reached the conclusion that it must have been a 

change. t 

So that in fact, General, ITO and his associates brought 

with them to you and to .embassador SHIRATORI the then views 

of your Government and said that you roust work Tfithin these 

views? 

"A. That is correct. 
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interrogation of 12 February I946, pages 74 and 75:. 
flQ,». General, if I understood you correctly yesterday -when w<= 

were ais&ussing the time RIBEENTROP mentioned to you the 

idea that Germany might seek a non-aggression pact with 

Russia at HITLER'S birthday party, you stated that you had 

also received information regarding that matter from your 

intelligence sources. Now tell us^ if when you received 

this information from your intelligence sources, which I 

assume was before RIEEENTRC? told you about it , you com-

municated the information to your Foreign Office in Tokyo? 

"A- Ihe information that I said I received from intelligence 

sources was not concrete at all and was simply rumors which 

abounded around Berlin at the time that Germany and the 

U.S.S.R. were entering into negotiations regarding an 

economic pact (trade pact). These rumors I did not pass 

on to my Government in Tokyo, Further, I wish to make it 

clear that when RIBBENTROP spoke to me at the time of 

a party in celebration of HITLER'S birthday, which was 
held at the Hotel Adlon in Berlin, RIBBENTROP did not 

state that he was entering into IE gotiations with Russia. 

When he spoke to SHIRATORI and me around one or two J..Mi 

in the iterating following the party, he said that if the 

matter of a pact between Germany and Japan continued in 

j the stage of talks for too long a period it might become 

/ necessary for Germany to clasp hands with Russia in one 

! way or another. That was all . 

"Q,.. General, I understood you to say yesterday that RIBBENTROP 
was very definite in stating that it might become necessary 

to seek a non-aggression pact with Russia at the time of 

this party. 

"iiV. Yes, he did say non-aggression pact." 
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J RECCED OP THE E10G33DIN3S OF THE PETTY COUNCIL SESSION 
/ 

Subject; conclusion cf the Protocol between Japan, Italy 
and Germany. 

The session vas opeuec or. the 6t.i (Se out-day) of November of the 12th 

year of showa /1937/» et 10,10 a.m. in presence of the Emperor. 

i/rtvy IX' 
The members who wore present; 

/ 

Hiranuma, pr es id en c 
Arai, vice-president 

Minist ers: 
Konoye, Premier Seat Nt>. 5 
Hirota, Foreign Minister Seat Nb. 6 
Baba. Home minister Seat Kb. 7 
yonai, Navy Minister Seat W>. 8 
Shiono, justice Minister Seat MO. 9 
Sugiyama, Par Minister Seat NO. 10 
N^ai, Communication Minister Seat No. 11 
Kaya, Finance Minister Seat No, 12 
irina, Agriculture and 

Forestry Minister Seat Mb. 13 
/voshino. commerce and industry 

Minister Seat No, 14 
' Nakajiraa- Railway Minister Seat No. 15 

Otani, colonial Affairs Minister Seat No. 16 

-rivy councillors: 

Sakurai, counci ill; r Seat NO. 21 
Kawai, Se^t No. 22 
Suzuki (Kantaro^, Councillor Seat NO. 23 
Ar ima, 00 unc 11 lor Sea.- NJ : 25 
Kara, « Seat MO. 26 
KUbota, « Seat No. 2? 
jjptoda " Seat No. 29 
Suzuki (soroku), Councillor Seat No. 30 
ishizuka• Qouncillor Seat NO, 31 
Shimisu, * Seat No, 33 
Fu jisawa , » Seat NO. 3b 
fjayachi, » Seat NO. 35 Minami, « Seat NO. 37 
Tanaka, a Seat NO. 38 
Nara, «". Seat No. 39 
Araki, Seat No. 40 
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Members Absent: 

Members cf the Imperial Family 
E. 1. E. Prince Ya siih.it o 
E..J-. E. Prince Hobuhito 
E. I . E. Prince TakaJhito 

E. I. E. Prime Eotchito 

Seat Ho. 1 
Seat Ho. 2 
Seat Ho. 3 
• Seat Ho. 4 

Minister: 
Kido, Education Minister Seat Ho. 17 

Councillors: 

Ishiwata, 
Eamiyama. 

Kanaka. 
Euroda, 
Ishii, 
Kurino, 

Counc '.llor H 
n 
n 
I! 
I t 

Seat Ho. 19 
Seat Ho. 20 
Seat Ho. 24 
Seat Ho. 28 
Seat Ho. 32 
Seat Ho. 36 

Committee: 
Funada, Chief of the legislation Board 
Moriyama, Councillor of the legislation Board 
Eoriuchi, Vice-Minister of Foreign Affairs 
Mitani, Director of the Foreign Ministry, Treaty Affairs Bureau 
Inouve, Director of the Foreign Ministry, Europe and Asia Bureau 
Okubo, Foreign Ministery, Secretariate official 
Yamaji, » » » » 
Abe, Director of the Police Affairs Bureau of the Eome Ministry 
Metsuzaka, Director of the Criminal Affairs Bureau of the Justice 

Chairman EIPAHUMA: I declare the Meeting to be opened, the First 
Reading is opened and omitting the reading aloud I would like to request 
the Chief of the Investigation Committee to report on the conclusion of 
Protocol between JAP AW, GERMAHY and ITALY, (p. 11) 

Reporter ARAl: I have been ordered as one cf the investigation committee 
members to study the subject of conclusion of the PROTOCOL between Japan, 
Germany and Italy and on the 4th instant I called the committee meeting 
and heard the explanation of the ministers of state and other officials of 
competent authorities ana the investigation on the subject was duly completed-
On Hovember 25, 1935 the Empire had concluded a. treaty with Germany against 
Communist International and had agreed upon exchanging reports on the activi-

Ministry 

Reporter: Arai, Chief of the Investigation Committee 

Se c r e t sry-General: 
Secretary: 

i t 

Murakami 
Eoriye 
Muto 
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ties of the communist international and to discuss on the necessary defensive 

measures to be adopted and further to execute such measures by close coopera-

tion of both* Moreover, both nations had consented to take defensive measure: 

in accordance with the signification of the said Treaty against any third 

power whose internal order is under the menace of the destructive operation 

of the Communist international and if possible to persuade such power to 
join the said Treaty. (pp= 11-12) 

The said Treaty is valid for five years from the date of signing and 

both nations agreed that at the appropriate time before the expiration of 

this period, they would attain understanding or. the tone of cooperation of 

the tro in the future. Jfcraover hy attached protocol, it was agreed that 

the competent authorities of both nations shall have close cooperation on 

exchanging of information concerning the activities of C-mnunist internetiona. 

and on the defensive and enlightening measures against the same, and in 

addition it ras agreed that to those people who engage directly or indirectly 

within or outeide the nations in works of oomaunist international, or those 

who aid its destructive operation, severe measures would be accorded within 

the limits of the laws currently in force. And for the purpose of easing 

the cooperation between the competent authorities of both nations, it was 

also agreed upon to establish a standing committee and let it discuss and 

study various measures necessary to check the destructive operations of the 

Communist international. 

But immediately after the conclusion of Japan-Germany Treaty, the 

Italian Government brought forward to the Japanese* Government to the effect 

she too hoped to conclude similar treaty between Japan and Italy. The for-

mation of such treaty between japan, Germany and iTtaly was as anticipated 

under Article 2 of the above-mentionec1 Japan-Germany Treaty and the imperial 

Government, thinking that i"; -would not only be advantageous to strengthen 

the preventive measures against Connrmist international but also would 

bring about considerable spiritual results on politics due to the promotion 

of good-will between the three nations and hence and in accordance with the 

significance of the Article 2 of the aforesaid Japan-Germany Treaty, the 

authorities of three nations repeater.' the negotiations and came to the under-

standing to let Italy join the said treaty and it was agreed that in matter 

of form the new Treaty between Japan, Germany and Italy he concluded 

separately from the already concluded japan-Germaniy Treaty, in such a way 

we came to see the definite formatio of this pro-fcocol. Therefore, should 

Italy recede frcm the protocol, the Japan-Germanv Treaty would not be 

affected whatsoever, (pp0 I3-.I6) 

The essential point of this protocol shall be- that Italy shall partici-

pate in the Treaty and attached protocol conclude*?' on povember 25 lest 

against Communist international and the original ;cext of the said Treaty 

and attached protocol shall be attached to this protocol as supplement and 

this protocol shall be made as one with the above—mentioned Treaty and 

attached protocol. The three signatories of this protocol shall agree to 
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deem Italy as the primary signatory of the said Treaty and attached Protocol 

and the signatures in this Protocol shall correspond to those in the original 

of the said Treaty and the attached Protocol. This Protocol shall be prepared 

in three languages, - Japanese, German and Italian, and each original shall 

be treated as its text and would come into force from the date of signing, 

(pp. 16.17) 

It appears to me that the conclusion of this new treaty between Japan, 

Germany and Itsfe* r;ould not only contribute to the strengthening of the joint 

preventive measures against, the aestructive operations of Oommunist interna-

tional but would also give birth to some spiritual effects which vrould con-

tribute to the international politics by cooperation of three nations. 

Therefore, when the conclusion of this Treaty vsas v ie^d in the light of the 

present situation, it could be said ss the moat timely measure and its pro-

visions too may be deemed as having no grounds for objection and it is my 

earnest desire that by conclusion of this Treaty the maintaining of order in 

countries concerned would be carried out to our satisfaction by exchanging 

information on activities of communist; international and by taking other 

appropriate measures. Thus I end my report on investigation done on the 

subject, (pp, 17-19^ 

Councillor SHIKEiU: is there any other nation in purope xshich would likely 

participate in this Treaty? 

Foreign Minister HlHofA: At prodent none bad actually been approached as 
to participation in this Treaty, but in the past when conference rns held to 

discuss the police business of anti-communism in Europe there gathered more 

than ten representative nations so there ^uld be some nation which may join 

in the future, when the Japan-Germany Treaty was concluded, there seemed to 

be certain nations which showed support and appreciation. Today, Italy has 

already come to participate in the Treaty so I think that gradually there 

would arise the tendency for other nations to join it* (p, 20) 

Councillor SkKHE&I: At la?*t /ex.-?a discussion on the subject of Japan-Ger-

many Anti-Comintern Treaty, -aere ras a question fearing the effects created 

on the relations between Japan and Great Britain. After that, with the 

outbreak of the China Incident, there ttbs the sign of worsening the Anglo-" % 

Japanese relatione and wouldn't there be ary fear of further worsening of 

the relations by the conclusion ri thin -Treaty? And even if there isn't 

any fear of worsening "he Anglo-Japanese relations, what steps would the 

authorities take to restore the Anglo-Japanese relations? Next I should like 

to ask that in this Treaty, that each original prepared in Japanese, German 

and Italian would be treated as its text but if there should exist any 

misinterpretation among each of thost texts, then by which text would the 

decision be arrived at? (pp.- 21-22) 

Foreign Minister HIPDTA: At the conclusion of the Japan-Germany Anti-
CDmintern Pact last year, a consid rable impulsion ras given to Britain, but 

as the result of giving full explanation on the object and substance of the 

said Pact, she came to understand it. Although the three nations treaty of 
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today might cause considerable impulsion, but there isn't any reason to bo 
anxious because it is no other than the extension of the Anti-Comintern 
Treaty. Every one cf these treaties is concerned only with the subject 
of Anti-Comauniom and it is not the subjects of whole Japanese dip]omacy. 
Therefore on other matters wj should give our consideration apart from this 
end the Governmjnc hid given explanation again and again. (pp. 22-23) 

Later for the purpose of adjusting the Anglo-Japanese relations in 
East Asia, preparatory negotiation was started but due to outbreak of China 
Incident, it was compelled r,o be suspended for a while. However, Britain 
desired conference with UK as to how this Incident be solved and United 
States on the other land, doing her utmost net to interfere too deeply into 
other's busir.eas by observing the so-called Monroe Doctrine. I firmly be-
lieve that it .'.J ad/J.sable to settle the present China. Incident by direct 
negotiation betwoen Japan and China and not to open the council for powers 
concerned because there are f ara of giving opportunity of starting the 
interference of other powers. (pp. 23-24) 

Awing to the fact that every different language version of this 
protocol has been declared an official text, there are likely to be 
sevoral discrapancioe in their interpretation. But all political agree-
ments of this sort- have hitherto relied for their existence upon unanimity 
of feeling between the nations concerned, and any disagreement over the 
interpretation of any part cf the text would accordingly involve the 
complete and immediate cessation of ltho treaty's; validity. 

Councillor SEIMI3U? I vculd like to know the reasons why Manchukuo could 
not be allowed to partlcipate in this Anti-Comintern Pact. (p. 25) 

Foreign Minister HJEOTA: I think that as Manchukuo's diplomacy is carried 
out with Japan as its center, there is no necessity of letting Manchukuo 
participate directly .in the agreement. It is true that Manchukuo is an 
independent states but iv. will rocuire adequate consideration to let her 
act internationally. Hoover as a matter of fact, the application of 
this Treaty on Jappn would naturally result in extending to Manchukuo. (a25) 

President (HlRaFut'A); there are no more words to be heard from you, we 
shall immediately proceed to take a vote, dispensing with the second reading 
and other processes. I wieh you, the members who advocate this proposition, 
to stand up. 

(All of the members stood up.) 

President (EIRAHUMA)i Thi« proposit on has unanimously been aporoved. 
We shall now adjourn today's fiession. 

The Emperor has left. 

(The session has been adjourned at 10-.45 a.m.) 
President Baron HIRAHUi-iA Siichiro 
Secretary—General MHAKAMI Kyoichi 
Secretary EORIYE Eideo 
Secretary MUTO Morio 
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